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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
'fn. prennt study appears to be one of the first attempts at research in
the field of leadership of the clergy.

'Ihe religious sphere i tseU' was one of

the most reoent areas that became available for systematic 80cial research.

ftle seminaries have been subjected before to some studies of a 8Ociological

naturel , but to the beat knowledge of the present writer no reaearch program
has been instituted to examine the pattern of leadership training in
seminaries.

~le

It seems that vel') litUe thought has been given to it untU

recently even in conventions and congresses which have dealt extensively 'With
the physioal, intellectual, spiritual, and cultural training of the candidates
for priesthood.

The presen t wri tel' has been unable to locate any study

specifically directed to leaderBhip training in the seminaries.

The importance

of the present project becomes evident when one takes into consideration the
lack of 11 tarature and studies on the subject and the evident importance of it

for the training of future priests.
The role of priests will be discussed

thoroughl~

later; suffice it here

to mention that a priest, from the moment he steps out of his seminary, is

looked upon by the parishioners as one who can lead them surely and securely,
1

Joseph H. fich ter, Re~gion as an Oceupa tion (Notre Dams, Indiana J 196.3),
p. XII. Speoial mention m~ be made of the so-called Carthegena Studs conduc
by St. Charles Seminarj in Ghio which analysed replies from 6304 major
seminarians.

2

not only in their spiritual needs but many times in other fields as nU.
'lhe main question, therefore, is whether the se1ninal'}' training i8 geared to
impart tIle necessary preparation to the candidate for priesthood for the
fulfillment of his expected roles.

It will be aeen later on that leadership

training, as understood here, is not 80me kind of a quick cours. content with
teaching principles of group dynamics and providing a tfllfl oocu1ons for
practicing them.

Understood in its full senae, it would aeem that leadership

training should pervade the whole seminary course and be one of the bailie
direetJ.ves for the entlre seminary program.

It is these considerations that

make any study on leadership training in the seminaries so important.
Ideas about leadership date back, without any doubt, to the origin of tone
human race itself.

It is not very unlikely tJ:lat the first thought that dawned

upon two individuals as they first met each other to put their hands together
to act in common was who should be the leader and who the follower.

The entire

histor;y of the human race can be vined, without doing too much violence to
facts, as a desoription of human leadership that has characterised the times
and how it bas arfected the deatinies of men in the COUTse of centuries and

millenia.

Yet, leadership is an area of action Which has been subjected only

recentl,Y to scientific study.

Partly this was due to the fact that the

science of human relationship i. itself of rather recent originJ and partly
one may account for this lag by the fae t that leaderllhip na usually

conside~

more than anything else, a8 a gift of charismatic nature, about which one
could do hardly anything-something in the order of inventive genius, artistic
originality or poetic imagination.

3
The L'llpatu, for stud.les

Oli

leadership developed as leadership improvement.

through suitable training was l"eCcgrtized.

'the practical useda of large

industrial organiaat1r)Tia for efi'icienoJ based (.;n sftae tive leadership provid.ed

such incentive.

The need for adequate leaderlhip at all levela of wperviaion

made the large factories the first laboratories of group dynamics.

initial scientific studies ot lsarlership date back only' to

~~e

Tn...

second decade

of ttl!" esntury. 2 It _at be noted, howev&l', that the •• studi•• have not
progrellsed at, a eon.stant pace even ai'ter the lat. start, unlike research in
$ome other area, of social relationship.
Th,€; orientations ani. points of eJtphasis in the .tudie. on leadership bave

cha,nged considerably during the put fifty years.) The orientation in the
earliest studies was descriptive and anal;ytia.

These s'rudies conaist in actu

descriptions and analJ.es of leadersnip qualities and the relation between the
leader and the struotural element. 0;: organizations.
institution.al approach that
frame of reference

!H~.•

followed.

1fU

In the more recent studi•• a wider

hee..YJ. applied ,to research

tending to beonme more functional.

It was more of an

00

leaciel'8hip, the orientation

!ho l.'"lformal aspect.. of the lea.derllhip

rela.tioo gatn.ed special attention in this context. and thea. have been :i.nve.tigated and explored with tOQls of

p.~cholcg,y,

anthropology, and to some extent,

ps;:rchiatry.4

p.8.

2
italcom and Hulda Knowles, How to Develop .Better Leader. (Na lork, 1955)

-

:3

-

_....

-

.

Se& the article 01' Ralph M. Stodgill in The Stud), of JAadership, ed. by
C. G. Browne and '!boma. S. Cohn (Danville, minois, 1951J1 p. )0, where
references to literature on leadership are given.

4Knowles

• 9.

1+

The points of emphasis in studies varied with the assumed orientations.
Earliest leadership studies were centered on the person of the leader himself
to the practical exclusion of the other variables. 5 'Ibis approach did not
prove very fruitful and no generally accepted conclusions regarding universal
traits could be discovered.

6

'!heories of leadership which did not consider

the cultural, social, physical, and organizational contexts were inevitably
inadequate.

Could a leader in a baseball team necessarily hold his own in a

parliamentary debate?

It became evident that leadership was circumscribed

by the s1 tuation in which it had to be exercised.
The next trend of emphasis was, therefore, on situation.

In this

situational approach the view stressed was that leaders were what situations
made of them and reciprocally, the qualities and skills required of a leader
were to be largely determined by the exigencies of the s1tuation. 7 The
situational approach would seem to have given a sufficiently broad frame of
reference had it not been for two crucial weaknesses.

One of these was the

neglect to give, in the enthusiasm of stressing the importance of the situation itself, a sufficient role for the personal leadership qualities of the
leader.

The second weakness consisted in the failure to consider the si tu-

a.tional aspect as relative to "followers" element in it.

Situations were

5Robert Tannenbaum, Irving R. Weschler and Fred bilassarik, Leaderllhik! and
Organization: ! Behavioral Science Approach (New York, 1961), pp. 22-23. 6Alvin W. Gouldner, (ed.), Studies
pp. 31-35.

1
Tannenbaum et al., p. 23.

!!:.

Leadership (New York, 1950),

u~~allj

conceived in terms of historical and organizational exigencies rather

than in terms of the psychological needs of the followers.
ntis paved the way for the third and the more recent approach, namely the
"follower" emphasis.

Leadership was increasingly described as a phenomenon to

be determined and measured by the effectiveness in achieving better cooperation
among the followers with the resultant better efficiency in reaching the goals.
Selvin stresses five ~pes of such stud1es.

8

These are, (1) the autocratic-

democratic and laiszez faire leadership studies of Iowa University) (2) the
Anderson studies in dominative-integrative leadership; (3) the Perston and
Heinz studies on participatory and supervisory leadership) (4) the

,~ic:ligan

studies of supervision and productivity and (5) the Ohio State University
studies in multi-dimensional descriptions of leader behavior.
It should not be assumed, however, that the above theoretical orientations
were mutually exclusive or that

the~

followed each other in strict chronologi-

cal order. Elements of the other approaches were found even when another was
specially streased.

It was the selective and differential importance given in

the generally accepted approach that varied in the sequence set forth above.
The present emphasis tends to incorporate all three elements mentioned
above in the conceptual scheme for studying leadership dynamics. 9 Tannenbaum
has worked out in same detail such an unified frame of reference. 10 The

8hanan C. Salvin, '!he Effects

.2!

Leadership (Glencoe, Ill., 1960), pp.2-7.

9Tannenbaum et al., p. 23. The names of some of the authors who favor
this unified approachare enumerated here.
10Ibid., pp. 24-42.
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leadership complex he divides into the following oomponents: (1) the leader
and personality traits of the leader; (2) the situation; (3) the followers}
(4) the line of oommunication between the leader and follourer; and, finally,

( 5) the goal. ll
The personality aspects of leadership were well expressed by Field
Marshall MontgomelJ' in his reoent book

.!!l.: ~

~ I~adership

when he defined

leadership ae: "The capacity and the will to rally men and women to a common
purpose and the oharacter which will inspire confidence .n12

Leadership i8

often viewed as a magnetic force which unites people among themselves in their
endeavors to reach the common goals.

The leader becomes the link which conne

the members to the group as a whole and to each other individually.

True, the

goal or the ideal may be a unifying element) but it is the function of the
leader to put forward the goal clearly and adequately before the minds and
imaginations of the followers so as to inspire them for action.

Without the

leader' II touch, the goal itself may remain sterile and uninspiring.

Unoe his

zeal is transferred to others he finds the means of organizing the generated
energy into a purposeful channel to attain the desired result.

Thus the per-

sonal traits, both of the heart and mind of the leader, playa very vital part
in the leadership role.
It is difficult to deoide which personality reqUirements, of the heart or
of the mind, are the more important.

The present writer would tend to agree

with the view expressed by Tead in the following passage: "The source of
individual power and personal influence, it should be repeated, are not in the

1l~1d." pp. 25-30.
12Field

i~larshall

Montgomsz;,

~~~

Leadership (New York" 1961),p.10.

1
first instance in t."le head, but in the heart.
of life.

Out of the heart are the issues

'lbe power of the person is the Eas5ion of the person. It is the

passion for truth which marks the important philosopher or teacher.
E.assion for righ teousness which marks the great moral leader.

It is the

It is the

passion for justice which distinguishes the leader among jurists.

And in

industry it is not the passion for profits, but for people which distinguishes
the leaders from the mere executive. nl)

Leadership, as Field Marshall

Montgomelii says, is a battle to win the hearts of others;14
win other hearts.

only a heart can

This does not, however, mean that a lea.der can place les8

store on intellectual qualities.

A thorough grasp. of the techniques of his

field, intimate acquaintances of the field of operations and the factors that
influence it_ capacity to know the good as well as the bad qualities of his
followers and the ability to make judicious choices to fill up the ranks are

some of

~le

Next

essential intellectual

req~irements

in importance to tile leader and to personal leadership

the followers in leadership complex.
group

of a leader.

~n~nics

followers.

Leadership is

Q

q~Qlitie8

co.

relative phenomenon in

and is controlled, colored, and many times determined by the

There was a tendency in the beginning to consider the followers as

an amorphQus mass which the leader could shape at will, or as a herd of sheep
which could be driven in an:>' direction, if only a capable superntan appeared on
the horizon.

It was precisely this wndency to minimize the function of the

followers that resulted in the over-emphasis of the role of the leaders in

13

Ordway Tead,

..!!!! ~ ~

l1\tontgomery, p. 10.

Leadership (Hew York, 19.35), p. 1).
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earlier

anal~ses.

How it is generally accepted that leadership to a great

extent is tailored to meet the

ps~chological

needs of the followers.

This.has

naturally bridged the gap betw.een them, and some techniques have been evolved
to measure the leadership effectiveness by measuring the influence it exerts
on the followers .15
In establiahing the link between the leader and followers, the communica-

tion system is of paramount i1Bportance.

A. direct face-to-face relationship of

the leader with the followers is vital in infusing and instilling interest,
enthusiasm, and confidence among the followers.

Leaders are ordinarily blessed

with the gift of eloquence and usually it is this capacity that singles them
out in unstructured situations which demand immediate and spontaneous reaotion&
In larger organizations, where mleer numbers make face-to-face relationships

almost impossible, set channels of communications must bedavised to reach all
levels.

Tnere is, however, great danger that these may develop into bureau-

cratic media .for transmission of decisions.

Such danger is very real, if the

organization is a highly centralized one and of great magnitude.
The third element in the leadership complex is the situation in all of
its physical, historical, cultural., and organizational aspects.

The geograph-

ical and historical aspects could be included generally in the cultural
influence as culture in its development cannot be divorced from the habitat or
the concrete historical context in which it functions.

One of the main elementl

of the cultural influence on leadership is the cultural background of the
follower., their aspirations and expectations.

l5Selvin describes the techniques in

~

It is precisely this exigency

Effects

~

LeadershiE.

9
of the modern cultul'al situation that has made some of the recent shifts in
leadership direction necessary.
democrac)"

With the modern emphasis on education and

the aspirations and expectations of people allover the world have

necessitated a more humane and integrated approach in leader-follower
rela tionship.
The organizational structure is equally important as a factor influencing

the nature and character of leadership.

'!he structure of an organization woul

indicate both the nature and extent of power vested in it, as well as the
manner it is wielded and power is a concept intimately connected with leadership.
i

'Power is generall), defined as the capacity of a person to execute something against the actual or potential apposition of others.

defined power in the following fashion:

Max Weber has

"In general, we understand by 'power'

the chance of a man or of a number of men to realize their own will in a
communal action even against the resistance of others who are participating in
the action.

16

In the last analysis, power will be found to be derived from

the union of the people. 17

Leadership is the capacity to influence people

and to unite them for a given purpose; and leadership, therefore, is the
channel through which power nows.
Power is found in two forms in society.

It can be institutionalized in

an organization with legal force when it is called authority, or it can remain

16.Max Weber, E8S,S
(New York, 19~6), p. 1

o.

.!!!

Sociology, trans. H. H. Gerth and C. Wright ;;1111s

17See Herman Heller, "Power, Political", Encyclopedia of ~ Social
Sciences, XII, (New York .. 1930-35), p. 301.
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-with no such force, in which ease it is called simply power. 1B

The leader with

no organizational support will have to rely heavily on charismatic personal
quali ties to develop the loyalty of followers .19

Sometimes charismatic leaders

themselves are able to organize the group and pave the way for the gradual
inati tutionalization of power.

Most of the religious organizations have come

into being in this fashion.
Power can be exercised in an author! tarian democratic or laissez fure
manner.

In the authoritarian approach the initiative of the subject is

controlled and curtailedJ in the laissez faire, it is given free rein with no
control or direction; in the democratic it is helped and directed to proceed on
its own. 20

In an institutionalized

sys~~ the nature of the authority to be

exercised will, in its broad outlines, be determined by the inst1tutionalilllat1a
process itself, while with a charismatic leader it m.a.y be left to his own good
judgment or fancy.

The au'thoritarian, democratic and laissez faire are not to

be considered as entirely different categories of power.

They are in reality

types and any given situation may involve nch in varying degrees.
Power is exercised in religious as well as secular institutions.

Even

religious power, a:l:thoogh it may sometimes)'t,oarder on the spiritual.1 can become

1BRobert Bierstedt, "An Analysis of Social Power," American Sociological
Review, XV (1950), pp 130-,36. See Roger BelloW's, Creative LeadershiE
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J ... 1959), pp. 19-20.
19See Weber, Essays in Sociology, pp. 245-252, where he describes the
sociology of charismatic authority.
20
See Ralph K. White and Ronald Lippit, Leader Behavior and Member Reactic
!!! .!!! Three "Social Climates II in Group D.1'Ilamics, ed. If: CartWright and
Alvin Zander (Evanston, ID., 1953), p. 586.
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subject of sociological investigation, in as far as it influences externally
the societJ.i.

Because of the external organization through which religious

power has to be channelled, most of the defects and drawbacks in the
administration of secular power could also become applicable to the dispensing
of religious power.
A word about bureaucraoy is relevant here.

Max Weber has desoribed the

oharacteristio features of bureaucracy as a machinery of

a~~istration

which

has its activities distributed in a fixed way as official duties with qualifie
offioials in oommand, having stable and speoified author! ty providing for the
regular and oontinuous fulfillment of these duties.

He then goes on to remark,

"Bureaucraoy, thus understood, is fully developed in political and eoo1e818.8tioal communities cnly in the modern state and in the private economy only in
the most ad.vanoed institutions of oapitalism."

21

Bureauoracy poses the seriou

problem, both in the oivil society and in the Churoh, of ooordinating the real
interests and welfare of the governed with the administrative effioiency of th
organization.

A bureauoratic organization can easily become alienated from th

real good of the people, since the people themselves, because of the immense
size of the organization are not in a position to exert control or even to
know where the defects may be.·

There 1s another aspect in leadership-power relatedness that deserves
special attention.

Power itself m.ay become a motive of' the leader as a

2lweber, p. 196.
22
See Richard Bendix, tlBureaucracy: The Problem and its Setting",
American Sooiolo~io~ Review, (October 1947), pp. 493-507.
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substi tute for the common good in his strive to
focusing on the goal

ane.

ascendenc~i.

Instead of

good of the community, a leader can become power

hungry and direct his ac tiona for the achievement of his ambition.

An overly

power-oriented leadership is not bound to generate the self-perpetuating
enthusiasm. among the followers which is the key to the continuity and effectiveness of all good leadership.

But modified forms of power-orientation can

become legitimate and commonly accepted patterns which would not evoke any
great resentment.

Iti fact, in a socially mobile culture, where great value is

attached to the struggle for improving one's pOSition, the society itself may
expeot its leaders to be power-oriented.

One has to put himself forth as a

candidate for leadership position and compete aggressively with his rivals
all the legitimate tactics available at his command.

wi~

This is conceived a8 a

test of leadership itself by the society before it entrusts the winner with
institutionalized power.

Even in a democratic society, power can be

exeessivly concentrated in the hands or fn men.

Behind the facade of demo-

cratic set-up of checks and counter-eheeks for the safe and equitable use of
power, there can develop informal lines of power distribution and concentratiot
wr~ch

make a mockery of the formal apparatus of controls.

This is a develop-

ment which can characterize bureaucratic organizations and may enlerge when
members of the organizations at the lower levels abdicate their responsibilitiEs
and delegate their powers to others in seeming unconcern or inertia.

If this

alienation becomes very acute it can result in the leader's total identification of himself with the power structure wTlieh is a feature of totalitarianism
The main safeguards against such misuse of power by leaders is the building up
of responsible leaderShip at all levels from the very grass-roots upwards.

1.3
111e phenomena of leadership described by C. Wright Mills in The ~ Elite23
and by i'loyd hunter in Community Power structure,24

as well &s the counterpart

:.5

role of the follower in Whyte's 'organization man' and Reisman's 'other
directed man t,26 are indicative of trends in the opposite direction.
me situational aspect can be further diversified by the area in which
leader,hip is exercised.

Industry, business, politics, education, military,

religion and sports are special spheres with their own peculiar requirements.
Each of these areas would need emphasis on special features.

Industrial and

business fields are production and profit oriented and leadership there is
geared to meet this special exigency.

1he political arena in a democratic

setup has two somewhat distinctive sectionsl
how to retain it.

(1) how to rise to power and (2)

This double aspect may be applicable to the other fields,

also, but it is in politics that they become so conspicuous.

Sometimes

completely different approaches and techniques may he needed in the two diffe
ant situations, although basically the same principles may hold good in both.
Politics in a democratic society offers challenge to leadership that is more
exclusive and total than perhaps in any other field, by the simple fact that i
would cover almost all other areas in one way or another, and issues depending
on it are, therefore, of greater consequence.

Leadership in education poses

-

23C• Wright Mills, The Power Elite (New York, 1956).
24Floyd Hunter, Conmrunit~ Power Structure (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1953).
25William H. Whyte,
26David Reisman,

!h! Organization!!!!

!1!!.

(Garden City, N.Y., 1957).

Lonely Crowd (New Haven, Conn., 1950).

problems of another nature and here it is a question of general training to
leadership itself that should engage the attention of educators.

The military

field has special characteristics which may not be found in

areas at all.

ot~er

Decisions touching the li1'e and dea th of the group have to be taken and
executed, and such a type of leadorship calls for a balanced approach of
intense personal loyalty and unflinching impersonal attachment to dut;y. Finall
the religious sphere alao will offer special characteristics that may be quite
unique.

The role religious leadership wuld play will depend upon how the

religious field i8 integrated

rlt..~

the rest of one'. life.

If religious

convictions are all pervasive and affects the lftlole of one's 11fe, then religious leadership would be also of greater proportions and may extend to these
fields in some form or other.

It will also depend upon how the religious

authori ty itself is structured and ineti tutional1zed.

These are some of the

points which will have to be discussed later on.
Although research on leadership is still in the initial stages, some of
the findings seem to be sufficiently well established to gain general
acceptance.

One of the main conclusions is that the type of leadership

exercised has considerable influence on the nature of the response of follower •
Kurt Lewin's studies and other research designs have established beyond doubt
that the greatest amount of voluntary and lasting cooperation and initiative
is achieved by a democratic kind of leadership compared to an autocratic or
27
laissez-faire one.

27K• Lewin, R. Lippit and R.K. White, "Patterns of Aggressive Behavior
in ExperimentallJ' Created Social Climates", Journal 2.f. Social Psychology, I

(1939), pp. 271-279.
See Ralph K. White and Ronald Lippi t, Au tocracy
ra
(New York 1960), where one can find a good bibliography of

D_~L

!!!2
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The picture of the leader himself is now put in better perspective.
Leadership behavior is at present thou,sht of and defined in terms of set functiOI1S and roles in opposition to the traditional definition in relation to
personali ty qualities.
personalit~

Although this does not go to negate the importance of

characteristics, none the less this

t~~e

of emphasis of leader-

follower relationship has tended to bridge the gap between them.

'!he actual

practice of sharing of responsibilities has added increasingly to the group
efficiency and cohesion.

This emphaSis on the role rather than inborn quality,

builds up a large base for all types of leadership functions.

As functions

vary, leadership roles also can vary and one who is in a certain situation in
a leader-follower relationship to some one else may find himself in an
inverted relationship in another si. tuation.

In modern society, with its

proliferation of roles and statuses, there are many opportunities for leadership positions and levelling of inferiority or superiority complexes which
could have resulted from a rather restricted acceptance of leadership behavior.
As a result of research a better understanding of group dynamics has been
obtained.

'Ihe group itself has to pass through different stages of maturity

under the direction of the leader from an initially dependent posture to one
of weli-integrated and responsible group.

The function of the leader is to

bring the group along to this final stage of maturity cautiously and boldly.
The effects of leadership on followers have been extensively studied and
the general conclusion is that the IIlOst fruitful approach from the part of the
leader towards the follower is the one which includes his total personality as
the object of interest.
Ample evidence is also available to show that with proper techniques

16
leadership qualities can be considerably increased in prospective candidates.
Practical programs for training of leaders have been introduced into
almost every field of human activity.

First to apply principles of leadership

training to practical use, it seems, was big industry.

The initial attempts

were focused more on coordination than on leadershipJ but soon the leadership
di.1llension was added to these programs and results have justified the attempts
made.

Now most of the important industries have their own leadership training

courses.

Bell 'l'elephone, Standard Oil, DuPont, Inland Steel, to mention just

few, have their own programs.

During World War II, the Navy tried to apply

some of the principles of leadership in their own working.

Right at the top,

the admirals were made to attend a short course on leadership and the main
handbook used was a small booklet ItConference Sense" put out by the Bureau of
Naval personnel,28 illustrated with appropriate caricatures and text.
results were hailed as very encouraging.
more elaborate programs.

The

Now all sections of the military bav

In the educational sphere too many attempts have be

made to incorporate principles of leadership in the curriculum of training of
teachers.

'Ibis is a rich field for potential dissemination of leadership

training and ideas.

If the entire educational system is geared to the idea of

training future leaders, it could result in great dissemination of leadership
ideals.

'!here are many practical programs for training of leaders conducted

by religious organizations.

Many parishes have some project or other Which m

qualify as a loadership training program.

There are the more widespread

schemes, such as the Christian Youth Organization, the Christian F'aailJ :iiove-

28U•S•

l~avy, 1950

Nav,y Papers 91139.
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ment, etc., which are attempts at applying leadership principles in selected
fields.

Worthy of special mention here is the Gabriel Richard Institute.

It

bega..l1 as an offshoot of Fr. Keller's Christopher Movement, but now it has
developed into a leadership training course and has spread into eight or ten
dioceses in the United S'&ates and also to some countries abroad.

fuey have a

nine-session basic course dealing wi th techniques to develop abUi ty to recall
names and persons, broaden motivation, participate

and

delive~J,

personali ty •
~le

i11

debates, iillprOV'e speech

remember facts and figures, and in general, improve one's
There are special courses for more particular needs.

As far as

writer knows, there has not been any special leadership course for priests

or religious.

Such a leadership course would seem to require broader orienta-

tion and to be extended to the entire field of preparation for ministr;.

CHAPTER II
'I'm;; CCNCEPT O.F A PRI::':;ST AS A Lf:aA.DFB AND TRAINIHG F'OR l..ilIADf;RStiIP

As explained in the previous chapter, leadership i8 now generally aS80ciated with role functions and a person is considered a leader insofar as his
roles place him in leadership positioIls relative to others who are his
subordinates.

'lhe relationship of a leader, as a leader, however would extend

also to his superiors and colleagues and leadership qualities could be brought
to bear on these relations as well.

The main or almost exclusive interest of

the present study is in the area. of pastor-parishioner relationship. It is from

this angle that the role of a priest and the formation he receives in the
seminarJ' have been e.xamined in the .following chapters.
(1he parish priest is appointed to take care of the spiritual needs of
Christians usually residing in a small specified area. t

Parishes seem to have

originated in rural areas in the fourth century. tJ 'lbe early history of the
Church shows traces of po)ular elections to the office of the pastor.')

1See the definition of a parish given by J.D. Donovan, "The Social Structure of the Parish," ~ Sociol~ .2f the Parish, ed, C.J. Nuesse a.'1d 're .1.
Harte, C.S.S.R. (Milwaukee, 19511, p. 1tl; C&n:'451 1, defines "parochus" in a
technical fashion and there is no need here to go into the canonical implications of this definition. See John J. Coady, 1!!! Appointment .2! Pastors
(Washington, D.C., 1929), pp. 1-3; see also W. Croce, "'llie Histor-.;.r of the
Parish tl , 'lhe Parish-From 'lheology to Praotice, ed. Hugo Rahner, tran ••
Robert
(Westmilifiiter, Maryland, 19~8), pp. 9-22.

Kress

2 Coady , p.

j,..

3Ibid., p. 19.
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Later, feudalism affected the &p-POintments.'
the Church law concerning pa.riShes.'

The Council of Trent reorganised

The present code of Canon Law haa

specified the duties and rights of the pastor in greater detail.
Although the parish is intended to serve the spiritual needs of its
members, due to the close relation of the other needs such &8 educational,
social and. cultural to the spiritual life of the people, these other interests
have also to be satisfied by the pariah organization in some way or other.
Since none of these needs can be considered to be static, as they are always
conditioned by circumstances which are subject to change, the strtlcture and
organisation of the parish necessa.rily has to be flexible.

With the changing

needs of the parish, the roles of the pastor or pa.rish priest naturally would
also change.' J
There are in the Church, normative regulations which define the roles and
functions of the parish priest.

The Church' s Code of Ca.."lon Law will broadly

determine which are the main functions that have to be performed by the

pastor." Hut the Code of Canon Law alone will not give a clear or precise
image of the parish priest or his functions.

4Ib;id.,
~

.-'~.,

Th.!

Only those spiritual roles which

p. 23.

p. 3.3.

6See Philip M. Hannan, It'llie Development of the Foms of ,\i.odern Parish, U
Sociology ~ ~ Pariah, ed. C. J. Nuesse and 2homas J. Harte, C.S.S.R.

(~i1waukee,

1951), pp. 17-43.

7Canons 451-486, Code of Canon Law, deal with parish priests; See Char1el!
J. Koudelka, Pasters: ~ Right) ~ I!u.tie;! !£.oording ~ the !!!! ~ of
~ ~ (Washington, D.C., 1921 •
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are the basis of the parish structure are mentioned in the churoh legislation,
and sinoe these have to be applied universally, only the broad generalities
would be specified.

The universal ohuroh legislation would be supplemented by

looal norms presoribed by the bishop of the diooese, but even the local legislation will usually leave a big margin for the decisions of the individual
pastors.

In short, churoh legislation may define some of the things that have

to be done by the parish priests, and perhaps some of the things whioh he sho
not do.) Even in these it WOUl~ rar from exhaustive) but between the
positive 'lIld negative l1mita

"""O~od,

th...... _ata a host of things whiah ar

permissible and yet do not appear a's\~efined roles of the parish priest.

It

\

is in theso undefined areas that g~at\~atitude would be possible.
i

In the priest one oan distinguish two types of roles.

F'irst is his role

olose to the altar, sacramental if one would prefer to oall it so, in whioh
spiritual qualities tip the scales in the performanoe of the duties.

These

are the functions a8 the celebrant of the saoraments, oonfessor, preaoher,
organizer of parish societies which are oriented mainly for the spiritual
welfare of their members.
situations.

The "man of God" is expected to dominate in these

Then there are those other areas whioh are oonnected to the

spiritual, but lIhich do not mainly rest on the religious vooation of the pries
~ese

have to be fulfilled because of their intimate relation to the previous

one, 'but these require totally different qualities for their effioient and
sucoessful fulfillment and perhaps~ni-lnay characterise them as the role of
the "priest-business man" or "priest-administrator".' This would inolude
\
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taking oare of the financial aspects involved in the running of the parish,
eduoation (building sohools, running them), social activities, direction of
organisations which are not directly meant for spiritual purposes.

'~H"

can be added . th. functions related to the present emphasis on participation
in coiIiinUriity developmental projects.

/t:.

In all these fields, the pastor has to function as the director or in
other words, as the leader of the people.

Leadership of the parish priest,

therefore, would require those skills and qualities which would enable him to
efficiently exeoute the different roles With which he has been entrusted on
account or his office.

As these roles are not all. homogeneous, different

qualities and different skills also will be required of h1.l!l.

'!he sum total of

these different qualities and skills may be considered to constitute the
oomplex of leadership requirement on the part of the pastor •

t

'tAl

f'.: ;" 1-

There is one important oh~ervation to make here regarding the nature of
leadership of the Christian clergy.
consider priesthood as one of

the~

the prinCiples of leadership whioh
tions.

Sociologioally, it may be meaningful to

~e

pro:fessions or oooupations and apply
applicable in general to similar situa-

Such an approach would certainly give an insight into some of the

features in the funotion of priesthood and role of leadership which might have
been overlooked.

But even a sociological inquiry has to keep in mind the

special features of the priesthood which are generally accepted by the adherent
of that religious group and which form the foundation of many of their
relations.

As remarked by Donovan, "'!he basic sociological premise is that the

social and psychological characteristics of the leader are at onoe the products
of life oonditioning and experiences and an important variable in under-

22
standing leadership behavior.

lbe heuristic value of

~~is

premise for the

analysis of Catholic religious leadership is, of course, qualified by the
immeasurable effects on behavior of supernatural grace and divine assistance.
Such a qualification, however, does not deny its pertinence to the study of
the religious leader. n9

~ere

are special and distinctive characteristics which would qualify the

priesthood from the other roles and occupations.

The most distinctive

characteristics of priesthood can perhaps aptly be described by saying that it
is a vocation to minister, which means to serve.

lbe description of the roles

of a priest is lim! ted here to the ideal order and not to facts.
otherprofessionB,a priest can many times fall short of the
of marn~ concern here

is

JUIft--a.- :in

ideal~,

What 1.

t

the ide8.l 1.mpliedinprl••tlyv.oca:t-itm..

In usual

parlance, the word 'vocation t transferred from. the religious context has
sometimes been used to mean a life of dedication even in an ordinary prof.s-

sion.~

This aspect, namely the total dedication of the person to the pro-

fession, is also what is specific in a religious vocation.

The distinction

between times when one attends to one's profession and when one is a free
person does not exist in the priestly career; he is to be totally involved in
what he professes and practices, which has to be life-breath to him.
priesthood this is achieved by special ordination.

In

As Donovan has mentioned,

"The distinctive feature of these endowments is that their authority and

!h!

9John D. Donovan, I!'!he American Catholic Hierarchy: A Sooial Profile,'·
American Catholic Sociological Review, XIX (June 1958). 99.

10
Joseph H. Fichter. Religion
p. 7.

!! !!l

Oecu~a tion

(Notre Dame, Ind., 1961),
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powers do not inhere in any personal authority but are derived from ordination.
W'Datever may be the character of his personal life and behavior, the validity
of his faculties can never be oalled into question. His person is identified
wi th his official role and this is so structured as to insulate the priest's

function from involvement with those with whom he has to deal.
way this office of the priesthood is protected by the

V01f

In a speoial

of celibacy and the

oath of service to the diocese which each diocesan priest takes.

fl_". 1

There are however two special characteristics of the priestly vocation
that are very important in the question of priestly leadership which deserve
special mention.

First of all the priestly vocation, as the word implies is a

call, a oall from God

8S

a Christian believes,' according to St. Paul's

injunction, "And no man takes the honor to hims~f; he takes it who is called
,

by God,

.s Aarlaon was ...11 This is no place to go into a theological discus-

sion regarding the nature of a call for priesthood. but for the purpose of
this study, it is enough to note that the Christian belief is that there is
a special divine call which is made explicit by the external call of the

hierarchy in inviting someone to take up the role of ministering in the Church
as a representative of Christ.

r-This aspect,
i

,

sociologically not definable or

sociologically not demonstrable, is at the v"ery basis of the ideal of leadership of the

priest.~ood.

11

One is expected to take upon himself the bonor and

John D. Donovan, "The Social Structure of the Parish,'f The Sociology
of the Parish, ed. C. J. Nuesse and Thomas J. Harte, C.S.S.R. (MIlwaukee,
1951), p. 89.
l2rleb • V,

4.
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privilege of being Christ's representative of his

0lIfI1

accord.

He should feel

himself called to it, unworthy though he judges himself to be.

His guarantee

for the genuineness of his call has to be the judgment of the hierarchy which
is co-opting him in its ranks.

Unlike other occupations and professions,

pOSitions of leadership in the Church are never to be assumed or arrogated to
<

oneself, if one is true to the Christian spirit.

:

A true religious functionary

should not be motivated by promotion, if he has seriously taken to heart the
injunction of Christ that those who wanted to become first among his disciples
should tr,y to be the least in the group.
( Secondly, the vocation for the priesthood is par exoellence a vocation to
serve and hence leadership in its vel') essence in the Church is a call for
service.

The title "seI'V11s servorwn" given to the Pope, who il the Supreme

Pontiff in the Church, is not a figure of speech; it is the epitome of the
traUi tiOll and spiri't which Uhrist bequeathed to the Church.

'!he whole

Christian conception of ministry is based on selfless service and oharity •
. The whole profeSSion of tne priesthooC is based on this idea of service
Even his name, minister, is indicative of this.

It.,

As a mediator between God and-

men, he has to forget his awn identi ~ and be a link between God and men in thE
administl'ation of sacraments and the Sacrifioe of the

~1a.8S.

It il more than

anything e18e to accentuate the faot that he is available for the service of
others, that he takes the voW' of celibac;).

VII1latevar may be the failings on

the part of individuals, there is no profeSSion which requires of its
adherents such a total submerging of self, as the oalling for the priesthood.
When one refleots on these special characteristics of priestly leadership
many of the objections that may come

to the mind of those who are engaged in

<,
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training students for priesthood, but who identify all leadership aspirations
'With the till'e known in seoular life, will fade by themselves.

Again speaking

of the ideal, leadership aspiration in a priest, or a canciidate for priesthood J
cannot be anything else than his desire to make himself as much less unworthy
an instrument in the hands of God as he possibly can so that he might be
available if and when the call for his service comes. SimilarlJ', fulfilLnant oj
leadership roles would consist in selfless service for the good of the souls
entrusted in his care.

'lhere should be no place in such a setup for a pel'son

whose ambition is to rise higher and higher in the ecclesiastical world or to
compete with others and deliberately build up a sphere of influence to acL.ieve
his persotuill aims.

These are to be considered as alien to tru.o priestly lead-

ership as they may appeal' natural and cOIlgenial in la.,y leadership_

It is true

'tI'1at in practice many fall short of the ideal. but the ideal itself remains
unquestioned.

If one seriousl,y t.hinks about it, it would seem that in some

degree these vel'S special characteristios of religious leadel'ship havelio be
shared in some measure even by secular leadership, too, if it has to rise up

to the full stature of human dignity.

Should not disinterested service be the

real motive of true civic leaderShip?

If one is really and solely interested

in the common good and service of others, i t may be difficult in all bumility
and sinoerity to thrust hL'Rsel! before the public as its onlJ redeemer and
savior.

The present writer would suggest that modern democra.cy, although still

very far from such an ideal, is still slowly moving towards it.

'llisl"'6

has been

serious thought given to this in the dsvelopt!lent of deulocracy under the
leadership of Gandhi in India.

Some of the greatest leaders of all times were

persons who have not cared much to rise to posi tiona of power. Naturally, the
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name of Gandhi comes to the mind of the present writer.

It seems that only a

completely service-oriented democracy would have an edge over communism in the
battle for the minds of people.

It follows that a deeper analysis of leader-

ship and a comparison between religious and secular leaderships would enrich
both the concepts by complimenting their actual deficiencies.
Having touched upon the concept and role of the priestly leadership, the
question of training for priesthood or specifically, the training for leadership in the priesthood has to be dealt with.

!he candidates for priesthood

were always specially selected and carefully trained from the beginning of the
Church.

Unlike many other institutions, the training of the aspirants to its

official rank is completely controlled by the church organization itself.'.£here is no need here to go into an extensive history of the priestly training

program~:~I U~hl··~he Council of

'frent, in the XVI Century called to curb the

tide of the Protestant Reformation, there were hardly any big seminaries
except those operated by religious orders.

The secular clergy were often

trained by an individual priest noted for his piety and learning, and appointed
by the biBhop of the place for this purpose.

After the Council of Trent,

seminaries were slowly established all over Europe and training of the

13F'ichter, p. 88.

!kSee Joseph Godfrey Cox, The Administration of Seminaries (Washington,
D.C., 1931), pp. 8-20, Mlere a ShOrt history of the-development of seminaries
is given; for the history of the institution and development of seminaries in
the United States see Lloyd Paul i,icDonald., .!!!!. Sem1narl \\'ovement .!!! ~ United
States: ProJects, F'oundations and Earll Development (178!i-18,3,3}(Washington,
D.C., 1921) and William Stephen Morris, ~ Serninarl Movement in ..!!!.! United
States: Projects, Foundations ~ Early Development (lB3,3-1866')(Washington,
D.C., 193!).
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candidates for priesthood received greater and greater attention from the
authori ties concerned.

But the orientation given in the Council of Trent which

was naturally conditioned by the needs of the times continued to persist right
up to our present day.

"We are still living with the Council of Trent t s idea

of seminaries.

'rile stress is on spiritual and intellectual formation, but

tllere is really

nothi1~

Joseph Cardinal Suenens.
seminary training.

on practical apostolic training", emphasized Leon-

15

Tnere have been many papal enaotments regarding

There were also some major pronouncements regarding priest-

hood in general wherein special attention was given to some points of trainingl6
The most important of all and treating almost exclusively on the preparation
of candidates for priesthood is the Enc;yclical Manti Nostrae of Pius XII.

In

it some of the problems arising out of aggiornamento of priestly training to
m.odern requirements are dealt with and a general orientation indicated.

The

promulgation of Manti Nostrae occasioned more studies and con.ferences on
priestly training.

Somehow a feeling was created that there has been somethizg

lacking in the general education of the candidates for priesthood which
deserved serious attention.

This feeling, shared only by a few in the beginrrin ,

has become more general because of the more liberal attitude taken by the late

15Quoted by Walter M. Abbott, "Cardinal Suenens on the Church", Americf
(March 16, 1963), p. 361; Coady says, "'lbe funda.'llental legislation relative to
the constitu tion, methods and government of ecclesiastical seminaries haa
remained unchanged for the past three centuries. This is evident from the
comparative analysis of the Tridentine decree and the legislation contained in
the new Code of Canon Law. If Coady, p. 32.
16'Ihe Catholic Prie.thood:
(Westm.iniater, r;Id., 1958).

Papal Document.

~

Pius X to Pius XII
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pope John UIII in man;,y fields of Church organization anJ. discipline, and the
policy statements of Paul VI.

This has given added hopes for a thorough over-

hauling of decadent systems.

Another circumstance that has prompted re-think-

ing

on these issues is the more general acceptance of the fact that sociologicll.

investigation in religious fields, not excluding the seminary atmosphere, will
be fruitful for the cause of religion and hence there is less antagonism now
in discussing and exploring some of these avenues which were practically
closed before.
Coming to the question of leadership training in the seminaries, the
present writer would prefer to consider it as an all pervasive element which
should color the entire seminary curriculum.

Most of the practical training

for leadership, referred to earlier in Chapter I, such as those in the Navy,
industry, and in the lay apostolate are usually very short courses,

specificall~

oriented towards the development of some specific leadership qualities and
skills.

Prominent in these programs are the techniques for improving speaking

ability in public, mastering the intricacies of group discussion and debating
methods,_ which are aimed at giving self-confidence to the participants.

What

the present writer envision. by leadership training in the seminaries is not
restricted to any &Uoh short courses, connnendable though they may be.

Perhaps

it may be useful in the seminaries to introduce some such leadership courses
also.

But very muoh more important than all that, is t."lS general orientation

of the entire currioulum of training, including every phase of seminary studi81
activi ties and exercises.

Based on the beliefs of the Catholic religion, firs

of all a solid spiritual and doctrinal foundation for leadership qualities has
to be built into each indiVidual.

Vocation to priesthood, in the Catholic

--
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belief is a vocation to represent Christ and to bring the message of Christ to
others;

it is a vocation of utmost selfless leadership.

others, one has to sul::merge himself.

To bring Christ to

In the Christian conception there is

nothing better which will fire one with enthusiasm and zeal and inspire one to
true Christian leadership as an intimate and personal attachment to Christ, the
Master, and the knowledge of his Mystical Body.

Here you have the doctrinal

basis for leadership in priesthood according to the Catholic belief. Ascetical
and mystical theolog;y would teach principles of true charity which is considers
the greatest bond between the members of the MysticaJ. Body of Christ. Pastoral
theology would give a modern orientation to some of the practical problems a
priest would have to meet with and solve in his actual ministry.
on.

So on and

80

'l'here may be few subjects which are not currently taught in the seminariel!

but "hich should be known by a modern priest to fulfill his roles efficiently.
There are, then, so man) little detaUs in the seminary life which can be
oriented towards the

bloss~~ng

of these qualities which would make future

priests able administrators, efficient organizers, likable superiors, etc.
'Ihere is no need to go into these details here.

Some of these could be

mentioned later on while discussing the questio.nnaire that was prepared and
sent to the rectors of seminaries.

In short, what the writer wanted to stress

here is the viewpoint that leadership training in the seminaries as conoej.ved
in the present study is not some kind of a course which oould be superwadded
to the already-existing numerous others, but an all pervasive and all
embraoing pastoral orientation to be given to the studies and other activities
so that the future priests
ment of their future roles.

ma.~

have all that is needed for successful fulfill-

Cardinal Suenens in a similar context dealing with
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the all-round pastoral training of the seminaries has this to sa;}': tilt is a
temptation for many to solve the problem by adding a ;year of pastoral studies
to the seminaries' courses.

I say, •no'; that is not the

w~

to do it.

All

six ;years of the seminaI"'j course must be organized so that this pastoral
training becomes an integral part of the whole course. H17
'!'he training for leadership in the seminaries, is an interesting subject
for study precisely because of the somewhat different
will find in there" compared to secular socie ties.

t~~e

of setup which one

'!'he tradi tiona! seminary

atmosphere offers ma.llJ' natural advantages as well as disadvantages for the
development of leadership qualities.

Some of the basic virtues, as self-

discipline, selflessness, charity, punc tuali ty, etc., find congenial conditio
for their development in the seminary atmosphere.

'Ihese are perhaps the most

difficult elements to cultivate in the total complex of leadership
and skills.

~~alities

At the same time too much emphasis on dependence on superiors, on

seclusion from contacts with the world, too much reliance on theological
approaches to solve all the problems on8 may have to meet later in the parish,
and a kind of self-complacency that priesthood confers on the candidate all
qualities needed for running the parish, can be detrimental.

'l'hese are not

necessarily the most harmful defaults in the training of leadership. But they
can practically negate all the good qualities one might have and make the
future priest's 11fe in his parish inei'l'icient, disliked and troublesome. It i
in this area that the main interest of the present study lies.

These very

advantages and disadvantages make the study of leadership training in the
seminary

ver~

interesting.

17Quoted by Abbot, America, p. )61.

CHAPTER III
ME'lH uDOLOGY

The main purpose of the present study. as mentioned earlier, is to
investigate the bearing long years of clerical training have on the development of leadership qualities in the future priests.

In the previous chapter, the role of the priest as leader was discussed.
Si.,1iilarly, the advantages and disadvantages of the priestly vocation itself
for the natural blossoming of leadership qualities also have been briefly
outlined.

Precisely because of these seamingly contradictory stresses expected

in the education of

eo priest, with an emphasis on

docllit~,

obedience and.

humility on one hand and on a sense of responsibility and initiative on the
other, the study of leadership in priests and the trainiI"'lg of leadership in
candidates to the priesthood seems to offer great opportunities to und.erstand
the true nature of leadership itself.

un a deeper analysis of the great

complex of leadership qualities, one is likely to find that leadership in any
aI'oo.

would share in these

seemingl~

contradictor;y characteristics a.'1d that it

is in the proper blending of these divergent elements into a harmonious whole,
according to the needs of specii'ic areas in leadership, that success lies.
The present study of lea.dership -training recognises several limitations.
'l'na first such category of 11llu:tations COIlles from the lack of standardized

procedures or methods for mtJas:.tl'ing leadership.
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Uniform. techniques for

-
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measuring leadership qualities have not been perfected in any field so far.

m the

clerical field, it seemingly has not, up to the present, received even

serious consideration from responsible quarters.

This may be partly due to th4

lack of convenient measures of leadership and partly to the lack of orientatior:
toward even making an effort to study and evaluate leadership.

Without

standardised techniques for measuring leadership one is left wi th inadequate
tools for reaching reliable conclusions.

Any study made now can, at best,

achieve only general approximations.
Another limitation in the present study of leadership training in the
seminaries has been imposed by the insufficient time and resources available
for the acquisition of data.

Operational definitions had to be more general.

Many refinements in types of leadership desired had to be foregone.

There

could be idological differences regarding what is expected of a priest as a
leader, and they may differ according to the dimensions of apace and time. The
ideal of a leader in a suburban parish may not be exactly the same as in an
urban parish; there can be differences in accents on the required qualities of
a priest in the South or North, East or West.
the nineteenth century may no longer be so now.

The ideals most desirable duriIg
Then there is the differential

emphasis caused by differential role relations to the priest.

The viewpoint

of a bishop who is more concerned with the obedience due to him from priests
may not be exactly the same as the ideas inculcated in books of spirituality
or asceticism.

When the priest considers himself in his dual responsibility

to the bishop and his parishioners, new areas of divergences from the views
mentioned above may appear.

This can be further complicated by the

additional pastor-assistant relationship.

Finally, the lay people themselves
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rna;)' have quite a different view of the whole situation and their expectations,
and images of a priest-leader may not be exactly the same as any CUe of those
mentioned above.
Conceptually, therefore, the roles expected of a priest can admit of a
wide range of differential emphasis.

In this situation, if one is to get a

true and complete picture of the issues involved, all these different aspects
have to be taken into account and various research schemes insti tu ted to find
out how these points-of""View differ.

Thus, for example, one such study would

have to frame questionnaires about the desired roles of priests and be
distributed to bishops, pastors, assistants, laymen and agencies which are
related to the subject.

The writer did not

the immense difficulties involved.

att~~pt

such a procedure because of

Besides such a study would only put in

relief the conceptual aspect of clerical leadership.

'!he main interest for the

wri tar was to find out how, and in what manner, tl'aining for leadership
(however it is defined) is imparted.

In this respect it was thought that the

attitude8 of rectors of seminaries would best reveal the program that is
followed in the seminaries.

Even though the bishops are finally responsible

for the education in the seminaries and their ideas about priestly leadership
would probably leave their mark in the training progra.'1l.s, it was felt that the
rectors, being in direct and constant relationship to the student, would best
be able to evaluate the training program. In addition, it would have been much
more difficult to get the opinion of the American hierarchy regarding the roles
expected of a priest as a parish leader, although such a study would be
impor-l;ant and enligh. tening in the study of

\.

.~,

J

)
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The at ti tudes of the ree tors regarding the roles expec ted of a pI'iest as
a leader are not only important because of the fact that they would influence
and color the training imparted in the seminary, but also because of the fact
that the rectors are perhaps better placed to judge the issues impartially.
Although they represent the bishop and the constituted authority, they them8elves are subject to this authoritYJ consequently, they would perhaps be in
a little better position than the bishop to consider leadership qualities
without too much personal involvement to overstress the role of authority. At
the same time, it should also be borne in mind that the position of the rectoI'll
as the .final authority in the seminary, traditionally constituted as a house
of strict discipline, might tend to strengthen, to a certain extent, the
autl'l.oritarian approach in

theil~

attitudes.

The views of ttle rectors regarding the roles of priests is only the
starting point of tue investigation.

Even if there were unanimity of opinion

cOl1Cerrling expected roles of priest as parish leaders, there could still be
wide divergence of opinion regarding the methods of training for luch leadership.

Of course in the Catholic system, there will be con.fo.rm1ty of views

I'egal'ding essential requirements and basic emphasis in their approaches, but
be~'ond

the doctrinal base there will always be many conflicting opinions on thE

best methods for achieving specific results.

'nlB

point of view of the bishop

regarding the effectiveness of a certain practice may not coincide with that of
the parish priest or his assistant.
approach to the problem.

Laymen may have a completely different

It is not impossible that highly divergent methods

be advocated to achieve the same result.

But, again, in order to attain a

clear idea of Ule situation, one would have to take into account all these
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aspects and to reach out to all these views.

In this study, however, it is

the rector's ·viewpoint that has been selected and investigated.

The rector in

this respect is, perhaps, in a more favorable position than the others to test
the principles of training in the ligh t of actual experiences.
It is true, on the other hand, that there could be a subjective element
even in the apprehension of pedagogical and psychological methods of dealing
with the training of

bo~'s

for the priesthood.

prac tical outlook of t ...l·H~ rec tor h ~'l1self •

This may sometimes color the

It is also true that the rector will

have, generally speaking, only immediate results in the reaction of the
students to his ways of treatment, whereas what actually counts is the permanent or lasting effect on the character of the candidate for the priesthood and
how zealous, socia.ble, charitable and efficient a minister he turns out to be.
The tendency of seeking quick progress in fact may often have undesirable
lasting :.results.

In spite of these limitations it has to be admitted tha1i the

rector's day-to-day experience should give him some valuable and valid means
to make his own personal appraisal of the methods adopted in the seminary}
especially if he has been long in the office to see how the priests that have
left the seminary have fared.

Because of this, in the present study, the

rectors have been asked to give their opinion about some of the practices in
the seminary, about which there could be possible divergence of opinion.
Besides the attitude of the rectors toward expected roles of priests as
leaders, and also to some of the methods of training for clerical leadership,
it was relevant to investigate various programs of

s~~dy

88lninary which ma.y have some bearing on this SUbject.

and activities in the

It must be remembered,

however, that the Nctor is not solely responsible for the established

practices in a seminarj.
say in the matter.

Sometimes the actual rector may have very little to

'!hess pra.ctices mii;;ht have been established long before the

present incumbent in the rector's office appeared on the scene, and he may lack
the au thon ty to change these customs.
the case.

In vers

~

insti tu tions this can be

At other times, these practices are observed because the bishop; who

is the ultimate authority in these mattersif it is a dioce.an .eminary is
I

interested in them.

In larger .eminaries where students from an ecclesiastical

province composed of many dioceses are trained, there may exist statutes
approved by the bishops ooncerned, or by the Holy See, even though it must be
noted that these .tatutes seldom go beyond general principle. and some common
exerci....

There are other instanc.s in which some of the practice. obtained

in the .eminary are introduced on tne eolleative responsibility of the staff.
In religious seminaries of the mona. tic order., the bou •• chapter often has

much to say in matters pertaining to the formation of the character of the
students.

Because of these .t'actors, it is possible that the attitude of the

rector regarding some practices for training of the seminarian may not
actually correspond--may even be diametrically opposed to--the practices in
vogue in his seminary.

In this

8tu~c"

no effort has been made to trace the

source of authority for practices or exercises in vogue in a seminary.

Such

inquiI""lJ, though useful, 'WOuld have made the questionnaire extremely difficult
to answer, and sometimes even unpleasant to tbe respondent.

Indirectly, how-

ever, it would be possible to judge the bearing some of these exercises or
customs have on the attitude of the rector himself, by oomparing his views
with them.

This is possible in a few instances because of the fact that tn

the questionnaire, on some points. the attitude of the rectors, as well as
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tbe practioe in the semin&rJ' bas been separately studied.

In brief, the present study makes an effort to get at the attitudes of
rectors of seminaries who are very close to the candidates and who are perhaps
more than any other single

1ndi~idual

responsible for the training they receiv ,

regarding the expected roles of priests as parish leaders and regarding method
of training to be adopted.

Some of the activities that may have some relation

to this training are also explored.

'!he main purpose of the present study was

as mentioned earlier, to find out how far leadership training was reoei'lring th

attention of eduoators in. oharge of clerioal formatiou.

The pr'esent writ,er.,

who has been somewhat intimately assooiated 'with the training of students for

priesthood in India, had. the feellug that, although prieasts hays to function
in the parishes as leaders for parish activities

and although many priests are

engaged in training programs of lay leadership, they

tl)en~8elves

have had

considerably very little training in this field during the long years of their
olerioal. preparation.

'1'11e main idea of the present inquiry was, therefore .. to

examine this supposition, as far &s the attitude of rectors and oourses of
studies and seminary activities are concerned.

In doing so it was also inten

to find out whether any social cllal'a.oteristic of the rectors or of the
seminaries could be statistically linked to liberal or authoritarian trends,
in the attitudes of the rectors or in the programs of the seminaries.
It is important tha.t the meaning of the words "liberal", "authol'itarian" ..
"progressive" and

If

conservative " be clearly outlined. l

have been used in the questionnaire.

Unfortunatel~,

luuido de Ruggiero, ilLiberalism," Enci'clopedia
New York 1 0•

Some of these term.

these words are not alway

.2!

Social Sciences, IX

understood in the same way by all.

For the purpose of the present

stu~,

perhapa the following descriptions can be considered to give the generally
accepted idea implied in the ordinary use of these words.

"Liberal" i. a vift

which i. prone to defend the liberty of the individual rather than control it,
while "authoritarian" would tend to stress the importance of authority over
personal liberty; "progressive" view, as the word implies, is progress orien
and therefore feels free to explore new avenue. and has no inhibitions against
change., whUe "con.ervatism" on the o1her hand is inclined to preserve the
.tatus quo, and is wary of change. and innovations. "Trad1tionaliam" and
"conservatism" may mean the same thing.
"liberal" used

&8

One often finds "conservativetland

opposing tenur.

Some of theBe terms have, however, special meanings in special context.
"Liberal" and "progressive" may have special connotation when applied to the
political sphere, depending upon the nature of parties which associate themselves with these' names.

In the eccleBiaatical usage of the words, "liberal"

was until recently an unsavory term, which was associated with the heresy of
Modernism condemned by Pope Pius X.

It has to be noted however that with the

more recent developments of the Second Vatican Council, the word is becoming
more and more respectable in its usage.

The word "progressive" has been less

open to criticiam in ecclesiastical circles than the term "liberal", although
many times the .ame attitude could be described adequately by either of the
two.

For the purpose of the present .'bldy these clarifications seem to be

sufficient.
It was found feasible to include only the major seminaries and the minor
seminaries of college level in the studJ..

But the distinotion between major

)9
and different levels of minor seminaries was not always clear.

To ward off

any confusion, the following clarification was added in the questionnaire
itself t

"For the purpose of this study a major seminary should have four year

of theology; it may or may not have a course of philosophy attached to it.
A minor seminary should have at least two years of college level courses for
2
students who have completed high school."
Even this phrasing did not help
obviate all difficu.'\. ties.

There seems to be no unif'ormi ty regarding the

division of studies in seminaries.

The usual pattern is of minor seminaries

having high school plus two years of college, and the major seminaries having
the last two years of college and four years of theology.

In one or two cases

leminaries having philosophy attached to the theology course with no proper
college accrediation, considered themselves as major seminaries and not as mad
up of major and minor seminaries.

Similarly, in one instance, the response

read. "Neither (major or minor):

OUr seminary is only philosophy department

extending over three years."
The list of major and minor seminaz'ies was taken from
~

to Catholic Educational Institutions

United States.

---

~

~

1961 Official

Religious Communities

!!! ~

This edition did not have the complete addresses listed; in

-

-----

2'lhe 1961 Official Guide to Catholic Educational msti tutions and
.............
Religious Communities!!! !ll! United States (New York, 1961), pp. 20-22, has th
foliowing dafini tions of major and minor seminaries' itA minor se.'T1inary is a
school or institute training young men exclusively for the priesthood which
teaches all or any part of the six year program ordinarily taugh t in a minor
seminary, i.e., high school and/or junior college course.
"A major seminary is a school or institute preparing men exclusively for
the priesthood which teaches all or any part of the six-year program
ordinarily taught in a major seminary, i.e., phUosophy ( upper division
college) and/or theology."
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order to obtain the address.s, it was neoessary to fall back on the 1959
edition of the same.
There were in all 297 major and minor seminari•• aocording '00 the list.
Of these, 89 were diocesan and the remaining 208 ore religious.

The propor-

tion of major seminaries to the minor seminaries was as follo.sl

major, l35J

minor (with junior college), 144, and institutions which had both major and
minor under one administration totaled 18.

Sometimes there were cases when

both the major and minor seminaries had the same address, but were under
separate rectors.

In those oases they 'Were counted as separate.

information gleaned from the Guides as indicated above.
had not totaled these institutions in their survey.

This was the

.

lbe Guides themselves

Later on it was found

that some of the information given by the Guides was not quite accurate.
With the seminaries spread all ewer the country, there was no other
feasible way of getting the required information except through a struotured
questionnaire which could b. mailed to the rectors.
The questionnaire was prepared and with a oovering letter was sent to
all the records by October of 1961.
(~

were in.

..

By December 1961, most of the replies

Altogether, &f the 297 letters sent out, 150 replies were received.

Of these 150 replies, 130 could be used for the purpose of the present study.
The twenty unusable replies were distributed as follonl there were three who
could have answered and whose information could have been incorporated into
the study.) There were five seminaries which were not in a position to

30ne replied that there was no time to fill it in. Another said that it
1'Ia8 a Benedictine Abbey (with no BtUdy house) and an Indian Mission. The
third failed to reply laying that theirs was a philoloph~ ...8 and not applicable
Philosophate could have been easily included as a minor semi..Tlary.

answe r. 4 Four letters did not get replies because of wrong addresses or
because the rectors had changed.

Lastly, in eight instances, the minor

seminaries to which the letters were addressed actnally did not have college
level classes.

Tne rector of one of these answered all the questions; three

did so partially and four simply wrote back that they had only high school

classes.
Thus, of' a total of

150

rectors who replied, there were

5 who

could not

have answered and 8 who did not fit in, making 13 who had to be eliminated.
Projecting this proportion for the universe of 297, it would amount to about

25.

Hence actually the usable 130 replies that were received could be

considered to have been for the realistic total of 272, making the percentage
of applicable major and minor seminaries to -be 47.8.

Since this was a

aufficient proportion, and the chance. of improving it were rather dubious, no
reminders ..ere sent to those wilo had failed to reply.
The questionnaire

W&8

framed in such a way that the rectors, who are

usually persons with a heavy burden of duties and have very little time for
anything extra, could be persuaded to fill it up in the shortest possible time.
Since the area that had to be covered

ftS

rather la_rge, it was decided that

structured questions with definite alternatives would be the most suitable.
The questionnaire itself consisted of four parts.

nle first part was

devoted to gathering information regarding the rectors >Mho were the respondents
and regarding -t.he seminaries of which they were the reotors.

Many items such

4TWo of them replied that they had sent their students elsewhere beoause
ot t.l:1eir small numbers. One replied that t.l1ey fire just getting started. In
one instance it was indicated that the seminary had ceased to exist. Finally,
one replied that the seminary was all non-Amerioan.
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as the rector's age, ethnic background, place, grade

Nld

nature of education,

religious fita tus.. etc., found place in tb e questionnaire.

Similarly.. as far

as the seminaries were concerned .. status of the seminar;,', whether diocesan or
religious, IJl..a.jor or minor, or both, the nature of studies, the ethnic background of the sWof and the students, etc., were included in the questionnaire.
The second part of the questionnaire was intended for finding the attitudes

of the rectors towards some of the functions priests would have to fulfill in
their fttture ministry.

In the third part, questions were asked regarding the

atti tudes of the rectors wwards some of the methods of tra.ining in the
seminary.

In this part two questions were further added. regarding the rectora'

attitudes towards the importance of training for leadership and of 8i tuational
factors vis-a""Vis natural qualities.

Finally, the fourth part consisted of

questions intended to .find out about the courses of study, e:xtl·a curricular
activities, exercises, and practices which may

r~ve 8~~

bearing on leadership.

Details about these questions are given in the appropriate chapters treating
them.
What follows are tentative hypotheses with which the study was planned.
They are presented here as mere assullrpt1ons.

As the study progresses, it will

be seen which of these assumptions are proved to be

tr~e,

and which are not.

There seems to be meaningful d1spari t~' in the trends of opinion among the
rectors

regardin~

regarding

SOl!lf!

conservati~

some roles and functions of the parish priest and also

of tr.:.e :methods of training in the seminary.

In general,

seams to be more predominant than liberalism in the attitudes of

the rectors in the areas under stud;>;.

-
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Some social characteristics of the reo tors seem to be linked to the

liberal-conservative trends.
(1)

Younger the age of the rector, the more liberal he would likely
be in his attitudes.

(2)

Ethnic background of the rectors could be an important factor
determining the tendency of the rectors in their liberal-conservative attitudes.

(3) Rectors from diocesan clergy would probably be more liberal than
the religious ones.
(4)

The higher the education of the rector, the more liberal he is
likely to be in his opinions.

(S)

Thos. with greater secular education would tend to be more
liberal in their approach in comparison with others.

The course of studies and activities in the seminaries also would display
a

meaning~\l

difterence of emphasis in methods of training of future priests.

In general conservative trends would be more visible than liberal ones in

the training programs.
Some social characteristics of the seminaries seem to be linked wi th
the liberal-conservative trends.
(1)

One wOllld e:xpect the major seminaries to be more liberal in their
approach than the minor seminaries.

(2)

'lbe diocesan seminaries would 8eem to be more liberally
oriented than the religious seminaries in their curriculum
of stUdies and activities.

The elucidation of the hypotheaes and the description of' the relation of
the matters discussed in the hypothesis to leadership training in the
seminaries it seems J could more 1"ruitfully, and wi thou t repetition, be done
while going into each of the three areas covered, namely <a) attitudes of
rectors towards some roles of priests, (b) a tti tudes of ree tors towards some
methods of training, and (e) the curriculum. of studies

ana

other exercises_

However, before going into these three main sections it is i.mportant
to give a brief resume of the descriptive data regarding rectors and
seminaries collected by the questionnaire ..
'nle following data reg.rding rectors have been gathered:

their age,

number of years as rector, generation, ethnic background, country of birth of
foreign born rectors, level of education, nature of education (secular or
religious).

'the information received is tabulated below.

'tABLE 1

AGE OF REC TORS

Age

Number of
Rectors

Por Cent

30-39

31

23.8

40-49

64

49.2

50-59

)0

23.1

5

3.9

1,30

100.0

60 and over
Total

Almost half of the total fall wi thin the 40-49 bracket.

n'hat is

partioularly noteworthy is the fact that the large majority (73 per cent)
are below SO years of age.
young group of priests.

The rectors, therefore, are a relativel;)'

4S
TABLE 2
NUMBER OF YEARS AS RECTOR

.

...

III'"

Period ot
Office
Leas than 1

4

I

I

ye&l"'

Reeton

I

11

$7

, to 9 years

.9
.

Total.

. .

III'"

Per Cent

I

I

"I

IIIId

8.,

1

1 to 4 :tears

10 yra. and over

If the

lfumber of

:

..

-

!!
I 4).8
i

37.7

13

10.0

130

! 100.0

3rd and 4th categories are added, it will be found that 47.7

per cent ot rectors were in office for periods over , year. and quite a

number of them (10 per cent) have oontinued to hold ottic•• over a decade.
It .eems that the general policy is to keep rectors judged suitable for

the ottioe tor longer tenures.

TAB!;! l
GENERATION OF RECTORS

In Relation to the
Country of Origin

Number of
Generation
lst generation

(foreign born)
2nd genera.tion

3rd generation
4th generation & up
Total

INumber of
I

! Rectors

!

I

11

I Per Cent
I

I

!
i
i

6.5

I
I
I

49
42
38

37.7
32.3
21.,

130

100.0
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Except for U ina group of 1)0, all the rectors were native born.
is important to ob.el"Ye that the recwrs, u
,

the au_raJ. influence of thia country.

It

a group, are brought up UDder

This might not have been true ot

rectors a generatton ago.
'l'ABLE4
E1HNIC BACKGROUND OF RECIDRS
North••at Europe and
Sou thealt Europe
/'

Country of

r,

Per Cent
of Total.

I

100.0

Origin
Northwest Euyrypean

90

Sou tbeaat European

24

Mixed.. Northwest"

Southeut Eur_....

6

others

$

No answer

$

Total.

130

The ethnic background ot the rectors is tabulated above giving prominence

to the relation between those origina tillS from Northern and Western Europe,
as against those from Southern and Eastern Europe.
By North and West European is luant a:a.¥ country or combination of
countries among the followingr

Ireland. Scotland, England, }<'rance, Germany,

Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg and Holland.

By South and East lu.ropean

is meant any country or combination of countries among the following:
Italy, Spain, Portugal, lugoslavia, Poland, and Slav co...mtries.

By Northwest

-
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and Southeast combinations is meant a descent where parentage is traced to
both scctions.

'I'lle preponderance of rectors originating from North and West European
ancestors is striking.

1bey form the large majority in the group.

Although

there are no statistical data to compare this with the national proportion of
Catholics originating from these two different sections in 1'urope, it would
seelll that the ratio of the

i~orth

and West European rectors is much greater in

proportion to the number of Catholics.

However, :.i.f the number of

the oountry is taken into account, very

like~

prj_e~t8

in

this difference would be

leveled off to a great extent.
The

5 rectors

who are grouped as "others", describe ~"emselyas as

Negro, 1; American Indian and Irish, 1; French American, lf French Canadian,
1; Canadian, 1.

"French American" and "j'rench Canadian" may be considered

a8 of F'rench descent.

themselves

80

They have been separately enumerated,

indicated their identltJ,.

a community where the

majorit~

8S

they had

The single Negro rector presides over

of students are also of Negro birth.

h8
TABLE

S

E'l'HIUC .BACICGROUND OF REC'lt)RS
Iriall or German and others

Country
Origin

or

Number ot
Rector.

Per Cent
ot Total
i

Iriah with no
other indication

I

bl

I

)1.,

22

Ii

!

16.9

9

I

6.9

11"

I

10.8

!

German with no
other indication
Irish aDd Gel'lWl (or
Ge:raan and Irish)

Ir1ah with any other
ucept Germu.
(Irish, . . .times

!I
I

!

I\

&II second)

German with any other
except Irieh
(Geman, s . .time.

,

!

I

7

'.h

)2

S

24.6
).9

1)0

100.0

as second.

Other.
No an....

Total

The adjoining table takes up the ethnic background of rectors tram
another angle.

'lb.e preponderance of rectors of Irish or German or .. mixture

including one of the.e i. evident from the table.

Of the total number of

rectors, 71.5 per cent are either or Irish, German or such a :mixture.

The

percentage would go a little higher still (76.4) i f the total is taken at 125,
eliminating the

5 Mno answers It • The remark made earlier about comparison with

national ratios of Catholics and priests may be applicable here too.
Among the 32 "others", the tollowing are the largest groups.

Italian 8;

49
Polish

4; French 2; English 2; Slovak 2. The rest have only one representative

each.
TABLE 6

COUNTRY OF BIR'lH OF' FOREIGN BORN RECTORS

Country of
Birth

Number of
Rector.

Per Cent

Italy

4

)6.)

lrelImd.

2

18.2

aermany

2

Hungary

1

Belgi_

1

18.2
9.1
9.1

canada

1

9.1

II

100.0

Total

As mentioned earlier there are only II foreign bom rectors and they are
distributed among 6 European countries, the largest group (4) com.ing from. Ita!

TABLE 7

LEVEL OF EDUCATION OF RECTORS
f

The Level of
: Number ot
Education Aohieved Rectors

Tho.. who had. only

Per Cent

regular lIeminary cour"

21

16.2

Tho.e who in addition
to seminary cour•• had
B.A. or .quivalent.

11

8.5

Thoil. who i.u addi'tion
to ~al~ cour.. had
)I.A. Qr equivalents
Tho•• who in add! tion
to seminary course had

Ph.D.

No aaRer

$1
2

---------------------~----------~-----------Total.
1)0
100.0
Bachelor'lI degree in ttleology, 8cnolutie philosophy or other clerical
disciplinas haa been considered for the purpose of this table

B.A.
illl .. A..

a8

lJquiva.lent to

Similarly, licentiate in the above-mentioned subjects is equated with
Doctorate in any .field, secu.lar or religious, 18 taken u

Ph.D.

It shol1ld be noted that a good p1iSroentage of rectors (7).8) bave

besides the regular

s.a~1

course M.A. or its equivalent or above.

It is

striking that tho8e who have a doctorate to their oredit number 39.2 per cent
o.f the total..

Thi8 seams to be an approciably high educat..ional standard for

the ree t..ors as a lib ole •
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TABLE 8
NATURE Or' EDUCATION OF RECTORS
~.\

Nature of
Education
-"'.

,I

: Number of
i Rectors

Only seminary courae

Per Cent

21

16.2

I

So

38.4

In addition to seminary!
cour•• , religious
I
degree. only

20

In add! tion to a8llli.nal7l
cou.re., secular degreea!

only

I
I
I

In add.! tion to seminary
course, secular and

religious degrees
No an. .r

Total.

17

28.2

2

1.5

130

100.0

It i. noteworthy that 50 rectors (18.4 per cent) have beside. their
regular seminary eci1cation secular degrees only.

This may be due to the

fact that in the survey minor seminaries of college l..,el are included,

where eccle.iastical degrees

~

Dot be of a. much u•• as secular ones.

Adding to thi. those who have secular and religious degree. (28.2 per cent)

it • ...,. 'that education of rectors doe. not suffer tram too exclu.ive a
religious approach.

,2
TABLE 9

PLACE OF TRAINING

,

'.
~

Place of

!

Per Cent

Rectors

'l'ra1n1ng

Locall.1

Humber of

(U.S.A.)

trained

84

64.6

Local ad foreign
tra:J.ned

36

Foreign trained only

8

No ananrer

2

21.7
6.2
1.$

130

100.0

Total

A sizable majority of the rectors (64.6 per cent) have had their entire

eduoation in the United State..

This is important to note, a. this wou.ld

l18an that the JIlajor influence in 8haping the trends of clerical education

comes from thi8 country.
TABLE 10

RELIGIOUS STATUS OF RECTORS
DIOCESAN OR RELIGIOUS

Statu.

Number ot
Rectors

Religious

30
100

Total.

130

Diocesan

Per Cent

23.$
76.,

,

100.0

Of the 130 reo tors who replied, 100 are religious and 30 are diocesan
priests.

Some of the religious (4 in number) are reotors of purely diocesan

or inter-dioeesan seminaries.

Among the institutions represented in this
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study, there are 18 religious houses where diocesan clergy are trained, and
all of these houses have religious reotors.
The f'ollow.lng data regarding seminaries were sought for in the quest1onfYdre& grade, whether major or minor or mixed, siu, type, whether diocesan,
religious or lIlixed, and if religious. whether conducted by Congregations,
Orders, Monasteries or Jesuits.

The information received i6 tabulated below.
TABLE 11

GRADE OF SEMINARIES

Grade of
Seminaries

!
!
I

1

Number of'
Seminaries

Per Cent

Major seminaries

66

,0.8

Minor seminari.s

56

43.1

Major and Minor

8

6.1

1)0

100.0

Sainariel!!

Total

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, according to the Official Quide
Catholic Educational Institutions (1961),

the _jar seminari.s in the country

numbered 135. and minor, of coU.ge 1 .....1 numbered

aections.

.2!

l44.

with

17 having both

It was also shown that the figures for minor seminaries of coUege

level was inaccurate, since among the 150 replies received 8 seminaries did
not have college 1.....1 classes.

Against these figures the proportion of

major and minor seminaries reoeived for study is fairly representative.

-
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TABLE 12

SIZE 01<' '.tHE SEMINARIES

Nuniber of
Student.

1-19
20-39
40-59
60-99
100-139
140-199
200-299

I

!

Number lot
Seminarie.

Per Cent

10.B

14
16
19
20

12.)

14.6
15.$

12.,

16

U.S
U.5

No arunrer

15
15
10
5

Total

1)0

100.0

)00 and over

7.7
).8

The table shows that there are all sis.. of seminarie. ranging all the
way up to

300 students and more. About half the seminaries have more than

100 enrolled,

and. half are with le8s than

100.
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TABLE 1)

mE OF SEMDARIES

Number of
Semiaaries

Per Cent

Diocesan

26.2

1

Religious sem.inary

78

diocesan
studeats

wi th

DO

Religious seminary

wi th diocesan

et.dentl
Total

60.0
73.8

>

I 18J

13.8

I

100.0

1)0

-

As mentioned earlier in the chapter footnote, the Official Guide of

................

Catholic Educational lnstitut!.O!!! (1961) lists 89 diocesan ..min&ries and
208 religious seminaries.

The proportion of diocesan seminaries to

religiOUS anes received for study is again fairly representative.

TABIE 14
TYPE OF lWJ:G rous BEM.:rNJUtIES

Type ot
Religious
Societie.

Number of

Per Cent

Sem:inart ••

Congrega tions

50

,2.1

Orcler.
Monaateri••

21

15

28.1
15.6

uI

4.2

96

100.0

Jeeui·t,.

Total

'lb. majority of seminaries among the religious groups are those

belong1.nC to aode:nl Congregations.

A few other items of information regarding seminaries that cOllld be of
SOlle relevance remain.

There are 21 seminaries among the 130 which have DO

professor who worked in parishes for sore than one year, almost all of these
seminari.s are religious seminari... Many have only one or two who had
served in parishes before. As e:xpected., diocesan seminaries have an edge
over the religious seminarle. in this respect.
It would have been better i t another question ....re l.'lcluded in the
questionnaire, uld.ng how many lay people were being engaged in teaching in
the seminaries.

The present writer believe. that contacts wi tll good. lay

professcrs lIQuld. have very 'Wholesome effects on the students, and it would be
then much easier for the fUture priests to understand the attitude of the
laity towards the olergy.

A.s no such question was asked, it has not been

possible to learn how many lay teachers are actually teaching in the
seminaries.

There would be certainly many lay teachers in the :minor semin-

aries; but it seems that it "ould be better if the lay professors were
incorporated in greater numbers in the major seadnaries as well.
replies indicated

trw:~

a Dominican

.\ltl

One of the

was teaching in the science

department.
To summari.e briefly the data concerning the rectors and seminariesl
the rectors are relatively young with almost three-fourths of the total
bela" fiftl'

J'fUU"S

oi: age, and. close to one-quarter und&):·forty.

of the rectors have heen in the
years and oyer.

offie~

for periods

extendL~

Except for ll, all u'e native born.

Almost half

from

5 to

10

Those of North and West

,...
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European stock outnumber South and East European almost four to one.

The same proportion is true of Irish and German groups against all the others
combined.

Almost threa-quarters aftha rectors, besides their regular seminary

education, have the M.A. or equivalent

d~gr~••

or more, and practically four

in every ten have a Doctor t • degree to th.e1.r credit.

Six in every ten have

.ecular academic degrees together wi th regular seminary training or other
ecclesiastical dbgreea.

A good percentage (64.6) of the rectors have had

their entire education in this country. Generally epeak1ng, the rectors seem
to be sufficiently representative of the American church and clergy.

Wi th

regard to the data l'(Igarding eeminarlas, the main thL"lei to be noted is the

.fact that the

pr&:!!el...t

study was fortunate to have an

ad,~1Uattl

and proportionate

representation from the religious and diocesan seminaries and also trom the
major and minor ones.

-

ATTITUDE OF '!HE RECTCRS roWARDS mE ROLE OF PRIESTS

Before going into the study of the attitudes of the rectors towards
the roles of priests, a general remark about the selection ot questions that
are included in the questionnaire and their relationship to leadership is in
order.

this would apply to all the a tti tudinal. questions in the questionnaire

as ..11 as to the questions regarding the curriculUll'l ot studies and extracurricular activities.
It IlU.st be borne in mind that the questions do not represent the only,
or even the most important, areas in the study ot leadership training.

This

would become evident when in each of these sections the questions are
discussed individually and their bearing on leadership role is studied. fhere

are. however, here as 11'1 _eTy t1eld some controversial marginal questions
whiCh, though not very important in t.h.selves, may provide indications ot
trends and as such -1 mean a great. deal.
there was absolutely

BO

Be.ides, in the present study,

need ot including basic que.tions regarding training

ot candidates tor the priesthood &bout whicb there would

be unamini 101 of

opinion on account ot their necessary relation to the t\mdamental truths ot
belle!.

These are areas which a.re presupposed and at the very foundation ot

the clerical training and are also very vi tal to the understanding ot
clerical leadership.

'l'he questions, on the other hand, the present writer has

selected to be included in the questionnaire are those somewhat
r.!A

controversial ones whose main value lies, as mentioned earlier, in being
pointers of the orientation in the training. Anyone, therefore, who would
as8Wll8 that the present study tries to cover all important aspects of leadership training in seminaries will. be misjudging its intent and acope.
There &1'e two areas in which Catholio functionaries, because of the
apparent incompatab1l1tl of some or the qualities in the organisation of the
Catholic Church with democratic laaderahlp, could take an antl-damooratic
attitude in their relation. nth other..

Fir.t of all, the Catholic Church

is a body of people who believe that they conet!tu te the

religion.

~

true church or

Th1. attUncie can easily engender 1n tbe people, eapec1ally in the

church fUnctionaries, a k1nd of non-oonoern for the opinion of other..

There

ia no need to add here that thi. 1. not a t1'l1ly Catholic attitude.

JIUly

But

time. the feeling of knowing and po.s••sing the truth, it seeu, oan engender
attl tudes of diadain and even arrogance in relation with others.

This frame

of mind oan be 8&811y extended also to relations wlthin the Catholic circles.
Another temptation to 1Ibich a church functionary could easily succumb Is
to pattern his behavior on the uSWIlption that he is not responsible in the
aocomplishment of his duties to his inferiors, but only to his superiors and,
therefore, not to depend upon them except inasmuch as it is absolutely
necessary.

Since the good will of those under him 1s not a controlling

factor in the ErValuation of hi. success or in the chances of his promotion,
he may be IItOre easily tempted not to depend on the good will and voluntary
cooperation of his subordinates and the faithtul who are under his care.
He may justify himself by thinld.ng that the Church is authoritatian in nature
and the best interests of the Church are served by an author! tarian approach.
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History also can give him cues to prove his contention.

While opinions may

differ regardin.i acme minor practical details, there oannot be any doubt that
Church authority is misused when respect tor the individual gcwern.ed is not

sufficiently safe-guarded. l
One need not be apologetio in remarking that the Catholio Church in

general i. a slow moving body, cautious about the :i.nnovationa that daily occur
a.round her.
ll1ilY

At the sma time"

it is also :bIportant to note that this attitude

be tor aonte or mauy of 1 ts i"ttnctionari•• , the caus. of adherence to fOrmIJ

long :aftAr they have bee_a dya.'ftmctional.

It is iJlportant, therefore, for

the Churoh .funotionaries to baTe an urge for progress, along with a sense of

tra.dition.

It 1s 1n striking the "balance between tnese two opposing emphases

tha.t th.e true _ltare of Ohnstad. is safeguarded.

test of emureh le.aderehip.

'this could be the real

Th.eae ue, therefore, lOme of the areas in whioh

the questionnaire baa tried to probe the attitude. of the rectors.
A very important general ruark has to be made regarding the interpretation of the Available elata.

The writer has a strong feeling that the

attitude of the rea tore toward.s the questionnaire itself would bave been a
fa.ctor in th.6ir responsiveness to answer it.
qut)stiQnna1ro,

OM

By a casual reading of the

could perhaps get the idea that the researcber is oriented

tow-Ql'da a liberal viewpoint in

-';01'118

of the controversial questions, altbouib

there is nothing in the 'Wording i tlSelf 1Ih lob ia oommi tted to suoh a stand.
The i!apression could. or1g1na.te from the Belecti..,i ty of the que.tiona them.aelve
and i f a rector who bad con.ervative leanings felt that way, he might have bee

ls.e Pope John XlIII, ?S:c~

!!! !en:ill,

par. 1.4.
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less inclined to an.ner the que.tionnaire.

The very fact that there are aaay

rectors who have a.runrered the questionnaire and have still followed the
traditionalistic attitude shon that at least .ome have not telt any inhibition.

It . . . . , however, legitimate to suppo.e that more of the rectors who

are liberal themaelves in their vi. . and attitudes have an...red the
que.tionnaire than those who are conservative minded.

There is no means to

determine what might be the ratio of the liberally minded to the con..rvative
oriented among tho.e who bave not answered the questionnaire.

The feeling is

that the proportion should be very heavily ....igh ted in favor of conservatism.

This 1. true not cmly because of the nature of the specific questions th.selv
it would be applicable in the case or practically any sociological question-

naire, to a certain extent.

Many

traditiona.ll.y lIinded rector. would not feel

it worth their time in annering questions of a .00101O£ioal nature as tar u
sem1.nltl7 training 1. concerned.

They m1ch t wel.l be inclined to think that

this would be nbjecting a sp1ntuaJ. and religiOUS aphere to the norm. ot a
.ecular science.

In f'ut, one of the respondents wrote as tollon, "'!'he

que.tionnaire adopts solely a 800101og1cal approach to the interpretation of
phenomena which have their root8 in philosophic and theological areas J it
ignore. the spiritual aspects implied in ethnic attitudea (aic), it ignores
many aspects.

You are Indian.

Are)'OU satisfied with Chicago Ph.D'.

SOCiological uplanation of Indian neutrall_?"

'l'hU reply indicates at the

same t1me the correotnes. of the .tandpoint taken"lt-and
give. the reason for
,
the tear. of some rectors regarding such studiea.

The apprehension in the

mind of the respondent wou.ld be justified, i f such a 8Ociological study had
U

ita aim the total evaluation of the syatem of training in the seminary.

J
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Thi. i . not, as mentioned earlier, the object of the present .tud1.

The .cepe

of the study i. to oonsider the sociologioal implications Wh.ioh are present

and concern.1ng which little attention has been given until recently.

The

writer, like the above-m.entioneci respondent, is aware of the spiritual and
theologioal upect. of the seminary training.

But, unlike the respondent, the

writer feels that both the spiritual and theological aepects themselves will

become clearer when viend againat a IOciologioal background, rather than without say relation to it.
vein quoted.

JUny

One of the rector. wrote to the present writer in the

more m1gbt have felt 1Ib.at 11'&7. With all the.e ind1oations,

it beeOH. rMlly hard. to judge how to project the a.newer. from the actual

Nplies to the whole unive:ne.

It seem. certain, therefore, that the

projection will nave to be ....ighted. in lavor ot a conaervative attitude; but

there wORld. be

DO

way

ot gues.ing what could. be the percentage ot night1ng one

.hould employ. An anthropologi.t priest, .tudying .1m1lar attitude., was
inclined to con.ider all those who had taUed to atmrer the que.tionnaire a.
negatively inclined. 2 This might be a little unrealistic in the pre.ent

si tuation, but it would .eem that one would not be wrong in u8Wl'l1ng that the
proportion ot conservative. to liberals among thOle who failed. to awnrer is

very high. Perhap." somewhat more realistic picture would em.erse, i f one
JIlUltipl1ed. by two-thirda the percentage in favor of a liberal attitude in the

2$. .A.. Biber, "Soo1010gy in the Seminary,," The Romiletic and Paltoral.
Re"tt:tew, LVI (December 1955) J pp. 224"'228. Of the""I!7 major se::n!naries Which
the quelt.1onnaire inquired lIb.ther 800iology was taught" only fifty replied.
and among the fifty, t.1.:tirty-riTe reported a8 havins coureea taught. Sieber
eat1aatecl that only thirty per cent of the _.1nar1•• would in all
likelihood have courses in socioloii.

-

6,

replies reoeived to get the percentage for the total univem.

This tact

.houd be bome in Jlind throughout the interpretation of the repli.s to the
questionnaire •
Before embarld.ng on the discuss10n ot the individual question., an

imPortant general obServation hu to be ma.c:1e. Wbile discussing the liberal

am

conservative attitud.s 01' the rector., it 18 in no W'&¥ implied that the

liberal attitudes are always the correct ones.

First of all the pre.ent study

i l not ooncemed with the search for the correct attitude. of t.b.e recton.
SecoruU.)' J

8011.8

ot' the

i8S\UJ.

diBOU.sed are of a oontroversial natt.u.·e, .in which

there may be no pat unquali.t"iad general annal'. for all the questions

posed,; each inc1iv1dual· caee u.y nave
in whioh it is placed.

'1;0

pI"O-

be judgeci in the I,lUIlcrete e;i.rcUlI'iIItanoea

Nevertheless, the attempt at answering the questiona

eould reveal ona'. leanings.
Question 16 18 intend.ed to lind the opinion of the reotors regarding
their estimate of the America clergy t s tendenoy to adapt theJas.1v.s to modem

needs.

The que.tion reads as follows.

tlIn Mlaptina it.elf socially to the

modern needa of pariah. ....lfare the All.er1aan clergy is u.ually (a) very oon-

!lervat1'veJ (b) 80Ilftut conservative, (0) SGmewh.at pro,res.ive.t (d) very
progressive."

This question could be taken in oonjunction with question 211

"G8tlerally the Amerioan olergy in their tninldng about modern social issu••
(l'JUOh u

puhUc bousing .. urban deTelopment, United Nations, eta.) is (a) vr,ry

conservative, (l:»

eomeW'hat conservative, (0) somewhat progressive, (d) very

progressive."
A. word about tile ohoioe of tbe terms 'conaervatiTe' and

'progr~.siver.

On. reotor wrote back, "In qu.estions 16 and 21 .. 1 ... somewhat surprised at
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your plaoiDc .progreas1T19' .. the oppoaitiTe of 'conservative' rather tb.an

l:1beral.

fa.id.nl10U1' tema .. apponng term., I beli.... that there are

American cleri)'ldn at bot.l} e.xtrfm'l.eS, that tise vut majorl"¥ are in the two
Jdddle groups mel My ana_r indica tee that I bulleT. thllt a eeunt would .t1rld.

the '8om.what conservative' group tbe largest."

The l!rOni tprogresslTe t

1t1!fl

preferred t.o the _rd 'Uberal t f()r boo l'easons. Pint ot all, the word

'libentl· althougb 1n eoml1lO!l

parlane~

is ,enel'all;)' 1.IseQ u opposed '00 ·coneer-

vative".1 could bave a 'bad. connotation meMing a somewhat lax attitude
especially in eccle.iastic c.1rol.. ,

chaptlit!'.

The W'rit.er did not want

trio such altGrnattves.
taUon.

:e••id•• ,

The word

&I e.x;pl&in~d

a[~·

earlier in the previous

t:! the ractol's to have to ohooee b.twaen

"pr~ra'$ivaff

was

to be oarried wi th them.

S!!"

liable to

m1.fI1nttt1:1yre-

here it is a queetion ot adaptil'lg to ehanging oond! tionl Illd

the question really ·18 whether one i. prepared to

!tatul!,

1.$$8

JI10Ye

with the times or hal
ratb~r

"Conssl"Yative" 11 one who would

_11. a. "'p:roitr~sslvell person would ill4b

to be on the

hang on the
mov~.

Before evaluat1l'l1 the &nnw. given to the questions, it has to "
that tb.e ,ive41 arunrere c<Nld. b. taken

c.! respondent.

tbemlfJl\'ttI$

aft

noted

indieationa of the per.onal po.i tiau

to a ereat u:tent. WhotIYer ia, in ;r'lallty, very

conaerY'atlv8 111 hie approaoh would be inelilled to oharaetense others as

progresdve, and (lne who considen others as

Of!lll.e.rvative

rna,

Vtltrj

llktiy be

progressive ill the attt tude hlJ takes.

This 18 TV1 llkely to happen when

8O!JleOlle

illl ju.dging

people who are oonsidered to have dirt.rent vi_ than.
.a~e

cons.rvat.ive-11beral 80ale to judge

h~elt

hi..

til

whole group of
He has to un the

and others, and

eon8~qu.nt17

by blAnketing others in a detin1 tA group, he pY'Obably 18 implioi tty
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indicating hi. own pen tion in the acale.
But it i. clear that the conservative-liberal. scale of each one used in
judging the others cm be different from the one WIled by another 1.nd1vidual.
One may, therefore, raise an objection whe1her any valid oonclusion could be

drawn from ncb. replies.

It one wanted a fairly accurate objective appraisal

of conservatism or progressivism many attitude. regarding the roles and
functions of the clergy and methods of training should be analyzed and each of
these attitudes measured on a standardized conservative-progres8ive scale,
which could be used u an absolute norm for comparison.
certainly out of the question in the present inquiry.

Such a study waa
The subjective appraisal

however of the rectors of the conaervatism or progress1,-ism of the American
clergy in general, With the inherent variations of scale, is not without
meaning, insight, or importance. As mentioned earlier, our judgment about
others is an indication of our own position in relation to them.
importan t to know.

This i8 very

When a very good percentage of people entrusted 1dth the

training of candida"-s for the priesthood. think that a large percentage of
American clergy is not movirlg as fut as they should, they are mely to think
and find out whether 1b ere i . anything wrong with the a1'8tam of ecmeation.
Perhaps it would be permi.sible to go a step forward and aay that these judgments of the rectors have, besides a subjective and relative value, alllO an
objective value when taken together in great numbers.

'l'he rectors themselves

are by their position and selection, men who would very likely be on the
conservative side rather than the progressive.

In a place like a seminar)'

where all the future priests are to be trained, ecclesiastical authorities are
understandably careful that the students do not get exposed too mob to
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liberal. ideas.

On. migh t expect, therefore, rectors u

conservative I rather t:lan lib.rals.

a clan to quality as

If such a group of' men could characterise

a great percentage of the American clergy in general u conservativ•• , it
would be possible to g.t a general objective picture of' the conservati_ in tbe

clerc a. wll.

If a.ny ....ighting has to be done, it would be in favor of

accenting the cons.rvative trend rather than the oppo.lte.
Going back: to questiona 16 and 21, both of these touch on oonsen-ati__
progres.i..,.iem, the first dealing with the
modern needa

or parish wel.tare

ole~"s

preparedness to adapt to the

and the .econd inquiring about their attitude

towards modern lOOi&1 i.su.... such u public housing, urban development, and

United Na\ions .. eto.

In que.tion 16, a more limited. sphere ot action is

indicated by the word "modern n.&d.a of pariah welfare,lt and the replies
indicate that more than halt the number of rectors consider the American clero
as cona.rvaU..,.. in adapting themselve., while a li'ttl. le.s than half think
they are progrea.ive. !he lIOrd "parish weltare lf i . vague and was purposely
left so,

lUI

th.re was no intention of going into each of ttle items that would

compose th1s "nll. being". What i. important .tor the present study was an
over-al.l picture rather than an analytic survey of the various component items.
But the word "parish welfare" is autticiently broad to include all tb.at would

contribute to the spiritual and material progress of the parieh. When tne

question, hOftYer, na shifted to a larger and perhaps a little more remote
situation, a much higher percentage of rectors (74.6) characterised the
.American clergy u eonservative in their thinking about m.odern social ian••
(such as public housing, urban development, United Nations, etc.).

1111. is

(b
in spite of the tact that in q,uestion actual "adaptation" w.. in question.
/'-.
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while question 21 mentioned only "thinking" whioh leave. a big gap between
thinking and doing (or adaptation).

The general. oonolusion i . that, in the

opinion of the reotora, the American clergy is decidedly nei tn.er progrellive
nor oonservative 1I'ben.1t 1s a question o£ adaptation to immediate needs of
parlan w.Uare, whUe tbey cannot be said

be very JlUch conoerned. about what

1;0

is happening around. them in tbe.1r own neighborhood or around them in the wide
world.

Projecting this for the total universe would evidently underscore the

conserrative trends still more.

OPINION OF REcTORS ON CLERGY'S ATTITUDE
TOWARDS SOOl'AL A.DAPTATION

Rector'l Opinion
attitudes of
American olergy

01
I

Adaptation to
Social Welfare

,
i Th1nld.ng on
I Public housing,

of Parish

IUnited Nations

lNo.

of

Per Cent

!Rectors
I

Very conafJl"'f'a-

tive
Souwhat
conserrative

!

1

0

1 10

InJ 67

·
r

77

5

Very
progressive
Ie aaDar
Tot,al

50

160

10J

)

of

!.Reotors
r141

97

8
1

I

:3

" 2.,

1)0

100.0

14.6

6,3.6:

'j

)

I

146.2 1271

1.7 !

1

1008

•

805

I

Per Cent

I

h).8

;'

Somewhat
p;n)gres81ve

I

! No.

)0

20.81

2,3.1

f

3J

2.31

!

....

3

2.,

130

100.0
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Que.tion 17 deal. lIith the involvement of parish prie.ts in community
welfare programs.

"A pariah priest should become an active participant in

one way or another, in the eommuni ty welfare program_ of the locality, even
withcut the specific direction of the bishop."
discussed. more extensively.
and disC'J.ssiona)

fbis i. an area. which is being

Both sid.s have been defended in recent articles

On the one h:a.nd it has been contended that the priests'

duty is to be busy about the epiritual welfare of his flock and not to

b4acOlH

are bound to drag one into part, politios -md most of the time it would be
difficult to plo.ue everyone concerned with the result that one make. enemies
of 'the peeple with whom he could have

1Il0lfed

.s friends.

Husidos, the parish

prie.t has very little time to devote to hi8 other more important duties and
this further drain on his

tj.me

and energy with all the problems involved be a

n8te of t1Jae with little chance of a.ocomplishing so.me-Ghing useful.

On

the

other hand, it i8 argued that the parish priest haa to be interested not 01111
in the Catholic.. , but also in the other poople within his pat-ish boundaries.
He haa a duty to be concernecl abol.4t the salvation of these people also.

!tur1her, even for tne eake of CatholicS, it is pointed out that it may be
:i.mperative that a priest take a keen ulterest in the neighborhood eOlllDlWlity
activities and developments. Henoe, wi t.h. all the risks involved. and in lIpit.

or the t.1me conaum1ng nat.uN of the o'011&&t1008, this other view WQuld hold
tha.t

&

parish priest cannut be indifferent in 'these Ulatters.

This 1e

lSee artieles, for 97Ample, in the St1.mmer and Winter issues of A:poltolate
(1961-1963) of John J. Kane, Michael Schiltz, Vincent Gi•••, Joseph Schuyler,
Dennis Clark, ~d others.

-
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practically the ideal

YI.t;I!

to show,it is contended, that the Catholic Church

i8 interested. in the welfare of all and is not just an excluaive society

concerned w1th the welfare of only 1ts members.

Thea. oontacts and efforta

are held up aa precious in letting others knOll' the true nature of the
Catholic Church •
.As the question i teel! ..... omnhat controversial and the solutions to
the controTSrS) would rather be in the m.ann19r in which. the participation of

the priest in these programs is worked out, to obviate some of the diff1eulU ••
that might have been in the m:inds of the respondenu, the words "1n some way

or other" were added giving a large margin for the manner in which active
participation could be effected.
The crucial phrase, however, in the question wu Iteven without the
specific d1reotion of the bishop."

There would be little likelihood of doubt

in the minds of the pastor if the bishop himself wanted such participation.

But many maJ' be he81tlil"lt to go Meati wi thout

lit

special mandate or without

clearing these issues every time with -tho bishop. How-ever, i f it is tne normal
dutl' of a parish priest to be involved. in wch endeavors, only in.
cues would such a mandate or clarification be needed.
seem to have understood the . .an:L'ig as intended.

~eo1al

Man,}' or the respondents

One or two. neverthel.ss.

have qualified t.beir a.nswer8, 8aying, "provided the bishop ia not against,· to
make it clear that they have no intention of advocating a policy against the
bilh.op • swishes.
A very large majon ty of the rectors (72.) per cent) agree that the

pariah priest should beoo_ an aett va participant in one way or another in the
Community welfare of the localit;y even without the lIP"ific direction of the

bi8hop.

This majori t.y of opinion in favor ot involvement in community

-
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project. i. Ipecially
subject.

~able

because of the controversial nature of U1e

But for reason. explained earlier, one has to be Tery cautious in

projecting this percentage tor the entire group of rectors.

Perhaps a more

realistic estimate would show a much lower proportion of rectors to be in
favor of the proposition.
TABLE 16
INVOLVEMENT OF PARISI PRHST IN

COMJWNITl WELFARE PROGRAMS

A. it.!tude of

Rector8
Agree stro.ngly

,

Number of
Rector8
"'r

Agree

18
76

~

} 94

J

Diaagree 8t.ron&l1

22l

I

13.~}

I
i

;

58.5

,

26

lJO
CaD

72.3
7.7

4]

Total
Questions 18, 19, and 20

Per Cent

10

Undecided
Disagree

I

.

16·'
1
3.1,;

20.0
100.0

\

be discussed together.

Questions 18 and 19

deal wi. th the relation of' the pariah. priest to the f'ai th.t'ul and to hie

assi8tant

(.»)

respectively, and question 20 concerna the doctrinal basia or

implioation for any assumed attitude in this respect.
Question 18 reads as follows f

n It

the laymen were allowed much more

participation on decisions concerning church property administration, with the
pal tor retaining the right to make the final decision, church property would
be much aore ef'fic1entl.Y Admin!

... It

n
One sometime. hears the complaint from even .eU-intentioned and
responsible Catholic

~men

that "It is all right to talk of lay partioipation

in the liturgy and things 11ke that) but when it comes to the question of mone

t.he priests want to hear from no one aJJout how to $pend it..

'Iht:;y wou.ld

W8:(t

~et

all possible advice, and actu.al cooperation to raise t.he funds) hut once

t,..'l6

money is pooled .. nobody is conaulwd how to spend it and the priests mlny

t;L'llOS

waste a lot of ~llone;- en ~mnece.ear-.f th.ings. n4

diffioult to
the usual

jud~e

rep~

how general this oOIDplaint is.

It would be ver;l

On the side of the clergy

is that in ma.ny placea;, in former times, the 1&1 ty had

actually a greater share in the trusteeship system and

ev.~bod.y

kIlon the eVi

consequences of auch a S;Jstam. 5 This kind of l'eaotion may be illustrated by
two answers received to the question.

-Question No. 18 1s marked tundecided'.

In my judgment, ohurch property administration i.e ta:hiy effioient nowJ and in

most place., at least some lay advice is no" had.

Whether

~

more partici-

pation in decisions or! churoh property aaministration would add to the
efficiency, I am very much in doubt."

knother reply

may be good, but any real admini.tration-Do.

i.,

-Counsel from 1&1D!8D

Tru.teeiaS"

Neverthele.s. it appears that among the reo tors wno haTe anlPf8red the
questionnaire, the general feeling favored more lay putl,1.cipation in adminiltr
tien of properties with the pastor re'taining the power to make the final

decision since 67.7 per cent taTor it and only 26.1 per cent oppole it, with

p.

46.

4See Donald J. Thorman,
SSee F'rancis ;'. Lally,

1962), pp. 21-22.

!!!!

E':nerginS Lai"1l&n (Garden C1 ty, N.Y., 1962),

!!!! catholio

Church!!! Changiy America (Boston,
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quite a substantial. proportion,

15.4 per cent

remaining undecided.

The follow

i.l'2i is the re8U.lt of the survey.

TABLE 17

GREATh'R LAY PARTICIPATION IN THE
ADMINISTRATION OF CRURal PROPERTY

,_
Attitude of
Rectors

Number of
Rectors

Agree strongly

la1

,7 ~

Agree

f

7,

Per Cent

1).8}

43.9

J

I

1,.4

20

Undecided

~}

Disagree
Disagree strongl)'
No anlPf8r

fotal
Que.tion 19 reads a. tollon:

,7.7

34

22.31

.leaf

26.1

1

0.6

130

100.0

itA greater delegation

ot authority from

pastor to aasistant than is now generally the practice 18 necessary to
effectively fulfill the intended role of the pariah."

One might object that

to get meaningtul data, specific areas in delegation of authority should be
determined and that only from such a question, a proper generaiiution could
result. Here again, the present study is not concerned about the different
fields of delegation and proceeds on the assumption that one can form a gener
idea about the feasibility of sha:r1ng responsibilities with others without
necessarily having to go into each area where delegation could be effected.
Most of what was said about qua.tion 16 could be said here too.
dioce.es there are ha.rdl

arishes 1I'i th assistants

IhUe in some

there are others mos
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metropolitan dioceses, with huge numbers of people where there are generally
two or even more assistants to a pastor.

Since the Catholics in the United

States are predominant!J distributed in metropolitan areas, this latter patte
is the more common of the two.

In some of these places, because of the llmi

number of pariahe., one would have

Ii nOl~mul

ohance to become a putor onl)'

after twenty or twenty-five years of service as assistants, since promotion is
usually based on seniority. 6

In such a 81 tuation especially, it is easy to

in:lagine hOlf an authoritarian t,ype of

ptUlf t.or-8aBiBtant

relatlonehip could be

incidence m8¥ not be ihe 8ame throughout the country, but that it is a questi
of national illlport.anoe few people would deny.

Here, perbap" one of the

practices could. be reported in detail to illustrate a Viewpoint.

This is not

the general vin expre••edJ but it give. many salient feature. involved, u
to be de.erving of special

att~r.tivn.

In qUGstion 19, I fiLd it hard to ~. what is gGllOrall;,i the practice
now with regard. to delegation of authority to assistants. I find

tremendous differences from no delegation, to delagation of the
entire running of tb.e parish with most somewhere in between. In
most parishes where I have helped out, 8. pretty ta.ir amount 0.1'
authority is delegated to asSistants, althougn I also have been
in one pa.ris..l1. where no authority W&8 delegated. That pastor fI1noe
has died. In general, I am in tavor of <1elegation of autbori ty
and that is what I mean tr.,r answering ·a.gree'. Actuall.y to Anner
your question 11terally .r should mark 'disagree', 8ince r don t t
believe that a greater amount ot delegation of' authority than I
have s.en 18 necesS!I)' for a pal'ilh to 1'ulfill its intenaed. role.
That phrase tfulfill intended role t is a loaded. one too.
From this remark it becomes evident that the wording of the question
eOl\ld have been made clearer.

It was certainly not the intent of the

questioner to stres8 whether greater delegation. is neces8ar;y as something

6

Fichter, p. 169.
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....ithout which it would not be possible to f'ul.f'1.11 the parish role.
£ell have taken the question in that strict seruae.

It seems

As for the other claus.

"to fulfill the intended role of the pariah", although it could be perhaps
misconstrued, it seems to the W'ri ter that the obvious meaning would be the
role generally a.ttributed. to the par1ah.

The replies received are recorded

as ro11an.

GREATER DEtroA'l'ION OF' AU'lHORITY TO ASSISTANTS

Per Cent

Number of
Rectors

Attitudes of
Rectors

~
241

Agree strongly

).

5sf

Agree

82

)

Undecided
Disagree
D1sagree strongly
Ne> &nnw

Total

19

'.

I

!

26

I
I

I

!I

t

li
c'

27

i

I
I
I

18.S'1

44.6J

63.1

14.6

,

20.01

> 20.8

o.aJ

2

1.)

130

100.0

Here again, a aizable JUjority of rectors reporting, 63.1 per oent, are
in favor of greater delegation to assistants, .fth 20.8 per cent against, and.

14.6 per cent undecided.

7)
If the anners

to question 19 are compared to an....r. to question 18.

the following cloae pattern emerges.
TABLE 19

COMPARISON OF ATTIWDES ON GREATER PARTICIPATION FOR IAYMEN IN
TUPORAL .A.m{INISTRATION AID ON G.RF.ATER
DELJi.XlATION OF AUT·jOIiI11 1'0 ASSISTiUlTS

Atti tude", of

Rector.

¥ore pa:rtic1.patioil
.for laymen:

Great-t!lr ,Selegation of
authority to A••istant8c

Per

Per cent of reo tors

e~~t

of rae tors

Agre9

61.1

63.1

tJndeoicl.ed

15.4
26.1
0.8

14.6

100.0

100.0

Disagree

No answar

Total
It Iiloald. bill

11Q iwd

20.8

1.5

that one las to aodify the result., for rauen.

uplained earlier, while project.ing :.:. L to the reot.on of the oountry

&I ..

whol •

! corrected 8stim3te for the entire group of rectors would probably place thos
in favor of a liberal poai tion at. a figure conaiderably les8 than the one

given bere.
In question 20 the opinion of the reo tors as solicit.ed regardina the

doctrinal. implication ot a more liberal policy of abaring au thor! ty with

alsistants and laymen 1n the administration of the parish.
as fol101f8I

The

~..tion

read.

"Giving laymen and a.sistant priests .. greater share than has

been generally theirs in the r8apOD.ibUitie. of deci.ion-ma!d.ng concerning
parish adminiItratlon wuld not be in keeping with the spirtt of churoh

16
authority."

'Ihe replies received fall in the following categories.
TABLE 20

WHE'lHER GREATER PARTICIPATIO.w OF UYMEN IN 'l'ffiMPORAL
ADMLlofIBTRA nON AND GREATER DELmA TION OF AUmORITY
TO ASSISTANTS AJJAlNST SPIRIT OF CHUBCH AUmORITY

Attitudee of
.Ruter.

Number of
Rectors

Per Cent
of Total

).4

1i

Agree stronglJ>

t 32
2S'

Agree

.J

10

Undec1ded
D1sagree

66\

Dieagree strongl)

19 J(

No an....r

Total

\
\
\
I
I

I

a,

II

19.2

I

,0.8

'\

(

\

24.6

I

1.1
1

1/

6).4

14.6,J

3

2.)

130

100.0

I

~'."',

,

'!hose who were against the proposition numbers 8, (65.4 per cent of the
total) 'declaring that there is no 1ncompat1bil1tJ between larger delegation
of author! ty and the spirit of church discipline.

(24.6 per cent) thought that greater delegation
church authority.

significance.

Almost one in every four

was against the spirit

ot

Although this is a minority opin1on, 1t 111 of great

It 18 true that the words 1n the quest10n are not phrued to

test whether there would be a strict doctrinal implicat10n in the present form
of the d1stribut1on of authority J but &T1dently I all 8hould have understood

that what wu beina 1nquired into was whether a more liberal p(110)' would be
doing violence to the spirt t of church. au thor1 ty •

The replies are divided

77
positions u

equivalent to doctrinal. positions.

chart would Ulustrate it.
comparison u

The following comparative

Que.tion 20 is considered for the present

though it were worded in the positive form.
'l"ABL"E 21

COMPARISON OF ATTITUDES OF RECTORS 'roWARDS GREATER PARTICIPATION :FUR
IAY:EEN, GREATER DELEGATION Cl" AUTHORITY '1'0 ASSIST;.NTS Ar,;D
'frtU;THEr1 :TILeSi:: li.lill n~ CONFORMITY. lUTE CiWRt11 AU'lIWHI'l'!

-

ltore participation ,! More delegation
I Polley in conformity
I
f'or laymen:
to Assistants.
I with spirit of ChAlrd
Ii tti ttlde8 of
I
Per Cant of. Rectors i Per Cent of RectorS! Authority:
Rectors
; Per Cent of Rectors
i
!
,i
i
r

67.7

Agree

I
I

I

,

Undecided

Dieagree

15.4

:
;

65.4

14.6

7.7

20.8

24.6

i

26.1

,

No Answer

I

1,

63.1

0.8

)

Total

100.0

I

,I
!
I
i

i

i

1.$
100.0

,
,
I
I

2.)
100.0

One would have expected a mch higher percentage of rectors to reply that
a more liberal polley of sharing authority would. be still consonant with the
spirit of church

authority~ &8

it should have seamed evident that greater or

lesser sharing of responsibilities from what is being done now i8 only a

question of

po1ic~

parish priest

lfU

and not ot principle since the anthorit, itself at the
left intact.

It seems hard to conceive of any valid

assumption tha.t would go against the spirit and nature of church authority, if
greater sharing of responsibilities takes place between the putor and
assistant. and the prieata and laymen.

-

18
Again, aa mentioned-ahove in connection with the other queationa, it woule

indeed be difficult to project the figurea for the univerae of aeminary
rectors.

Perhaps by multiplying the figures by two-thirds, one could. perhapa

reach a somewhat realistic figure, which would place the number of rectors who
stand for more delegation and decentralisation at well below the hal! mark.
1hese ore some of the te.t. intended to discover the reaction of' the
rectors regarding a more liberal orientation in the relations of pariah pries1Jl
with their usiatants (queation. 19 and 20), with their taithtl1l. (questiona 18

and 20), the people in the pariah (question 17), and how they would generally

place the American clergy in tllese trends (questions 16 and 21).
With

recard to the Alation of the parish priests to their uSiatanta,

there are many who would like W have greater delegation ot authority, and who
think that this would not be against the 8pi:."1t of church authority, at the

same time there are alao a goad numl:>er of othen who teel the oontrary.

In a

weighted picture of the entire univera. of the recton of the country, perhaps
those who are for more oonaervative trend. would have an edge over the othera.
Almost the same can be said also of the greater participation of laym.e in the
administration 01: churoh property.

Regarding the involvement o:f 'Pariah pri•• tII

in conwunity welfare programs, the opinion in favor is more pronounced than in

the previous cuesJ but here again one baa to tone it down to achieve the
national average. On problema ot 80cial adaptation of the olergy, the rectors
1Iho have reported think that American olergy as a whole are neither decidedly
oonIJ9rv3tive nor libtlral when it is

.ocial

MUids

It

question. of adaptiIlg to the

ch~1ng

of tue parisil, but are g81£(ilrall.,} much les. conoemeci when it i. a

qllestion of urban housing, the United Nations, or similar sooial ilUntee.

CHAPTER V
~IrUDES ,OF 'WERECTOBS TOWARDSS01'4EOl" 'mE ME'lHODS OF _'l'RA:I~
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The approaches to the problem of training candidate. tor the priesthood
are boUJ'ld to be different i f the funct10ns or role. which the prie.t i.
elCPected to fulfill differ in the vi..s of the directors in charge of the

tra1n1ni.

Even i t they had identical. vi... regarding tuture role. and

tunction.,
their

0IRl

their approachea would probably atill dUfer IIOJIl81I'hat depend1ng on
indbidual 1d...

OIl

the uefuln... of &peoifio ..ethoU to attain the

desired resu.lts.)" In th8 previous chapter the opinion of the rectors regarding
"

,

lome of the contro....r.1al rol •• at pari8h priests waa briefly discussed. It

twas
~8

ob . .rved that theae roles are oerta1nly not the most important ones as far

the m1ni.try of the parish priest as leader i8 concerned, their importance

is mainly derived from the fact that the babavior patterns concerned would be
~ood

now

indicatora of the direction of the trend empha.ized.
the vi..,. of the rectors differed.

It was also 8een

SimUarly here, in the pre8ent chapter,

the rector.' attitude to same orientations in training is being explored.
18

not to be concluded that the areas covered are necessarily the

tant.

lIlOSt

It

impor-

They have been cho.en again aimply as indicative ot the general

orientation persued in the formation of future priests.
,,{" .,",

JA ,,'

~

.'

'*' atudy iii specifioally concerned with the leadership trlilling

..n aem1na.rie., three questions were included to probe the attitude of rectors
regarding leadership training, two ot which.~ about leadersh:1p in general

79

~~1md'31),

and one about the leadership training in the

se;n.inary in partioular ~(..qu:e.tlo11 221.
'lbe two questions on leaderehip in general are as tollon;~~J
"Leaders are born and not madee (a) agree strongly, (b) agree, (0) undecided,
(d) disagree, (e) disagree stro~."

Qtt•• 'M.&ft

31. "Situational tactors are

JI1ure important than personal q~lalit1es in the fOl"!!l8t·ion of leaderll (a) agree

strongly, (b) agree, (0) u.l.ldee1ded, (d) disagrIM, (e) dieagree strongly."
'lbe firs1; 01' these question. :i.s directed to find out whether or not the

rectors are inclined i:.c take leadership
training pl'Ogram can do ve!'Y little.

8.8

®mething inborn and about Which a

'!'he replies rece:tveci are briefly

descrioed oelow.

At ti tlldes of i Number of

Rectors
Agree strongly

Agree

-.--.- r Per-Cent

Rectors

21
32

> 34

1

of Total

li
!1

Disagree

6,3

!

I

:~

Disagree strong.
No &nlflfer

" fotal

el)

'

24 ...f.,

20

1

71

I, 48.5 I:;ri
I
I

26.1

"j

"

~

Undecided

1St

15.4
54.7

6.2'
/

5

I
I

3.8

1)0

I

100.0

A 1i ttl. over half (S4. 7 per cent) ot rectors do not subscribe to the
pr,,:?osi tion that leader. are born and not made.

Even those who have agreed

-

81

to the proposition need not be necessarily considered as holding that leader,hip qualities cannot be acquired or improved, but they would evidently
prefer to coosider leader.hip quality as bae1eally something inborn.

pereentage of rectors (1$.4) did not aomtnt themselves to any vi...

A good
One

rector's reply may illustrate what might have been pusing in the m1.nds of

lome ot

the other. ..

thi. aphori.sm, like

1"ft..(a.-.~..QlL.J.II.fitm..~l· it.,

all. " •Leaders are born and not made t I

ma~'

auch, can be taken in various sens.s.)

I.marked·'tllldBe!d:N'.

i

As

tar

as the

In my opin1on,
~~g

aemfnar".f

training

is ooncerned, I dor(lt th.ink every candidate call be made into a real leader of
J.1eTL';

but I do think: that lead.ership quaUtie. can be developed."

rector hall the !ollowing comment:
however, did not ChooSfl

~.

Another

Hi good. loaders natl.:'I·e!ert/graee. lf

He,

ot the give}"! alt·Ew;-,atives •

. /~

'1'0' ~e8tion J1 regarding the relative ~mportanee of si tuB. tional faetors
yto personal qualit.1es in the formation r,f' leaderst It strong P.'Ajority (n.6)
replied that 81 tuctionu factors a.re not lllore important than personal qual1t1.1

cond.ition or stimulat.! leadership quill ties, such u ..orr Situation., aehool

t~r~

inborn qualities.

82

\\HE'lHER SITJATIONAL FACTORS ~ MORE IMPORTANT 'lHAN
PERSONAL QU.A.LITIES IN lEADERSHIP FOR.lU. TION

Attitudes of
Rectors

Number of
Rectors

Per cent

1·,1

"-

Agr" strongly
Agree

~}

Disagree strongly
fio aasnr

Total.

".

1

"
821

uJ

1).8

12.) ,

17

Undecided.

Disagree

18

63.1

9)

8., i

1).)

71.6

I

2

1.S

·130

100.0

In the vift of the rectors, generally speaking, a training program in

relation to inborn qulltie. i8 so important in leaderahip f'ormation .. to
make the cliche, -Leaders are born and not

mad..,.

not to appeal to • good

majority of them. At the same time, they would attribute to personal qual.iti.
much more 1..u1portanoe than a1. tu. tional fae tors.

'!'his seems to be a sOlll.Rbat repreaentative poai t.ion and perhaps may hold
good when projected for the total number of rector.,

&8

in this question there

i. no reason why even a con"rYativ8 rector mould have re.ervation••

Reault. are dUlerent when the aeminary .etting is considered.

Beoau.e

of the lIpeow nature of seminary training with its tradit10nal emphUi. on
submiss1veness, forgetfUlne •• of' ..1£, and doc111ty, all of which would
apparentJ.y go agwst leaderShip aspirations, the following t.st1on was uked

-

83

~dtiO...!!t

"A special emphasis on leadership training in the seminary which

lfOuld colUf1et in intentionally developing the quall ties an.d skills in a
student Which are particularl}' adapted to make him a better administrator is
likely to give a wrong buis to the spiritu.al formation of the seminarians as

it may make them too much concerned with their eelf-i.mage and their abUity
to contrGl Qther81 (a> agree strongly, (0) agree, (c) undecided, (d) disagree,
( e) disagree strongly. n

tn. id.ea of leadership training hu been described in the above

qu•• tion

a. consisUng o£ cieYelopDlent of the qual.1tie. and skill. required. of a pariah
administrator.
in it. broad

Hn•• ,

priest's roles.
probl_.

The word adtIi ni.tr.tor, -..

1m.~,

including all types of activities oonnected with the pari.sl'l

The rest of the question does not seem. te> po.. any special

'the answers received tall into the tollcndng categories:

lIiE'lliER INTENTIONAL W.DER&iIP 'l'RILItiING

nT

lHE SEVlNAItIES

IS HARMFU14

Attitude. of

Reetors

!gr..

i. used

strongly

Number of'
I Rectors

I,,
I
I

Agree

!

Undecided.

I

I
i

Disagree
Disagre. atrongly

31
23

J

2.3}

26

17.7

661

20.6

14.6

19
$0.8'1
82

12.3/

16J

No an_. .

Total

Per C.nt

)

3
130
-~-- ~

....-..,...

...... ......
~

--""...--

63.1
2.)

100.0

A good percentage of the rectors (63.1) consider that there is no h&l"lll
in

intentionally developing the qu.ali:t1•• and skills required of an administra-

tor} yet it ia very interesting tha.t one in every five rectors (20.6 per cent)
consider such training aa harmful and
important issue.

14.6 per cent are uncommitted on such an

Worded as it is, the question does not seem to offer any vali

1 ... ,.

\01

reason for objection,,) l~ the priest expected to be an administrator in his
Illinistry? Has he not to be trained as an adtainistl'a.tor if he is to be E:liPi(:Cted
to efficiently fulfill this role?

.1)0

the rectors who object to a.n intenti(mal

deVelopment of leadership qualities think that Uley are not inlporte.nt. or that
.omehow a priest who is trained to be hol.),

&Wi

virtuous wOJl.d necessarily have

as well those other qualities reqUired of an aaudnistratGr?

Is ti:ere

&

c11chotomy, which cannot be generally solved between tl'a1ni:ng for holwes8 and
training for e!tiCient leadership?

'!he.. are

SQWit 01'

the

qU~8tionu

which a

rec tor who is entrusted with the training of eeminaJ."ians mast consider.

Many

ot the following question. would put in still gntater Nl1ef the apparent
inoompatibility of the two types of roles required of & priest and it i. on
resolving this d.1chotomy and swiking the corNet balance that succe•• in
training candidate. tor the prieB"tt.ood lUOBt probably depends.
!he questions tb,at follow deal. with tilos" areas where well a balance has

to be ach1eVtMh

:U.ltelllgant and will.flll eooperation V$rsus unquestioning

obedience, selt-reliance versus dependence on sup(",rior., critical attitude

versus dOCility I social contact versus 80litude and isolation-all are element
that hue to be integrated in their proper proportion and it 18 not always
8&8y to know 'What the correct ratio should be.

as
'l'ht; first of these qucet:.ons (Question 23a) ueui;i nth obedieIlCt.l ~ it

tea-ds aa 1'011...

RJot cliacu••1ng w:i1:h the student. except in rare

CU8S"

t..'1e

reason. tor the comma.nda given to tnem is <a) absolutely e ••8nt1&1, (b) 'Very
belpful, (0) help!ul .. (d) makes no diflerence, (e) harm.t'u.l, (1') very barmllJ.l

for the tra1n1n& of f'u.ture priests." 'the quest10n i . whether generally speaking a

precept or comuumd should. be accompanied by an explanation from the

auperiors or not.
Some of the

OOJ'lllDeJlts

received may thnJlr more light on the question itself

and how it has been understood by cibers.

p08ing of No.

One rector writes, "The negatiTe

23, I find somewhat Contu8ing. The agge8ted anners leem to be

worded rather tor an affirmat1ve statement. And what 18 meant by 'rare case.'

In my judgment, i f you actually counted the number of regulation. and orders
given, r imagine the number where 8lCplanat.1on of reasons would be of any need

or use would be rather small.

In general, my attitude i8 that it i8 generally

better and helpful to give reuans When it can easily be done.

Saaet1mes

reasons RSt be kept confidential. )d08t otten any aplanat10n 18 unnecessary."
Another rector writ.., ttl don't understand the question ... it is worded.

I

think studen1;• •hould be told reasons for commanda giTen to them and. I 1;hink
they are tolc:l \lsuall.y. n

Another reo tor cODlDlCtnts.. "Wording and po.sibil1 t1es

here do not carer toe s1tuation well. N
'i'his 18 not the plaee 1;0 expound from a theological 8tandpo1n t the tNe
character of Christian obedience.

But 1 t 1s opportune to note that obedience

leems to haye a def1l'l1te" although paradoxical .. relationship to church leaderlhip.

On the one hand .. as the Imitation

!!

Chri8t would have it, AOOne may

not command wi th conf1dence unles. he himself has learned nll to

B6
obey.l

It may not be easy to see the relation between the twoJ but no one

who baa little regard tor authority can" generally speaking, hope to have
hi. own commands reepected, except by force.

The Christian vi... of obedience

would lee the subject a. voluntarily submitting to the will of God, which 1,
being mani.fested to him through the will of the superiors, and he would. aoneid
his 80t of submislion as sharing in the beauty and dignity of Ghrist's

voluntary act of immolation.

At the same time, an act of obedience, 11 it has

to be Christian, haa to be human at the same time.
~lv.s

of the auperior who

It il here the 8p8C1a1 rol

the cOAttllanci llftIuld come in. He oan make of obedience

an infltl'Uillsnt Qf discipline and quiok l'esults, being too lllUoh ooncerned about

many ecele.ias tical wri ter8 whc have e;.q>ou.ndect the hum.1illl side in the act of
obedience which
act.

2

w

rl8.ll

be lSi-fe-guarded to pre.erve the natural diinit;y of the

Even a nll intentioned ftper1.or, according to t.ne.e writer., oan cn.e

or at. le·ut

b~

an occasion for a. wrong attitude in hi8 8Ubjeot i f be relie.

too 1I11lch on "blind obedience" to prepare him. for call of dut;y 1n his future
lu1nlsterial. lUe.

The re9ults are laid to be generally contrary.

The nbjeot

thoseJlri tel's claim,wouJ.d usually nsent tJ18 oppl'eaiveneas of the superior,
anc~.

lose the sense of cOlu'ideru;le in bimsell', and hi. relations with his

ini'e:do!'a later on

eccleaiastical

lll8.j

wri~ra

------ --

in tUI'n tend to becom.e arrogant)

QWll

there are allo other

who ttlirlk that giving reaaona for commands as a general

lImitation of Christ, Book 1, Ch. 20, No.2.

.........;;.;;;...;.

.;..-

25ee Ficbter, pp. 2b3....254.
utilisation of per8onnel.

Fichter has so;ne ucellent remarke about the

3See Paul Iif3ltar, ReliSiou8 Adm1niltrator., trans. Gabriel J. Ru.
(Milwaukee 1959
• 41-47 Section on "The Authoritarian Adlll"n" ·a 0

"
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poliCY would deprive the act itaal! of ita spiritual significanoe. 4

'!'he correct approaoh to obedience, whatever it be, is of great importance in
tile formation of tuture priest leaders.

The question as formulated in the

questionnaire tackles onl) one aspect of this iane and even there, a ••ome of
the respondents haTe remarked, the wording haa not been without ambiguity.
A general remark has to be made allJO regard.ing the choices given for the

selection. Perhaps it would have been better ii' instead of 'absolutely
essential' .. the word 'nece8sary' nre used.
still net be absolutely essential.

Ii. thing can be necessary, but

Besides, on the positive side, three

choices wre possibl.e ('absolutely essential.' J 'very help.f'Ul', and 'helpful'),
while on the negative side, only two have been provided ('harm.f'ult, and 'very
harmful') reaulting in an over-emphasis in favor of positive answera, whioh

it would haTe been better to avoid.

i.e for the ciisouesion of this subjeot German M&rtil.. I Seminari 2ii!
trans. from Spanish Leopol.do l."erraroti, (Milan, l.9S6) .. pp. ao-:81. See
~ ~ Dooumenta C2Dires8us Generalis ~ Statibu8 Perfectioni. (Rome, 19$0)
(Rome, 19$0) .. il, 40S !! .!!!W.
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TABLE 2$

ADVlSA.BILITl OF GIVlIG C<MWIDS
WI'lH OUT GIVING REASONS

Attitud.. of
iectGr.
Ab.olutely •••ential'
V817 Helptul
Helpful

SI

;J

Make. no difference
Harmtul
Very ha.l"Jltful

•• anewer

Total

hI' Cent

Number of

B8ctora

).8 !,
).1

41

i

~

,31.5

i

24.6J

).1

4

' 54.6";

71 '

l

9j

'r
7.0 j

80

61.6

S

I

).8

,130

I

100.0

The arurwer. received fall into the following group..

Tho•• who think

that not dillOu.e1ng the reason. of cQlllllanu with their char,e. i . harmful

(61.6 'Per cent) i. double the number of those Who think the contrary ()O.S per

cent). Such a differenoe of opinion on a vital iesue aa this 1. 1tself very
meaningful and 18 8t1rely indicative of tne d1fficulty of the problem and tile
d1sparity in the approach in trying to solve it.

1be sub-question 23& i8 an eeti.mate from the part of the reo tor.
regarding the practioe in general in the seminaries in the United States.

TABLE 26
OP~ION

OF RECTORS OF NATIONAL PRACTICE IN
SEJUNARIES WARDING COAU11JNICATION OF
COiW.A.NDS WI'lHOUT GIVIHG REASONS

Opinion of Recton

Ilt.uaber of

on National practioe

Rector.

Absolutely essential

Very help.tul
Help.tul.

Make.

DO

differenoe

Harmful

Very harmful

.0

anawer
Total

11

$$

•

PerCent

6.l}
29.2

20

~J

42.)

1.0

16

U.S
0.8

I

lS.k
12.)

)9

)0.0

,1.30

100.0

From thia general eatimate of the reotors, it would .eem that .. far

as they know and can judge about it, the general usage in the United States
ie very much more in tavor ot a practice which the majority ot the reo tor.
who have replied haTe characterized as harmftll.

-
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'lb. following table gives

&

comparison of table. 25 and 26.

TABLE 27
COMPARISON OF' :a.rscTOl1S' ATTrroDEs WI'lH 'lBEIR EBTIMATE
OF NATIONAL PRACTICE RmARDING COJ4.WNICATION
OF CQW.W;JDS WITHOUT GIVING REASOUS

====:c: lzt

.,,:...::&:;:i'

Attitu.dee
Helpful

lAake. no difter-

=

I
Personal attitude
. Eat1mate or
of .k.,tonu
National uract1ce
hI' can't of rector8
Per cent o~'
Reo tors

)1.$

42.3

).1

1$.4

61.6

12.)

3.6

30.0

100.0

---.....-lO'J.O
..

enee

No anner or
do not know

Total

fteld are the rectors theOL:lselvas and i-tmJuld be intriguing to find out what

a more liberal approach, the"

conformity with it.
that they do

lillY(;

c1~al'a.ctarile

the

gOn.liI'&l.

pollo)" as not in

It 18 true that thirty per cent of them hU'e 1Dd1eated

know wbat the general trend. is J this again is meaningful ..

taken in the present context, U it pOint8 to the lack of OCCUion8 to

exchange idea. aaong rectors on wob. subjects, or uybe, to the lack of de.ire

to do

.0.

Even keeping a margin for those who have .aid that they do not

know, one cannot enape noticing the tut that there i8 cona1del'able

difference between the op1n1on of the rectors th....lve. and thair .stimate
of the general trene.

It i8 hua.rd.eu.s to venture an e.xplanat1on.

Can it be

-
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that the rectors who have replied are preponderantly liberally inclined and
those who have not replied, 'Who would bs still iucl1.l.ded in a general estimate,
Or ie it that some 01' the I'ectora in their

not so liberally inclined?

l1nted exper:tenee h8.Ve come aerose cases cf authoritarian eni'Qrcement of
obedience and have generali:&ed it to .. greater extent truul it should have been7
Or could it be that they nall•• that the &TaUable practices do not achi.e
It ie even possible that they express a more liberal polic),

tne d.sired goal.,

than they Ien_ they the.selves are aetuall.y follcnring.

sure.

On@ thing .till lOOJl8 1m:portantr

W. have no means to be

the reetol'" do think that the cour.e

they consider would be more helpful tor the training of students in the
e1t'ercise of obedience is .till far from being the recognized geJl.eral practice
Thie in turn can b. a limiting influence on the rectors

in the seminaries.

themst-.lves who would attach some importance to oonformity.
Question 2h is in intent

v~ry

eimilar to qu:estion 2.3. "'l'oaching a

student to depend. upon h1.tuelf and not hi. IUperiors 1 •• (a) ab!fOlutely essential, (b)

ver~

helpful, (c) helpful, (d) makes DO difterenc., (e)

In. printing oversight, '(e) ha.rmf'ul' was left out.

(f) very hal'lll.f'u.l."

it and inserted. tho

Dli88ing

This 18 one of t;J.e

.e8t1OB8

phr.... In their shesta before marking their choice.
abCRlt which a lot of

A sampling tro:n the replies would
i.f 'depend up.n b1aael!"

mMrUIl

gbE:~

"Poorly worded

COmmtUlts

were received.

the reaction of I;,no writers.

"Helptul-

8eU-reliance, initiative and creativene•• ,

no, if it meana a. apir1t of independence." r.lponsibi11t~.

Many

Two or three took note of

re8pondelfl'tl9 might not have even noticed the sH.p.

of

harDL~l,

ItHelptul for developing a spirit

Rcmever, respect for authority must be equally in.tilled."

l.tell1,

l'cl say e8sential to depending

Of!

hidl8cl.t:, but not
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independently of superiors.
on superior. at all.

Your 1tem

8wncla &S

1f he didn't need to depend.

In cold reality he does, yet he should be able to do

most thing. for himaelt within the exiat1n& obediential traae-work."

TIro or

three have remarked, "Phra.sing ot this question 1s not at all clear."
'lhese comments show that there wall

80U

difficulty experienced by the

rectors on account of the alternatives given to choose from.

Bu.t the anoers

received show that the overwhelming majority had no problem figuring out th8
intent and m.eaning ot the question.
TABLE 28
IMPORTANCE OF STUDENTS DEPENDING ON
'llEMSS:LVES AND NOT Oli SUPERIORS

.tium.ber ot
Rectors

A tt1 tudes of
.Rector.

Ab.o;!.utel.y

8 • • •-

tial
Very helptul
HelpM

1

:1

Per Cent

118

S3

23.8 '[
26.2 ( 90.7
40.7.J

Ji&lce. no d:1tfer-

ene.
Harmf'ul

Very harmt'uJ.

No answer

Total

0.8

1

31

4J

'\

2.3 '
7

3.1

J

S.4

b

).1

130

100.0

In api te of the tact tha.t the 'Wording of the que.tioD. .._ad ..eigb ted,
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unintentionally though it was, against dependence on superiors, it is
surprising that such an cwenmelming m.ajority of rectors (90.7 per cent)
approved of it .. the right attitude to take.

The following is the estimate of the rectors regarding the general
practice in the United States,.
!ABLE 29

ESTIMATE OF RllC'l'Oas RWARDI1ID NATIONAL PRACTICE
fiiE'lliER S'l'ODENTS DEPEND ON 'IHEMSELVES

A.ND NOT ON SUPERIORS
National Practice

t Humber

Absolutely essential

:J

Very helpful
Helpf'ul

Makes

DO

of

l'f.ectors

difference

Per Cent

S04J

10

9.2
)9.2

6.9

9

~'J

Harmful

Very harm.tul

3.1

16

J

)$

foUl

27.0
100.0

l30
,

1( 12.,

9.2 \

No 8IUlWer or

do not kncnr

$).8

,.:.

Compar1ng the response of the rectors regarding their individual

attitudes tD their estimate of the general trend in the Unite. States,
the following points could be observed.
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TABLE )C

COMPARISON OF' RECTORS' ATTITUDES WI'lH 'tHEm ESTIMATE
OF NATIONAL PRACTICE WHEmER S'lUDENTS ARE TRAINED
TO DEPEND ON 'IHEMSELVES AND NOT ON SUPERIORS

Attitudes

fPersonal attitude Estimate of
of Rectors.
National practice
Per cent of rectors Per cent of
Rector.

90.7

S3.8

Makes DO dUter+
ez»e

0.8

6.9

Harmtul.

S.ll

12.)

lio ~r or
do not know

,.1

27.0

100.0

100.0

Helpful.
!

foUl.

A lTl.&jority of thG rectoz'. (53.8) think that the genSI'll practioe 1s 1n

favor of seU-reliance .. opposed to too much dependence on superiors, but
there is stil3., hO'ftVer, a big gap between attitude of reetJOrs and their
estimate of the general practice.

'lbe difference between the results u.y

in part be explained by the high percentage of rectors who have annered

that they do not

}mOW

what the general practice in tn. United States 1s)

but this alone is not a sufficient e.xplanation..

The general practice, tbere-

fON, in the estimate of the rectors, talls short of what the rectors think

desirable.
here, too.

The very same remarks made on obedience el..where are applicable
Even the rectors who have reported, could themselves be, perhaps

sometimes unintentionally, talling short in actual practice of what the.r
think to be ideal.

9

Question 25 reads as follows:

ftDn-eloping a critical attitude (i.e .. , a

capacity for maJd.ng independent personal judgments ahout persOIls, events and
ide... ), even with the riska involved. i.1

<a) absolutely essential, (b) very

helpful, (c) helpful, (d) makes no difference, (e) harmful, (f) very harmful."

SEIIlinaries reportecilJ' have

It

tendency to du.ll to a oertain extent the critical

attitude of the candidate. studyiag for priesthood.

Whether this may be partly

due to the fact that some of the .tudie. in the seminaries are wch tbat
finally they rest not on internal. evidence, but on faith, is a point de.erving

attention. An;yhow, the strict conformity required, even on peripheral utters
and at ti tudes towards discipline, may ofien have a tendency to dull one's
critical attitude and would tend to make of conformity a virtue even in areas
.here it lIlay be a defect.

Aware of this problem" Pope Pius XII in his

encyclical Menti No.trae has the following to

8&y

about the subject.

Particular attention must be paid to character formation in each boy
by developing in him the sense of responsibility, the capacity to
us. his judgment concerning men and events, and the spirit of

initiative. }l or this reason, directors of _.inaries .must use
moderation in the employment of coercive means, graduall.y lightening
the system of rigorous control and restrictions a8 the boys grow
elder by helping the boys themselYes to standron their own feet and
to feel responaibllity for their own actions. 7
1

It wu to apprias. the reaction of the rectors regard.ing this problem

that the que.tion was asked. The following 1s the nature of the replies
received.

'Pius UI, MenU Nostrae (National Catholic Welfare Conference Edition,
84, p. 31.

fifth printing, 19~6) t No.
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'fABLE II
VIEW OF RECTORS ON DEVELOPING CRITICAL

ATTITUDE IN SEMINARl.ANS

Need to develop

oritioal attitude in
Seminaries

f,
Per oent

No. of

Rector.

Absolutel1 e8sen-

tial

,)6

~

35 (
50

Very helpful
He1pt'tl1

27.7 (
121

r 93.1

26.9
3g,s

.•.1

;!
-'

Makea no

difference

0.8

1

~}

Rarmtul
Very narmtul
No an.wer

,
2

1)0

Total

3.1]

6

14.6

1.5

I

1.S

I

I

100.0

... - - -•• *"~ ....

The rectors ";rho have replied ,are almost unanimous that the c:r1 tioal.
attitude is something at leut helpful, which should be cultivs;bftd in spite

of the attending risks and the present writer is inolined to believe that
great uniformity of opinion, might have been caused, at leut in good

beoause of the

eno~olioal

I118&BUre,

of the Pope mentioned earlier.

Coming to the general acene in the Un! ted State., the rector'. opinion
i8 given in the annexed table.

,...
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IS'l'IMATE OF R&C'l'ORS OF mE NATIONAL PRACTICE
REGARDDJO DEVELOPING OF CRITICAL
ATTITUDE IN SEMINARIANS

lational Practice

Nllmber of

!

Rectors

I

7

Ab801utely •••ential \

12

Very helpful
Helpful

Make. no difference

17
6

Very harmtul
No annal'

Total

\
I
i

,.4

66

6

Harmful

Per Cent

\

\ 47
I

9.2

\I

),
130

.)6.2

4.6

I

1).1

2)
I

50.8

4.6

17.7

26.9
100.0

Comparing the attitudes of the rector. with their e.timate of the
general Bi-"t.ion. it i •••en en.d.entl¥ that the rectors think: that the
general practioe hu not caught up with the trend they are i'aToring. Even
the fact that

&

great proportion of rectora . , that they do not know

enough about the general aituation dee. not entirely explain the difference.
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'lABLE 33
COMP.A!USON OF RECTORS' A'.rTITUDE WI'l'H THEIR ESTD1ATE
OF NATIONAL PRACTICE REGARDING DEVELOPING OF
CRITICAL ATTI'lUDE IN SDUNARIANS

i
Attitudes

Personal attitudes t Estimate of
of Recton,
National practice
Per Cent of Rectors Per Oent Rectors

i
I

Helpful
Make. no

\

\

d:.U'te~i

93.1

50.6

0.8

~.6

100.0

100.0

\

No arunfer

Total

Question 26 was poorly worded and from the anl!JWers and comment. received,
it became evident that ma:ny misundestood the whole question.

The intention

wa.s to .find out whether a decentralised or delegated. pattern rather than a
eentrallsed one in. the exerei.. of authority in the seminary would be more
beneficial to the training of students.
the question

AI

But many of the rectors understood

though the constitution of author1t)' itself was implled and

not ita exercise and execution.

Becau.e of this factor, the answers gave

no rellable data for comparison and they couJ.d not be of any u.e.
QIle.ticu 21 and 28 deal w1 th the lmowrlecige of social condi tiona.
Question 27 treata of the role of knowledge th.a t could be obtained. by specific
Social Science courses, and que.tion 28 tries to inqu1re how far the rectors
consider the readini of ntnrSpaper& and magazinee .e :J.mportant in this respect.
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Question 27 reads as foll0W8 & "An understanding of the 80cial torces at
work in the modern society as gained through the study of social scienoes is:
<a) absolutely essential, (b) very helpful, (c) helpful, (d) make. no differ-

ence, (e) harm.t'ul, (f) very har.mtul. M The replies of the rectors fall into
the following oategories.

UNDERSTANDING OF SOCIAL FOROBS
BY 5'TUDI OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Attitudes of
Rectors

_.

Numbe,' of
Reotora
-- ..

--

Absolutel, esaentlal
Very helpf\.1l

53\
S9 .

\
I

\

Help.t'ul

\

Makes no differenoe I
Verr harmf'ul

\I
I
I

.~: TO~:--

Cent

40.8\
4,.4

\.

,
I
I
i

=~

98.4

12.2
0.8

1

I

.No an....r

128

16)

\

Harmful

. ._.1

Per

:J
1

0.8

1)0

100 .. 0

The anl1ll'er, as was expected, is almost unanimously in .favor of sooial

sOience studies.

Only one rector laid 1t made no differenoe and only one

failed to arunrer it.

The importance of the study of .ocial &eieno•• in the

forma. tion of a priest is beyond a shadow of a doubt in the m.1nds of the

rectors.

It would be interesting later on to examine wneth.er the practice

in their awn seminaries would tally with this opinion.
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The eat1mat. of the rectors regarding the general situation in the

Unite<i States i. u 1'011011'8.

iiST.n,~T£

OF P..EcrutS OF mE NATIONAL PRAOTICE
REQA..t.tDI!-!t1 IJNDERSTANDING OF SOCIAL FORCES
BY STUDY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

National Practioe

Abeolutel1 essential
Very helpful.
Helptul

, Uumber ot
i

Rector.
,
\

\

:J

19

Per Cent

\ 9.2}
19.2

60.7

32.)

!

Make. DO difterenee

\
I

1

Harm..tUl

\I

Very b.arm.f'ul

\

No &n8Wer or

10

I

:J

c1G no·:' laww

l'otal

y

7.7

3j

3· ~

31

2S.,

1)0

100.0

Allowing roam tor t.he great proportiorl of rectors who have replied. that
they do not know the general &i tuation, the estimate of the general trend is

still not quite as favorable as the opinion ot the rector. themselve••
Qu.esUOll 28 i8 worded as tollow..

".Al! understanding of social. forc.s at

work in the modern society as gained through newspaper. and magazine. 1s
<a) absolutely 8.8elltiel., (b) very hfllpful, (0) helpful., (d) make. no dilt.rena~,
(EI) harmful, <I) very harmful, for the training ot future pariah priests."
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The replies received are tabulated below.

UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL FORCES iHRClUGH
NEWSPAPERS AND .MAGAZINES

Attitude. ot
Rector.
Ab.olutely e8sential

11

Very helpful.

41

Helpful

60

Make. no difference
H&1'IIlful

Per Cent

Number of
Rector.

8.,
)6.2

118

46.2
).8

S
S

3.6

S

-

Ve17 harmful

Jlo arunrer

Total

90.9

).8

2

1.,

130

100.0

The repli•• are al.l1loat as inlpre.aive u

tor the previous oneJ recton

almost unan.1mou.ely agree that contact with n_llIpapere and magas1nea i .
important in the training program of seminaries.

'!'he .stimate of the rectors reiard1n.g the general usage in aeminaries
toll.s.
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TABLE 37
ESTIMATE OF REC'l'OBS uF NATIONAL PRACTICE
RmARDING NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

National practice
Absolutely eS88ntiel

NUmber of
Rectors

"

)

Very help:.ful

10

Helpful

52

•

l

,

Per Cent
2.) (

65

1

1.7

Very harmftll

12

13

1)

U.5

,

"

Rarm.t'Ul

$0.0

i

40.0 )

1,

Make. no difference

\

9.2 !).

10.0

0.6 \
~_~I

10 Anner

Tow

When

tJ'l.$SIIJ

37

26.5

130

100.0

f1gnrea are compared with the repliea of the rectors about

their ind1yidu.al opinion, again, 1 t 1t1 found that the general trend, enn
ma.ld.ng

the

al.lowance for theae who have conteaaed their lack of knowledge u

OOUlOn

to

practice, doea not match with what ia considered desirable.

The final. question in this a tti tudinal inquiry ia

Q<){'<$

t,iOl1. 29, 1Ihich

triea to diacover the rectora' reactions regarding actual contact with tile
outside world durin::; the training period i taolf.
quoted

enc~'cUaal ~

Pope Piua XII is hia oft

.; ,;,bI',; ,;...
oa tr;;.;;,.;;&e;.;;, cOilmenta on 'hlle need of contact with the

outside world in the following mannerc

"It ia nece.suy in order that when

they receiYe Holy Orje:cs and beiIin their ministry tlJ.ey 1I'fill not feel th. .elv
diaoriented-& thing that could not only be harmJ.'ul to 1J'leir S<:.Jul.s, but also

10)
injure the efficacy of their work."

6

The encyclical adverts to the fact

that if ;;young men, especially those who have entered the seminary at a tender
age, are educated in an environment too isolated from the world, they may
on leaving the sEminar;.}', find S.,riouB cliifioul ties in their relations with
either the ordinary people or the educated laity, and it may happen that they
either adopt a mise,.'Uidad and false attitude toward the fdthful, or that
they com,ider their trai..'11,."lg in an unfavorable light.

For this reason, the

l'ope insists that it is necessary that the students be allowed to come in
closer contact, gradually and prudently, with the judgments and. tastes of
the people.
The question is phrand as follows,

-Actual contact with people

outside the seminary, like teach 1ng catechism, helping out ir. the parishes,
etc.

1.,

(a) absolutely essential, (b) very helpful, (0) helpfUl, (d) make.

no differenee, (e) harmful, (f) very hamt'ul for the training of the future
parish prie.ts.

TABLE 38

soc IAt

CONTACT \VI'lH PEOPLE
OUTSIDE '.tHE S!lfmARY

Attitudes of

Number of

Rectors

Rectors

f

Per Cent

Absolutely essential
Very helpful

126

7.7
,SS

l
J

91.0

)0.8

Help.fU.l

Make. no ditterence

1.,_Jl

Haratul
Very ha.rIlfu.l

110 arunrer

Total

2

130

1.S
1.S
100.0

Tne practical unanimity in 'this cue was expected.
The ••t1mate ot the rectors of the general trend in the aeminaries
in the Un! ted State. follows s

lOS

ESTDfA TE Of' RECTORS OF NATIONAL PRACTICE
REGARDING SOCIAl. CONTACT WI'lH PEOPLE
OUTSIDE THE SEMINARY

Number ot
Reo tors

lational. praoUee

2,

Absolutely e ••enti~
Very helpf'ul

28
LJ3

Helpful

Mak.. DO difference
Harm.f't11

'ery harmful.

r

l.S (
78

I
1

\I
\I

.. J

\

,\,

10.0

II

I

".

6 \

$9.9

36.9
1)

\I

n.s J

1

10 answer
'fotal

Per Cent

6

\I

\
I

4:6 J

4.6

I

33

\

2S.5

130

\

100.0

i

I

It one makes allowance tor the great number of rector. who have declared

that tney are not aware of what the general practice in the United Stat•• i.*
then* the replie. tally to a great extent with tne preceding table.
It _y be oppor'latne to add a word here about the repli•• of the rector.
regarding their motfledge of the national practiees on the points discus.ed.
A conaiderable lIWIber of rectors have e:xpres"ed 1be1r iillorance ot: the
national practice.

The following table has been prepared. :from the preceding

on•• to give an idea of the extent of their admitted 1na.bil1t:; to judge the
national piottlre.

In giv1n6 the m.u;lber and porcanta."'G of ractora who have

upres.ed. their laok of knowledge of ,eneral trenda, the figures have been
adju.ted by el.imir,ating from the count those Who have not answered. questions
regard.iDg their own pel"8onal attitudes.
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TABLE 40

REC'IORSc

DEClAR.ED INABILITY TO KNOW NATIONAL PRlC'L'ICES

.A.reu up10red of
National practices

Number of Rectors

Or

who d.ec1are4 lack

34

CQDIIU.nda given withou'i giving

reaaona
Dependence on self and not
on superiors
Developing en 'lieu attl tude
in students

Per Cent

of lmowleqe

i

31

I

33

I

26.2

!

I

Understanding ot socl&1 forc.s
through study of social
I
sciences
I
I

I

Understanding of social toroes
through magazine. and n....s- I
paper.

Contact wi. th people outside the
seminary

21.0

31

Almost one out of every tour has expressed hi. inability to judge the
national situation regarding the areas d1scus.ed.

ru.

raises

a'l

important

problem. Has there been any special medium of knowledge not available to

the.e which has been uBed. by others? Or have the others made a vague general
gu. .s and thon who have not annered did not feel inclined to do so?

An

indlvidual oheck ot the an....r. glven has established the fact that it is

not the rectors who have been in. the office for a shorter period of time that
are responsible tor the replies declaring the laok ot knQ1l'ledge.

This factor

would pemaps point to the assumption that the replies as far as national

-
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practices are concerned

"'1'8

more in the nature of general guesaea rather

than the result of &n¥ behavioral studies.

The reliability J therefore, of

these a.nswers also has to be sira1larly qualified.
pointed out tha.t only

fl'OItl

care.full;},

It need not be specially

pl'~ared rut tional

studies on

.formation could one hope to get ooupletely reliable data.

Eaminar;y

.But even the

subjective evaluatio:l'l of the seene by the rectors bal! its importance, since
it would be a factor, as pointed out earlier, i1'l the actual policies .folland
by

them.
To 8UJ11D&ri.ze briefly the points discussed in this chapter, ( the attitude

of rectors towards leader8hip training itself wu the subject taken up first.
It

wu noted tbat a llttle over hal.f'

the number of rectors do not subscribe

to the saying, "Leaders are born and not made", &dlIl1tt1ng the scope for

training for lsader8bip.

At tne same time, they l8tY greater store on personal

qualities than on 8i tuational factors.

In the specific area of intentional

leadership training in the Seminaries, just about one in tlVery five rectors
does tbink that such emphasis would be harm.f'ul for the formation of future
priests sad al..mo8t one in every 8even person is uncommitted on the i8sue.
Over sixty per cent of the reporting rectoJ"8 find nothing harmful in eucb
intentional accent on leaderllhip qualities.
In the area of specific methods of training, almost one in every three

rectors thinks that it is desirable that generally commands should be
communicated wi tbout giving reasons, while just over a1xty per cent of the
rectors think the contrary.

~llen

it was asked whether the students should

be trained to depend on them..elves rather tban on the superior.,over ninety

per cent of the rectors replied in the affirmative.

The 8ame high proportion
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favored developing or1t10al attitude, in the students in spite of the
attendant risk..

There waa almost complate unanimity on the importance ot the

knowledge of ,ooial foroes through the .tudy of ItOcial sciences.
age dropped a 11ttle when the question

The percent-

wu shifted to the knowledge of aocial

forces through llaiuine. and newspapers.. but :1t w.. .till above ninetyAgain there

1IU

almo.t unanimity on the qu.,Uon of importec. or .ocial.

contacts wi til people outsic1e the ,em1nary.
In all th. aboYe-mention.d ca..s, to arrive at the national pict.ure of

the att1tudes of reotor., one would haT. to o1ght the figures considerably

in favor of cons.rvatist tendencies for reason. explained earlier.
With regard to the actual practice in the national sphere, the positi••

estimates of the rectors were usually thirty-five or torty per cent below the
percentage obtained. on the reotors' own attitudes in favor of liberal and,

clo.. to ten per cent increase for oons."a tiy. ones. Abeu t twenty-five per
oent of the rector. professed their inability to make a judgment rega.rd1ng
national practice..

It i . evident. that in the opinion of the rector., the

national picture 1. not .. llberally oriented

&8

they would wi.h.

CHAPTER VI

S<X::IAL CHAlAC'l'ERISTICS OF RECl'ORS AND THEIR A'I''l'ITUDES
After having ftrveyed the reaponaes of the rectors to the attitudinal
questions in the questionnaire, in a sociological study as the present one it
would be interesting to examine wh.th.r there .xisted some kind of relation
betw••n the attitudes apNe.ed by the rectors and their social character-

istics.

k~

At the outset of the study, atter having statiRg the principal

hypothesis und.er investigation, namely that in general the emphasi. in the
attitude. of rector. of the seminari.s would be on con••rvativ. trends rather
than on liberal, a f_ sub-hypoth .... Dre tentatively formulated trying to
link con.ervative-liberal opinions to de!inite patt.rn. of social characteri.tics.

lh••• have to be ezamin.d now. With this intention in mind, table.

for the repli.s to Qu•• tions 16-31 discussed above Dre prepar.d on tne buis
of rector's (1) ace, (2) year. in offi•• , (3) ethnic bacqroUDd, (4) ,eneration, <'5) plac. of traiDiDg, (6) l ...el of training, and (7) nature of degr••s
Soma of the.e are taken up for consideration below.

received.

!&!!.

It wa. tentatively postulated that the younger the age of the

reotor, the more liberal he 1I'Ould l1lcel1 be in hi. attitudes.

It i8 generally

..sumed that as age !noreues, one gete Mre and mor• •et in onets id.a. and
becau.e of this conaervative attitudes are found more often among the older
peopl..

It may also be that lacking the phy.ical stamina and en.rgy of their
109
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youth, the "Pint of adventure is on the wane aDd one become. more and more
cautious and defen.ive.
all liberal ide...

Thi. does not m.ean that youthfulne•• i . the Boune of

It uy be more appropriate perhaps to consider youthful-

ne.. rather th. _ turi ty u a more oongenial militm for the spread. ot liberal
ide...

The oond.i tiona under which a younger generation i. trained will ditfer

lI110h trom. the previous one, and i t this happens at a time ot quiok .ooial
ohange., it would naturally be retleoted aleo in their respective attitudes.
One would, therefore, expect greater emphasi. on liberal trend. from the
younger generation of rectors than trom the older.

'Ibi. i., in taat, borne ou1

by the rep11e., although the dilterenae in attitudes i. not very great.

One

or two tables 1JOUld illustrate the point.
Que.tion 16 asked the rector. to oa tegori.e the American olergy generally
as (a) very oon.ervative, (b) .om.nhat conservative, (0) some..bat progressive,
or (d) very progre.sive.

A. explained earlier, in Chapt.r IV, those who

oonsider other. as conN"ative. can be generally taken a. relatively progressive an4 vio...-veraa.

On

the bui. ot thi. U8Wlption, one would expect that

the older the age of the reo tor, the more liable he would be to consider the
American clergy as progre.sive.
wi th the data received.

'Ibi. i., generally SPeakin'h in oonformity

III

OPINION

O}t~

RECTORS BASED ON AGE ABOUT

CONSERVATIVE PROGRESSIVE AT'l'ITUDES

OF AliERICAH CIERGY.

IN NUMBERS
ww

Eatimate of Rector.
Abou t American
CleZV

,

·)0-)91
Iyr.. I

yr..

I

I

V81:'¥ oon"1'Yative

2

I

I

r yr..
SO-59 I 60 aDd ;
Orer )'n

18

27

Soaewhat progr•••ive

7

27

Very progn••ive

3

)

No auwer

1

1

31

64

iI

I

l'

i

6

Somewhat conae"a ti...e

Total

f

AGE OF DCTOIlS

46=49

,-

Total

~

II

,.

10

1

1

10

2

S7

I 14

2

SO
10

iI

i

II

4

-

1

-

30

S

I

)

I
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OPINION OF' RIOOTORS BASED ON AGE ABOUT
OONSERVATIVE PROORESSIVE A'l"1'ITUllES
OF .AMERICAN CLERGY: IN PERCENTAGES

About American
0181"1)'

r

.AGE OF RECTORS
,
, So-59 60 auel

i

I

)0-39 40-49
i yr..
i yr••

yra.

6.S 9.4
Somnbat coneena tive S8.1 1.2.2
Very con.e"at1...e

Soaewh.at progra..1...e
Very procru.i...e

No .....1"
Total

22.6 42.2

9.6
,.2

4.7
1.5
100.0 100.0

i

OVer yr ••1

20.0

Total

).3
33.)

40.0

7.7
43.8

46.7

40.0

38.S

13.3

-

7.7

.'

).4

100.0

-

100.0

2.)

100.0

.
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Qu.st10D 20 1I'OUld prov1de another uample of the same trend.

'!h. reotors

w wbeth4lr 1t would be against the .,,1r1t

.ere asked to &1"" their opinion as

of Church authority i f greater sbaring of respons1b1l1tie. by ..s1atant
parish priest. and laymen 'Wu .ffeeted.

The rep11e. showed that, generally

speak1ng, the you.nger pnerat10n were les. in agreement with 'lb. statement
than the older.

TABLE

43

ATTITUDi OF HECTORS BASED ON AGE 1IiE1HER GREA'n:R SiARINO
OF RESPONSIBILITIES BY ASSISTAN'tS AND IAYMEN WOULD .BE
AGAINST 'lHE SPIRIT OF CHURCH AU'DiORITI I IN NUMBERS

.

\

ACJI OF

Attitude of
Rectors

130-39

Agr. . .vcmgly

2
j

Agr..

.3

I
I

I

Di.acne

........

Disagre• •trcmgly

Total

:3

,

18

I

2

.3
12

I

Uadeoicled.

60 and. ove!
y.are

40-49 \ SO-59
I years

yr••.

yra.

4
32

\

.3

)l

64

-

fotal

7

.3

2S

2

1

10

\ lS

1

66

I
j

7

\

4

10

-

I

-

r

ilCfOiB

\

)0

-

S

19
:3
130
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ATTITUDE OF RECTORS BASED ON AGE IHE'lHER GREATlm atARING OF
RESPONSIBILITIES BY ASSISTANTS AND LAYMEN WOULD BE AGAINST
THE SPIRIT OF CHURCH AU'lHORI'l'Ya IN PERCENTAGES

mE Of ilCiiS ,

jO::j§
;years

( 40=49

6.S

i 4.7

Agree

9.1

Undecided

Attitude of

Rectors

I"

I

r

$0:;9

60 iiid

Tot.al.

over yrs.

years I years

6.7

-

S.4

18.1

2).,

60.0

19.2

9.1

6.)

6.7

20.0

7.7

Diaacree

S8.0

$0.0

SO.O

20.0

So.6

Dia..,"" atrODllY

3.6.1

15.6

13.)

14.6

-

4.6

-

-

1 100 •0

100.0

Agree atroagly

\

i

No anner

I

'foUl.

I
,

100.0

There i. no need to wltiply the tabl...

.-

i

-

2.)

100.0

100.0

J

For moat of the attitudinal

questions alIaost the aame deg,.-e8 ot conae:rTatiam ia obnrvable "ith the older
generation..
Ethnic

It i. not very extensive, but it ia definitely noticeable.
backV2~..2'

The ethnic background of a person i. an important

I

social characteristic which could have definite influence on one's opinion.

It

Yd,

theretore, ini tiall.y hypothesiHd that the ethnic background of the

rectors could be an important factor determining their leanings towards
liberal-conservative attitude..

'!'he h,)pothe.ia was left without further

8pecif1cations which are to be formulated in the light of actual patterns

disoemable from tne repli.s.

But there wer. hardly any perceptible

Tariations in the opinion. reported to allow one to intelligently ...ociate

them with the reapective culture of the "Old Country".

IIo.t of the table.

8hond lrregular patterns and a. an example the replie. recelved to Que.tlcm
18 are adjoined below.
Question 18 dealt with the attitude of the rectors regarding the
participatiorl of laymen 1n the administration of church propertie..

The

following table ahow. tbe pattern of repl1e. recelved.
TA.BLE

4S

ATTITUDE OF RECTORS BASED ON E'lHNIC BACKGROUND
BlOClJJIDOO GREATER LAY PARTICIPATION IN CHURCH
PROPERTl ADMINISTRATION I IN :troMBEa8

Attltlule ot
Rector.

rrrI8h
I

I

E'l"HNIC lur
lflNf! OF KW'1'Olf.:S
German 1rlah ;lrim j ?erman f others, No
Gel'.lllU : Mix. ! Mix.
i
Ann.
T

I

Agree strongly

6

1

)

2

2

'foUl

" I
, I. I
\, I

18

I

14

4

7

1

7

)

4

2

1

Diaagr.e

14

1

...

1

)

D1sagree
strongly

2

1

-

1

-

Agree
Undecided

Ho anner

foUl.

12

- 41

, 22
.,

-

1

-

9

14

7

.'

/"

"

18

I

1

7

..
)2

1

S

II
!

S7
20

29

S
1

!
\1)0

11S
TABLE

46

ATTITUDE OJ' RECTORS BASED ON E'lHNIe BACKGROUND
REGARDING GREATER LAY PARTICIPATION IN aiURa{
PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION. IN PERCENTAGES

r

I

Attitude ot
!ieotors

i

F

11.11 HIe BlCIGROUND OF ilCTORS
Irilh r de1'Ull ,Irish ·1 IrIsh' GUiiii I Othenr No I Toal
I
,Gel'lllaD i
'Mix
Mix!
. An_ ·1'
.
•.
,

1.4.6

Agree strongly

!

13.7

11.2

14.3

i

28.6

I

I 14.)

,I

U.S

II
I

Acree

29.3

6).6

hh •.4

SO.l

Undecided

17.1

1).7

44.4

14.' I 14.)

9.1&

I

21.,

DtsACree

)4.1

4.S

-

ntsacre.
stroagly

4.9

4.S

-

ifo 8Ilftltr

ToUl

- -

-

100.0

100.0

100.0

)6.2

-

13.8

10.Cl 4).8

...

lS •.4

•

7.1
7.1
7.1

I

42.8

- -

100.0 J 100.0

6o.C 22.)

20.(

'.9
0.8

100.0 l00.C 100.0

Rectors ot GeJ:"lBall .took appear to be comparatively much more in tavor ot
lay participat10n than rectors of Ir1sh deacentJ the trend.a show contrary lean"
ings in groups of Ir1.h or Geman mixture..
anything into the .. figure..
for

~

generallut1on.

It is very ditticult to read

Firat ot all the numbers involved are too aall

a.sides, the field explored by each question may have

a d.1f't'erent bearing f'or difterent ethnio groups.

In a brief

stu~,

such as

this, it ia not possible to do tull justice to all these fine refinements

to arrive at reliable oonolusions.
ReH;iious status,
relicious.

1he clergy talls into two oategories, diocesan &Dd

The diocesan clergy is meant tor parish work and. do not take the

speoial von ot obedience Md poverty that the re11gious do.

It would ....
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that th.s. two special characteristics of the dioce.an clergy lfOulQ tend.
to make them more liberal in their approach to questions of sem1nary formation

than the religious meabers. They are in a better poB1tion, because of their
experienoe and calling to appreciate the special needs of parish life.

They

would seem to have less pre-occupation with riCid controls 111 enforcing

discipline than the rel1giou. reo ton I who are by their vocation called. to
live. of greater contorJdt;¥ in religious hou.e. under superiors, bound to

common life.

The results ot the queries did not, however, sub.tantiate the

hypothesis.

In general there were hardly any appreciably great difterence.

in the attitudEls of diocesan or religious rectors.
con~rary

As a matter of fact,

trends were more discernible than tne ones hypoth ••i.ed, it the

replies are taken ..a a mole.

A to examples may illustrate the point.

Que.t1on 2'· dealt with the issuo of obedience itself and this would be
a test cue in the utter.

Rectors Are asked Whether in general giving

cOllllUWda without diacuss1ng them with the students would. be beneficial.
The Nlponses received follow.

ll7
TABLE

47

ATTITUDE OF RmTOiS BASED ON THEIR RELIGIOUS
STATUS RmARDING CaWlJICATION OF' COMMANDS
WITHOUT GIVING REASONS

Attitude of !!
NUMBER 'OF RECTORS
Rectors
:Diooeaan i Religious t fetiii

,i

.

1

4

I
II

2

2

8

24

)2

I

2

2

4

1$

S6

Very harmtul

1

No an...r

Ab8Ol.u tely
.ssential
Very helpful
Helpful
Mak.:es no
difference

I

Harmtul

fotal

4

6 •7

2 •0

26.7

24.0

24.6

6.7

2.0

).1

71

SO.O

$6.0

S4.6

8

9

).)

6.9

1

4

$

,.,

8.0

4.0

'.9

)0

100

J1)0

100.0

I

I

II

,

100.0

,

)

.3 •1

100.0

there are no great appreciable differenc .. in the attitlJ.des, but the

religious rectors have a very IIDl&l.l edge over the diceeaan rectors in their
liberal emphasis.
in the an ....r..

Thi. baa been more or les. the general pattern followed

There were, however, some question. where the religious

rectors favored liberal tendenci•• with more than marginal emphasis.

The

anners to two following qu.est1ona will bear this out.
In Question 20, rectors were &&ked whether giving greater delegated
power te &Ssi.tan t pariah priests and larger participation to laymen in the

administration of church properties would go against the spirit ot the Catholic
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Church.

A consen-atlve vi .... would agree with this proposition and

religious rectors according to the tentative hypothesi., were supposed to
favor in greater nWllbers this attitude.

The actual reapons.s ...re, however,

contrary_

ATTITUDE OF RECTORS BASED ON '!HEIR RELIGIOUS STATUS 'ViiEtHER LABGER
SUJiING

0)'

RESPONSIBILITIES BY ASSISTANTS AND I.AYMEN WOULD

BE AGAINST '!HE SPIRIT OF QiURai AU'lHORITY
A'ttitude
of B.."tora
,

\

Agree StroIli~')
9

rJndecided

Dieqree

I.

~

7

16

2S

8

, 10

S2

66

17

19

1)

)

\100

,.. [1)0

Diaagree
strongly

2

No anawer

-

Total

J

Almost the

~.e

)0

!Ii
II

10.0

il

II

i!

)0.0

1\I,

6.6

I

4.0
,L

40.0

!I

i

If! l-

;;1."

I
I

I

19.2

8.0
S2.0

50.8

6.6

17.0

14.6

-

).0

2.)

100.0

100.0

46.7

100.0

degree of ditferential emphasis is visible al.o in the

anner. to Que.t'1.on 22, where recton ... re ..ked to take their stand. on the
iaaue whether intentional orientation tor leadership training would be harm.tu.l
tor spiritual t01'llation of the tuture priest.

The result. follow.
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Level

!!f

eduoation:

Another interesting variable among the looial

ch&r&ct.ristios of the rector in relation to liberal-coIaervative ter!d.enci••
ill hil levttl ot education.

It was hJ'potheaiaed in the beginnini that th.

higher the level ot eduoation, the more liberal he lIoOuld be in his approach

to que.tiona of

evident.

3em.inar~

.formation.

This was a tentative b)potiH'8is, as the

The Inaill Nason for poatulat:l.ng thia was the

aaSWJl"~ticn

that higher

education would aet one-aelt trae from stereotyped torm. ot thinking and thia
in turn. ea.n upur one to question the valid! ty ot acoepted methods t.o produce
desired

re~"Ulta

and thi. can be a factor ill favor of liberal attitudes.

'lbe

aotu.al results did not, h01NYor, show any appreciable difference between the
attitudes of group. with different levels ot academic eduoation.

TABLE $0

ATTITUDE OF BECTO.as BASED ON 'l'H EIR LEVEL OF EWCATIUN
EE'lHLR INTl!:NTIONAL ~ASIS ON LEADERBiIP

WOULD BE tiARWiUL.

IN NUMBERS

I !fE'EL ~PJ ~~A!!~N
A tti tude of

.Recton

<

f

-

D1aagrM

1

2

2

9

6

14

6

20

25

1

2

nt.agree
.trongl"
No AnJRr

I

2
8

4
UndacicJ.ed

~! ~'~~M

r

Sa.
ilrad-! M.A. \ Ph.D. I ilIo
I foUl
! Cour.. llate:
'~
li Anawer if
i

-

21

,
1

11

45

!

1
10

7
2

,1

i

--

I

I,

2)

\19

1

66

1

16

2

:3
130
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TABLE

Sl

A.TTITUDE o.F RECTORS BASED ON '!HEIR Lf."VEL o.F EDUCATION
WHE'lHER INTENTIONAL F..MPHA.SIS ON LEADERaI IF
WOULD BE HARWFUL: IN PERCENTAGES

Attitude of
Rectors

Sell.

Course uate
Il

- I -

ii

!

19.0 I 9.1

11.8

19.6

11.1

I 18.2

20.2

U.8

...

14.6

66.,

'4.S

~.)

49.0

so.o

so.S

4.8

18.2

11.1

1).7

12.)

- -

SO.o

2.2

).9

100.0 ,100.0

100.0

100.0

2.3
100.0

9.S

I

!

Disagree
stronaly

I

No . . . .1'

I

'l'e\al

Total

Anner!

2.)

Undecided

i

!

2.0

iI

Agree

I

4.4

Agree strongly

D1s&&ree

u..-VEL OF EDUCArION OF REO TORS
\ Giid- I M.A.. I Ph.D. i No

l

II

J100.0

..

-

'!'he same pattern with no appreciable ditterelloe in emphasis on the buis
of the l..,.el of eduoation 1s registered for almost all the attitudinal
questiona. What conclusion should one dr_ from this? Hu higher eduoation
no real influence on one'. liberal attitudes? Or, is it that the ditterence
It!>

in the levels of education between a priest who baa had or.J.y th. regular
sem1.nar",t courH, which i8 as long in duration and perhaps aleo in depth u any
college currioulum, and one who alac has Ph.D to his credit is so minimal in
this respect u not to show noticeable differences? Or is it that the nature

ot higher ecolesiastical learning, the type of education ulSUally pursued by
priests, doe. not oftel' the liberalizing influence whioh one 1I'Ould expect from.
higher secular education?

'l'he limit. of the present dissertation does not
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allow one to arrive at any valid conclusions on the issues raised. The last
point, honver, could be further studied in the light ot the secular and.

religious education had by the rectors.
Nature ot educationa

It was initially hypothesised that those rectors

nth grN.ter secular education would tend to be aore liberal
in comparison

nth

in their approach

others on que.tions ot nlRinary formation.

This waa &ga:i.J'l

a tentative h1Pothesis and. the reaul ta ot tn. stud¥ have not contll'11led. this

.SS'Wllpt1on.

The tol.l.owiDg table may illustrate the general trend of reapon.e ••

fABLE

52

ATTITUDE OF RECTORS BASED ON NA'lURE OF '!HEIR EWCATION
REGARDING LAY PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION
OF CHURQi PROPERTY, IN NUMBERS

,

NA'l.'U'RE OF BDUCA TION

Attitude ot
Rectors

SeaLi.
Onl¥

Agr.e strong. • 2

';se;aar ' ..Iii.
.negrees Degree

"SiC.

ad

~No

Rel. Deg. "Answer

7

2

7

17

-

Agree

9

24

7

Uadecidecl

.3

6

1

4

Disagr••

6

11

.3

7

1

1

1

1

2

-

Disagree

.troBll,

-

No an8'Hr

Total

...

2l

-

1

SO

,

)7

\ 20
!

18

>1

1

2

Total

20

29

>
_.

1
130

TABLE
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ATTITUDE OF RECTORS BASED ON NATURE 01' 1H EIR EDUCATION
RJlX}ARDINQ LlY PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRA TION
OF CHURa{ PROPERTY t IN PERC.e:NTAGES

NATURE OF IiltiOATloN

Atti tucie of
Rectors

SeJa1n.

;-j

Only

'"

s.eular ! Relig.,,,, I Sec. and
: Degre•• Degre. i Rel. Deg.

I
i

i

14.0

10.0

18.9

Agre.

9.S
la.8

48.0

3S.0

q6.0

UDdecide4

14.)

12.0

3S.0

10.8

DiaqI'M

28.6

22.0

1S.0

Aaree

stroag 41

SO.o

-

SO.O

,

I Total

I 1).9
4).8
I
\

15.4

I

22.)

\

).8

\

.8

II
I,

I

i

4.8

.troa&l1
Total

18.9

I

Di.agre.
Wo URer

\

No

Aunrl

I

-

i

100.0

II
I

S.O

2.0
2.0

\

I

!

S.4

..

!

i

-iI

I

100.0 ,i, 100.0

I 100.0

..,,...

I

,-,

I
I

100.0 11100.0

Five aub-h1P0th•••• were tentatively formulated attempting to l1nk
liberal-ccm..erYative tendencies to rector.' age, ethnic background, religiou.
status, level of education ami natllre of eduoation.

Only the fir.t of the.e

hypothe.e., namely relating younger age to more liberal attitudes received
support from the data of the pre.ent study.

No intelligible and ooherent

pattern of relation could be traced on the buia of the ethnio bacicgrouru:l8
of the rectors.

1h. religious status of the rector, contrary to the usumpticm

se. more often.

not only d1d not llIIlit liberal attitude., but in tact

1I'U

as.ociated with such vi... thaa the dioc••an .tatus.

N.i ther higher level ot

education .or greater .ecular education of rector. had any appreciable
connection to liberal view••

CHAPTER VII
mE CumuCULlI,M OF STUDIES AND ACTIVITIES IN SEMINARIES
HAVING A BEARING OlJ LEADERSUP
In tne previous chapters the attitudes of rectors about the goals ami

the . .th04U they preferred in the

~

of semiaarians, .. nll aa the

relation betw.en the social character1sti.s of the rectors and their declared
attitudes have been dieoussed.

The preseat chapter dNl.s with the actual

tra1ninc program in the seminari.s.

Again, only tho.. are.. of studie. or

activities which may otfer some margin for divergence of opinion are \&ken up

for considera tiOll.
Social

~ience..

The first question in this .ection deals with the

teaching of SOCiology proper in the seminaries. / It haa bean customary for
80me ti.lae now to study in the seminaries the paper encyclicals dealing wi tb.
social questions besides social philosophy and social ethics.
proper has been slow to be included in the curriculum.
a survey of the sociology taught in the seminaries in

mich were published. in the Dec-amber
Revi.... l

But sociology

Father Bieber bad tak_

1955, the result. of

1955 issue of jh! Homile~~~

~

.;;.,Paa.;;;;;..to
__~_al;;;;.

He had .ent questionnaires to 117 major seminaries in the country

1

S.A. Sieber, S.V.D., "Sociology in the Seminary,"
Putoral Review, LVI (Dee_ber 19$5), pp. 224-228.
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-'!he Homiletic -ad.
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to be taken into acoount that sometimes the course is taught in minor
seminaries and sometime. in major aem1naries.

It i8 to be further noted that

i f the subject i" handled tully in one level, 'liter",i8 no need. to repeat the

course in a higher level.

There ma,y be, however, cases where .ociology 18

being taught botn in the :u.jor and minor sem1nar1e8, dividing up the oourse.
acoording to the aptitude of the students.

It wu not possible from the

questionnaire to establish whether the oourse was offered in a minor seminary,
i t absent in a major aeminary,

or vice....,eraa. Father Sieber had also not

adverted to this tact in his above-m.enUoned study in which only major aem1naries were oontacted.

Since it is important to have a major-minor sem1n817

breakdown in the replies, the numbers are tabula ted in this tashion below.

SOCIOLOOY IN SEMINARIES

•

No

No answer!
Total

I,

•

51S

24

1

1.5

2

3.5

I 56

~OO.O

i,

66 1100.0

;"

i
!:

•

H
!l

- -

\1

8 100.0

i!

•

,

42.9 Ii 2 ! 25.0

34
i

!

;;

46.5

60

I

3

I

II

1,30

i

2.3
100.0

Because ot the difficult)! of putting things together, with the division
of .eminaries into major and minor

branoh8s~

as explained above, it Will be

hard to assess what percentage of seminaries, on an integrated. baai., has

cour.e. in sociology.

In any cue, it aee_ to be better than the

in Father Sieber's atud1 of

1955.

.35 per cent

Allowing for over-lapping and alao tor the

1)0
lfh1ch would have as 1 ta primary purpose the handling of paychological and
social upects of marriage rather than the moral -..peets?"
l11n~e

The arurwera which

received. are tabulated below.

MARRIAGE COUNSELLING COURSE
IN SEMINARIES
~

illi30r ana
' Minor
ere
!, No.

tinor

i-J.&jor
Marriage !
Coun,ae.ll.1ni o.
Yea

lS

No

k6
,

.;.~ ....

No an...,

I

,• 22.7

.'
n
Ii

7.1

69.1
,

48

6S.8

S .~.~

4

7.1

Total , 66 100.0

'fotal
No.r Percent

I

,1

4

Ii

II

!f

S6 100.0

so.o
so.o

Iin
Ii
II
i'

4

!I

- -

4

8 )100.0

2)

17.1

98

75.4

9

6.9

1)0

100.0

The great majority of the seminaries have no course on counaellins on
marriage.

l4arriage counselling when introduced in the seminary curriculum

would find its natural place and aetting in the major seminary.

Curiously

enough, in the replies received, four of the minor seminaries have reported
having auch couraes.

One rector replied, "This matter is treated in pastoral

theology J also 1n Pre-Cana Conference."
given the .ame reply.

Many others could have also perhaps

But the traditional emphaSis in pastoral theology

uaually hu been to show how the priest should take care of his own spiritual
ideal. whUe called by duty to situations where they may be sorely tested.
This kind of treatment, necessary though 1 t is, as tar as it goes, does not
seem to be enough to meet modem neede.

Marriage counselling is important

in 1 tself and .. su.ch 1 t should find a place in the curriculum on 1 ta own
r
t.
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Information regarding the texts being used in courses was sought and the
following are the names ot books that have been reported in us••
Cavanagh, John R~~ Fundamental Marriag. Counselling. Milwaukee. 1962 (::;a,rUer
edi. tion 19»).
Cervantes, Lucius Ferdinand. and Carle Clark Timmerman. Marriage
'sill, Chicago. 1956.

!!2 .!l!

Clemens, Alphonse Henry, Marriye ~ ~ JamUl, Englewood CUtts, N.J., 19S6.
Imb1orski, Walter,

Murray, Raymond,
Piue XI,

!!! 2!!! ...Manu.;;;.;.o.;.;;.;.;al...,

Chicago, 1957.

Sociology!2!! Domestic Societz.

Cut! Connubii.

Most of the above-mentioned books contain matter regarding the soeial an
ps;yehological aspects of marriage, wh11e Pius XI's encyc11cal furnishes the
Catholic teaching on the moral a.pecta of marriage.
The eeminar1es the. t have reported having a cou.rse in marriage coun.ell
are devoting two hourG a week tor one or two semesters.
nowever. there ia another aspect in the question of marriage coun.elling
that haa been overlooked in the questionnaire and thi. wa. perhaps more
important than the questions asked.

Marriage counselling 1s just one special

and important field of the science of counselling and guidance.

It would have

been much better if an inquiry had beell made regarding counselling courses in
general and the question ot marriage counselling taken up in that con'text.
As it 1., the books II.&ntioneci above treat only on tho sociology of marriage
and the family.

How

can one apply to the marriage problem. the art o£ coun..l

ling, unle.s he knows the principles and techniques of the art ot counselling
itself?

The impreSSion of the present writer is that very few, it any, of the

seminar1es have any courses on counselling and guidance.

As this was not
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included in the questionnaire,
PsychologZ

DOW

.2! Personality.

1bere is no way of knowing the data.

As it i8 well known, the general slant in

the teaching of psyohology in the seminaries has been towards rational
psychology.

Until about the setcond decade of this century, it was practically

exclusively rational psychology that found place in the seminary currieulu.'ft.
FrOl'l then on, at least in some seminaries, e"Psrimental psychology

ltlU.

introduced) but the experimental psychology was more often than not confined
to areas of sense perception.

Psychoanalysis and other related matters

connected with self-perception and exploration of the innermost receS88S of
the mind wer., and still ar., to a. great extent considered taboo in the
seminarie., mainly because it .eems of t.'1e initial usociation of these branch
of study with Sigmund ,'reud.

It is now be1z'lo.g increasingly felt that psycholo

of personality is a very important subject which the future priests should
know and will keep him in good stead in counselling and in helping understand

the problems Ydth which some of his parishioners would eome to him. 6 With the
intention of finding out how far American setrdnaries have incorporated
p.ycholo~

of personlll1 ty in t.he curriculum, the following quest.ion

included in the questionnaire,

lI'U

"Is there a course in psychology dealing with

the experimental, social and ps),cho-analyt1cal approaches on personality?"
The answers received are tabulated below.

!!! Proceedinl8 .2! !:h! Institute
Pastoral P9cholog (New York, 1956).
6See

!2!: .!:!!

Cle!U .!!! Pt:0blems

.!f
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TABLE

S6

COURSE ON PSYCHOLOOY OF PEllSONALITI
IN Slt)lINARIES

Psychology of Major
Personality
Seminary !!
Yes

_II

!t
I
.~ Major and
:"
Sam~ [1 M1nor

I:
;, Minor

I:

No.! Fir.: Ro.:er= i! 10.

Total
Pir. ; No .J Percent

1, 28.8

37.,

21 )7.$

,

3

j

43

,

33.1

I

No

39 ,9.1

SS.9

33
:1

No anewer

Total

8 12.1 ip 2
,
II
11OO·ql 56

166

I

,

It

I

IiI 3

37., \ 7,

,7.7

2

! 2,.0 \ 12

9.2

3.6 IiIi,

ioo.o iu 8
I

I,

.
\

i

Ii:
Ii

:100.0 i 1130

From the table given above it can be seen that

100.0

if

43 seminarie, have

reported. that they have courH8 on exper1m.en'tal psychology. This number,
however, should not be judged against the total of 1)0, but against a little
over ha.l.£ of that number, as a minor and _jor seminaries together form the
complete training program of a student for priesthood and there seems to be
no reason why courses on psychology of personality should be repeated in
minor and major seminaries.

This would give a somewhat high percentaae for

seminaries with such courses in their curriculUm. As in the other questions,
here too, a aargin will have to be lett for those .aminaries which have not
replied.

From the ansnrs, it appears also that more minor seminarie. (37.s

per cent) haTe courses en psyohology of personality than major seminaries

(28.8 per cent). It seems that the la.t year of philosophy would be the most
appropriate time to introduoe this course in the curriculum. However, there
are some definite advantage. in giving it in the major seminary together with
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theology.

'!he student would be more mature and would be in a position to

make his own judgment about the lU.tter.

Some of the theological courses may

also help the student to evaluate things better.

But major seminary curricu

is usually crowded With. so many subjects and it may be hard to find a place
there.

Besides, many of the other disciplines studied in the philosophy cours

may Hrve as a background and natural setting for the introdnction of studie.

on personall ty •
Although a good percentage of seminaries have reported in the affirma-

tive, a glaDee through tba name. of the books used in the course of study
indioates that many had not fully understood the import of the question and
have coDfued the subject with pure experimental. pIIychology, pedagogy or
general psychology.

'lbe books reterred to by the rectors are llsted below.

Barret, Jame. F., Elemenu

.2!

P~;chol0Sl"

Milwaukee, C. 19)1.

Brennan, Robart E., General Psycho1og:, Rev. Ed. New York, 1952.

e.,

Coleman, James

Abnormal PSjich01oQ" ~ Modern

Commins ~ !1ll1am Dollard and Barry Fagin,

2nc

~d.,

New York, 1954.

Gannon, J.T., PsychololQl
iiarmon, l'rancia

L.,

.!h!

Un1tl

2!

Prinoiples

Haydeu, G.G., Architecture

.2f

hil.gard, Erneat R., Introduotion
(2nd id., 1957).
Kelly, William

Milwaukee, 1951.

Psychology,

,rd

eel.

1'4...

York, 1962,

A.., Educational Psychology, Milwaukee, 1563.

Munn, Norman L. , PSloh01ogy.

.1.,

Ed.,

New York, 1958.

Lind.ey, Gardner and Calvin Springer Hull,

Nuttin,

Behavior, Boaton, 1954.

PsYChol0il, Rev.

~

Chioago, 1950.

Prinoi:eles.2.! EduoaticralPsyoholoR,

2! Human

Sani~).,

!!!!,

Psychoanalysis

Theories

~

!h!. F'und.amerttals 2! Human

!!!!!

Personality, N.Y.,19S7.
Adjustment, Boston,196

Personalitt!) New York, 19S3.

13S
Royce, James E., Personality ~ Mental Health, Milwaukee, 19S9.
Schneiders, Alexander A. , Introductory Psychology'
AdJustment, Milwaukee.
Siwek, Paul,

EzR!r1lIlen'tal

!!!! Principl.s ..2! Huun

Ps~chology.

Van del" Velt, James lierman and Robert P. Ode.ald, PSlchiatry
2nd Ed., New York, 19S1.

.!:!ll!

Catholic1am,

On the average, students spend aboot two hours a week tor two or three

s.esters on this subject.

As could be expected, minor seminaries give more

time than . .jor seminaries for this in the schedule.

'!he orucial question, however, for discovering how interested the
seminaries are in imparti..'lg to their students knowledge ot modern psyohologic
approaches to problems of personalit;y, conoerned the nurriber of competent
teachers there were in the seminary to handle this subject.

In response to

such a question, it na learned that there are 13 M.A. '. in psychology in the
major seminaries and as many in minor seminaries, and 3 in mixed. seminaries,
mald.ng a total of 29.

'lbese figures would give, perhaps, a lairly accurate

pioture ot the situation.
Techn1quea
be

e&s1~

.2! Panel

Discussion. An area where leaderShip qualities oan

diaoemed, cultivated and developed, is the public forum.

A leader

Should have a capac! ty to convey impressively hi. ideals and ideas to his
followers, and be able to keep open the lines of communication, which are
actually a180 the linea of control. He has to pre.ent things in such a light

as to inspire other. to follolr him. Almost all seminaries have arrangement.
tor improving the speaking capac 1 ty of the students.

The need. for this has

been evident from the beginning of the Church i teelf because of the role of

the priest in preaching the word or God. to others.

What is sometime. over-
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looked and what could very well be a potent instrument in the hand8 of a new
priest, is hi. ability to conduct and participate in orderly panel discussions
'Ihia type of situation would arise almost daily in any meeUr.g lIhich the
priest would have to attend in the parish.

Wi thout going to the minute det&U

of procedure, the candidate for priesthood could profitably master the main
principles and steps underljlng the condllct of such discl1Ssion.

It is not so

much the material knowledge alone that i8 involved here, but rather the spirit
and att.ltude of "iive and take" on an equality basis which permeates these

rule. that can be of inestimable help in hancUing difficult situations which
are

Clerta1.nl~

bound to arise if1 such meQt.ings or conventions.

This lias the

reaaon which prompted the 'Writer to include the followl.rli question in 'the
questionnaire,

"Are the teohn1quea of panel discuBsion (formal and informal)

e:xplaiued to the students'l"

':the ansnrs received are tabulated below.

57

TA.BLE
~I:S'IHER

PANEL DISCUSSION

RULES ARE TAUGH T

Panel
Discussion

Major

,.;
~A"""""."""l

, , 'S-"..-,ary
if
t40.1 Per. i:' ! No. Per.

Study
les

,II ',Minor

,t

121
I

40.9

No
No an....1'

'total

I))

I

6

[[f T6taJ.
I! No. Per cent

;

Ii

. 66- ~lOO.O

1

I

2

25.0

I

8

100.0

J

i

9.1

:

62.5
12.5

31 66.1

50.0 , 14 25.0

'1
~

8.9,

56 1100.0

~

:: Major and
II Minor
i No • -Per.

i

I

I

.

.

5

!, 69

53.1

I: 48

)6.9

I: 1)

10.0

Ii
.Ii

-'.

~)O~ 100.0

This table shOW'll a very high percentage of positive responses. Her.
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again, one has to talce a major seminary and a minor seminary as forming one

complete unit. When it

uked ..hether the students got at least two

1fU

opportunities to lead such discussions, the repli....ere more or le•• similar.
The figures follow.
TABLE

S8

WHE'l'HER ALL STUDDJTS
CONDUCTED DISCUSSIONS
Panel

Major

Discuasion
Practice

~~.

l.s

22

No

32

•

Major and
i, :.'
:,,~
Q-"--r:u. . '!..
II Minor
jl RO.i Per. i1 Ro. i Per.

)).)
,
I,

48.S

"

,

I

Total

I

,

18.2

I

)1
19

i

I

No amnreriI 12

I,i.

.! tinor

!
I

6

!II'
55.4 L
'\ 3 I 37.5
Ii
I
33.9 i 1 112.5
10.7 \ 4 I 50.0
i

I'

66 )100.0

\i

Total

l~o. 'Per Cent
i

43.1

56

S2

I

40.0

22

I

16.9

8 1100.0 1130 \ 100.0

56 100.0

The questionnaire did not include any query regarcling the JtUlDU&l used •

.I4ea.Inir.fllDUitA~,~!!,Lead8rsbi2"~~s ~

r;ere are many occasions in the

seminary lite, when superior. in charge take stock of the aptitude of the
cand.idates for priesthood.

This 1s done regularly before admitting the

students to major orders and, in the can of religious houses, before profes8i
and sometime. at the end of the scholaatic year.

study and spiritual qualitie. are revi....ed.

Uaual.ly the capacity for

It .... felt that 1t would be

interesting to know if leadership qualities of the students also
revi.....

CaDle

for

'Ib1s would indicate that the matter had the attention of the authoriti

concerned. Hence the following question
any attempt made

1I'U

asked ot the rectors.

"I. there

to measure trom year to year the leadership quali tie. ot the
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student?"

The answer is tabulated below.

MEASURING OF LEADERSHIP QUALITIES

ilior
Measuring of,
No. f Per.
Leadership
I

Sem1nar.Y
No. Per.

)(ajor andrl
Minor
II Total
11 No.; hr. ii NO., Per.
I'

,!

Ye.

25

29 . 51.8,

10

36

26

No ananr
Total

\ S

46.1$ il
"q

7.6

i66
'100.0
I

1

1.8

Ii

il

J,S6 1100.°, I

2

8

8 100.0 \ 130 (100.0

Les. than halt' the number of the seminaries reported in the affirmative

and the general. average tor the entire oountry, in this area, is very likely
to be _cll lower than the one ot the samples reviewed here, since very likely
people who had aoant interest in leadership training in seminaries could be
expected to be in IlUch greater proportion among those who have tailed to
reply

to the queStionnaire.)?fJ

,

J

A further question was asked inquiring whether there ... any detini te
uthod ot measuring le&d.ership qualities and, 1£ so, to describe it brieny.

Most or the anners gave only general evaluations u

the tollow1ng.

"Statt

ueting to evaluate reaults ot projects, worlca and study given the individual
during the put year,"-I\"egul,ar challenge. to extra-curricular work--

tabulation ot degree of 80cial involvment in. commun1ty,·-"handling ot givan
al.1gDm.ents (e.g., catechists), (b) acoeptance and discharge of elected posts

(e.g. president ot mssion club) and (0) willingness to volunteer for extra
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task....

Some other rector. have given more specific anarnr..

One rector

haa reported that in the taculty questionnaire tor each student, one ot the
important que. tiona ...,ked is about leadership qualitie..

In three or four

instances, rectors have indicated the use ot some .cale. in measuring the
leadership qualities.

One

rector reports, "Personality rating scale is

filled out by the members of the faculty.1f

the rat.1n,g. are

011

He does not specify further whethe

the basis of leadership qualities.

Another rector note..

"Facul ty i l uktsd to rank each college student on scale showing five ranking.
from 'never leada t to

'con.isten~

lew'.1t

Yet another rector writ.s, "We

are now in the process of simplifying our character evaluation of each
student. Heretofore (the students) were graded by professora on 1<>-90 scale.

·.m probably

go to 1-5 scale ••• " One rector has given more concrete infor-

mation. He says he bas adopted a .Jstea trOll the Personalitl Traits of Minor
Sem1naries by Rev. Henry R. Burke, S.S. 7
Although man.y attempts have been made, social scientists engaged in
leadership atudia. have not ;yet evolved any .tandarcl1zed . . thode for meaauring
leadership Qualitie. and their development.

It does not . . . likely that any-

thing more than a basic approach coul.d be evolved, as there is bound to be

such great divergency from situation to situation.

It would., therefore, be

useful if thoBe interested in the training of students for priesthood tried to
evolve, using the 1ntormation available from other sources, some method

7aenry R. Burke, per.Onali~~ Traits of .Minor Seminarians, Washington, D.C.
1947. Father Burke trie. to per ect McCarthyi. Faculty'. rating scale and
claims that it i8 valid for objective measurement of group difference.,
although it cannot with accuracy be applied. to individual stUdents. See
McCarthy, T.J., Personality Traits .£! Seminarians, Washington, D.C., 1942.

primarily adapted to the seminary situat.ion.

This would certainly prove to

be of some value for rectors and others in charge ot clerical studente.

hac.tioal

Tra:i.n~

f.2! Offices 2! Re!poneibil1tyt

One of the serious

defects in the training of the candidates for priesthood is the suddenness
with which

lOme

students 'Who have for long years done nothing except obey

docilely are transplanted to offices of utmost responsibility and lett on the

.
8
own without guidance. :Many educators have adverted to this danger. !he
seminary atmosphere itself 1s not very congenial tor entrusting to students

under tre.1D.ing offia.s ot much responslbi11 t.y •

Thought to this 81 tua tion haa

been given in some religious institutf.ons and some have devised mltthode of
counteracting this by introducing peri.ods of regenny.9
giving appronticeahip to the new priests.

to the problem# expressed

80

There has been talk of

Probabl; one of the best solutiona

well by Oardinal Suenen., is one which give• •

pastoral orientation to the whole training oourse i taelf.

Secondly, student.

would be allowed to share responaibili ties .s much as their studies and other
duties would allow.

This 'WOuld be a criwrion to judge whether they are

treated not as children, but aa adulte and capable of exercising their judgment.

Two 'W8.1s of knowing whether the students are entrusted wUh respons-

ibility i8 to find out, how individually the), are callect upon to collaborate
with the administration in spheres congenial to tha. and collectively, hOW'
they are held as capable of making correct judgment. in 8electing persons to

fUl some officos.

This latter would show also, to a certain extent, the

SSee Hoffer, p. 117, where he refers to a few other writers.
9Many rellgious 800ieties such as the Jewi ts, Saleeians have regency
training between courses of philosophy and theology.

amount ot self-government conceded to them.

Wi th these intentions in vi_,

three questions were asked dealing with the positions of respansiblli ty
offered to the students, and the part they are allOlred to play in selecting
candidates tor the same.
Question 31 reaa

&8

tollows:

"What is the most responsible offices

<which involves others) entrusted to a seminarian? How is he selected to
this office?

<a) by straight appointment, (b) by appointment atter conault.a-

tion with students involved, and (c) by voting

or

the students. 1f

Question 37

asked, "Are there any student offices ot duties fUled by voting of the
seminariana? If yes, please name three you consider to be the moat important."
In answer to the .first question many rectors have given offices involv1n&

some kind of sup8ITision over the students th8ll8.lves.

There is such a welter

of names that it is sometimes impossible to make Otlt what they really meaD.
"Regulator,· "President,"
Student Programs,"

"Capo,"

"Prefect,"

"Admonitor,"

"Class Orficer,"

"Dean," "Supervisor of

"Senior,·

"Senior Deacon,"

"President of the Student CouneU," "Siudent Pr1nce," etc.
doubt whether these nUles do mean the same thing?

ane begins to

But there were very 1l&llY.

case. in which the most responsible office given to the student .eemtng1y
carried with it very little of any real responeibility, like "Librarian,"
"Master of Ceremonies," "8odall.ty President," uAlaster of

G.u,"

"Refecterian," and "President ot Mission Society."
It

1fU

alao found that otfices which had some real responsibility

attached to it was invariably tilled by straight appointllent.

That there ...

no really important elective respooa1'bU1ty beoame very evident from the
replies

1;0

Question )8, where reo tors were asked to name three ot the most

important elective jobs open to the seminarians.

Almost all of the annera

gave names 8UOh u, "President of Camillus Society," "President of Mission
Society," "8odali~ Oflicer , "
President,-

"De Sales lJnion (athletic and recreation)

-President of Vincent de Paul Society," etc.

Only in very few

cues, mention was made of "The President of Student Council."

The writer

was not aware of the fact that in some seminaries there were councils of

stuc:lenta which provided a link between the stud-ant body and the administration.
If' this had been known in time, this could have heen included in the question-

naire and aome useful in/ormation obtained in this regard.

The few aeminaries

where student councils are tunctioning ore lound mostly in the minor
seminary group.

Question 39 was as follows:

"Have the seminaries any responaibl1i ties

regarding per.ons outside the seminary, like teaching aatechi., helping out
This question attempted to discover the extent of

in the pariahe., etc. 1ft

outside contacts allowed. to the seminarians.

In the past, any saminariea

have tended to amelter the students completely from the outside world until
they were full-fledged priests.

'lbe answers ehond that quite a number of

aem1n&rie. (S7) are offering opportunities for the students to have some

pastoral iq'pe of work during seminary years.
ie teaching catechi.m.

Some of the other fields in which students are

engaged are the followingl

Visiting hospitals, orphanages, old people's homes,

and census work in parishes.

preach.

The most oommon one mentioned.

1be deacons in ona or two cases are allowed to

In one instance where the ordination is antiCipated, the new priests

go to help out in the surrounding parishes.
activities of th18 na.ture

on~'

Sevan seminaries have reported

for sum:ner and in a few, the slJfllinarian8 give

vocational tallc:s to stl1dents and &upe"ise summer camps.

It Blust be

rem.embered that in most diocesan seminaries, i t not in all, the seminarians
go hQlle during the summer.
N....p!P!r..

Pope Pius XII has in his encycUcal Menti N08trae Aae-

mentioned the need ot keeping students tor priesthood progressively informed,
as they approach tb,eir ordination and actual ministry, of the things happening
around in the 'World, so tha t

th~·

may be well aware of the problem8 they may

have to face. He sai~, "Let directors have no tear in keeping them. (seminariu.,>

in contact

wi~~

the eventa of the day ..... iab apart from furnishing them with tht

necessary mawrial for forming and expre8sing a good judgment can form material
for dieeussion. to help them and accustom "them to form judgments and reach
balanoed oonalusicms."

10

subject reads aa follows:
papers?

"Are

1tlEl

seminarians allowed to read <a) dai~ rum-

I i onl;y some of the students are all0W8d to read. daiUes,

these students?
mve~

T11e question in the questionnaire regarding this

(0) Weeklies. COII!ilonweal, America,

Post, U.S.Nn.

~ ~

R5!Grt,

~."

given below.

lOPope Piua

nI,

MenU

i~ostrae,

rio.

84.

'l!!!,

mo

are

Nft..eek, Sa~

'me replies received are

~

TABLE
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READING OF DAILIES IN SEMINARIES

, w:nor

iilijor
Dailie.

Semin!l'.l

No. , Per.

!

R&Jor mel
, Minor
No. '1 Per.
i

SElD1I1ary
No. :Pir.

' I
i

Total
No.i PeiCent
\

I

,
----------~--------~----------~--~----~--~--~-i
I

Y••

•

Ye. - nth
re.triotion

22

5

62.5 : 63

48.5

i,

2

40

10

64.3

36

33.3
1.5
60.7
<

No an....r

2

Total

66·f

!
i

!

i

;
i

II

2

56 1 100 •0

'"

iI

J a

il
Ii

!

1.5
48.5

63

i

3.0 [II

~OO.O

- - - 20
35.7
3 37.5'
- - - - Ii

!
i

1.5

2 i

lOO.Oj:il 130

i

!

100.0

Halt of the total nu.mber of .eminaries do not allow their students to
read any daily newspaper at all.

What is still more noteworthy i. the tact

that the major seminaries have a much stricter policy 111 this regard than the

-

minor seminaries, quite contr&17 to the w18h of Menti Nostrae. Three or four
s.:inari.s gave only sporta pages from the dailie. to their studenta. With
regard to the weeklies, almost all seminaries have reported 111 the affirmative.

-

The revi... in the order of frequency are America, Com.omreal, Time, N..aweelc,
and U.S.News

.!!!!! World

-

still rewer, L1te.

!!!port.

Only a very rew have Sa~ Evening ~ and

-

One rector replied that Lite i. censored for ita pictare••

There m&1 be seminaries lfhere no revi.... except strictly religious ones
are allowed.

The present wri tar came to know that one of the biggest

seminarie. Ul the United. States where students for priesthood from over a doset
dioc•••• are taught, did not allOW' the us. of any dally or weldy, except
purely religious on.s.

14$
lotes

.!!!!! COl!Plaintst

Humor i8 the spice of lite and life without humor

oannot be hu.man even in seminaries.

One real. test, at least it appeared to tb

present writer, of the interest of a rector to allow free play for humor and
wit, is his own will1ngness to be the object of the same, provided the humor i
good.""ilatured and in keeping with good discipline.
natured jokes at the expense of superiorst

(e) encouraged?"

To the question, "Are good-

<a) allowed, (b) discouraged, or

'lb.e replies received till the following oategories.
TABLE 61
lOKES ABOUT SUPERIORS
~jor

Jokes about
Superiors

@p1Dw
Bo. Per-.

No.

Uland

35 .83.4

)8

67.8'

$-- . 62.$

28

7$.4

14

2,.0'

3

:n.$

'22

16.9

.3

5.4

:I ;

6

4.6

- i-IIII

4

).1

8 1100.0 i \1)0

100.0

Disoouraged

$

7.6

Encouraged

.3

4.S II!!

No an....r

-fotal
-

)

t
i

h.S

66 .00.0

II

"'r.· No •. Per •• • No. i Per Cent

i
II ~I
II S6 I 100.0 II

1.8 \.

i

-

.,
j

t

~

!

I

!

The table shan a very high peroentage in favor of allowing jokes about

..

~

auperiors.

Another question was uked regarding complaint boxes in seminaries.
reads

&8

foU_st

"Is there a complaint box where students oan register their

complaints without disclosing their identity?"
administration of

It

&rQI

It 1s important for the good

community that there be ways for people who have

complaints against the superiors to be heard.

But often subjects do not dis·

close their compla1ntafor tear of reprisals because of the thought that they
may 1neur the displeasure of those above them.

A complaint box is only one

pch means, and. it is perhaps not the beet suited. for religious communities.
'lhe question could have been worcled better i t it were s1mply asked. whether

there are &D¥

of regiatering complaints without making one'. identity

_MS

To the question, in the form it was asked, the following replies

known.

TABLE 62

Major
Complaint

.

i Seminary
!

Box

No.~

i'

I,

Per.

:: No.
i

6: 9.1

Yes

"

l2.$

7

No
anewer

11 1.S
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66 1100.0

!I

I Per.

- - i i
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,I'
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I
I
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'I

i

t
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I 10.0

1

.8

l00.C
100.0
____1)0
-_ _I,_
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i

As w.u expected, very few selu.nariee (10 per cent) had. complaint

boDS.

SOlIe rectors, however, have indicated that they have other methods of do1n&
the same.

The one that is mentioned by tour rectors is representation by

the student counoU.
complaint box.

One wri teSI

in a religious hoae."
bQ.t

One or two rectors looked with d.1apleuure upon the
"We do not encourage

communications

But another has reported, "There is no box for this

the idea is peraitted. and carried out.

sign their names.

&nOll)'DlOUS

Most ot the students prefer 1:0

ntis seems to be m.ore effective for better ur.derstanding.*'

Some rectors seem to be satiatied with the usual private centerenc.s with the

1.47
INperiora and visi tatton by higher au.periora.
about publio aeas10ns for th1a purpose.

'!Wo reotors have mentioned

One wr1 tea, • 'Gr1pe Hs.iona' are

held frOl'.ll time to time." Another 8ays, "We haven I t a box, but do aUow
atudents to crit1cise the auperiors, 1.e., the Dean of Students both positivel..
and negatively in publio sess10na of 'Exploration for improvement in the
Seminary t If •

Having completed the general attrvey ot t."le courses of studies and
activities in the seminaries, and having found out that there were notioeable
difference. in the curriculums followed and emphasis in the training progratU
given in the sem1naries, it would be interesting now to discus. whether the
pattems discernible 'in the aem1naries could be usocuted. atatistica.l.l.>' to
any important characteristic of the seminary i taelt •

The two major social

characteristics which stand out are the educational "tatus
minor seminary and the religious status as a dioeeaan

C1.'

u

a major or

religious one.

On

the baais of these two characteristios, two tentative hypothesss ware
initially foraulated which will be discussed below.
It was tentatively hypothesised that the major seminarie. 1I'OUl.d be more
liberal in their approach to the tn1ning than the minor ones.

This

..swaption 1s based on the principle that as the students advanoe in their
studies and approach clo88r to their ordination, they would need 1•••
supervision, and less control, and more feeling of self-reliance and sens.
of r8apona1bUi ty •

Ho....ver,

there are not too any questions in the question-

naire which are applicable to both major and minor seminaries to judge the

extent of liberal customa in the seminaries. Almost all the cours.. of studie.
discussed in the questionnaire reaU3 do not give any indication, as they

148
could be offered in ei mer the major or minor seminaries Md have not to be
The questions Which otfl'U' soma opportunity ot judging on a

done in both.

comparative basis the practloe. of Major And rainQr saatnarien are those in
which eleetiT$ jobs, social contaot with the outside world and reading of
newspapers are discussed.
~destion

37 was about

~~

most responsible offioe antrlsted to a

seminarian and had. inquired. whether this officelras fUled by Yoting of the

student. or not. From among the minor seminaries, which number

S6,

III (25.0 per oent) have elect.ed Presidents of t,.J:te Student Council, which 1s
the most responsible office open to the seminarians.

1he lll.ajor semil'...aries

numbered 66 and 10 replied that t..'Qey have their most. re8pons1ble offices open
to the seminarians tilled by the election of the etudente.

But oru., 6 (9.14

per cent) have responsibilities comparable to those of the President of the
Student Councll.
Question 37 deal t with the seminarians' responsibilities regarding
persons outside the seminary.
do not have

an~

Of the

suoh &ctiv1ties,whUe

56 minor IMlIinaries, 22 (,39.,3 per cent)
8lIiOl1g

the 66 major seminaries only

10 (l.5.$ per oent) are without such opportunities.

It JlUst be ltoted, howver,

that activiti.es suggested by the given examples ("teaohing catech1am, helping
out in thtt pariah.s") are more congenial to the major seminarians.
With regard to the reading of daily newapapers, of the

.56 minor

aeminariet

in the 'study, 3$ (6,3.6 per oent) have reported that they allow their student.

to read dillies. The rest do not allow dallie., or u 1n the case of three or
four, give onl,y sport's pages.

Of the 66 major seminari.s, only 2$ (39.4 per

cent.) give the Hlftinarians access to dailies.

149
lbe tacts given above show that among the seminaries represented in the
study, contrary to what one 'Would have expected, the minor seminaries have
more liberal policies
reading of

&8

far aa sharing ot r&sponsibili ties with students and

dai13 newspapers are concerned.

The other tentative hypothesis has that the diocesan seminaries would s
to be more liberally oriented thaD the religious ones in their curriculum ot

studies and activi tin.

1he reason tor ueum1ng this i. the tact that

diocesan seminaries are preparing candidates tor priesthood who by their very
calling have to 'Work all their 11t. in parishe., while religious .eminarie.
have a somewhat dUterent aim, training the .tudent. simu.lt&neousl.y tor
priestl7 apostolat. and community lite.

It is possible that lite in the

community under a nperior would require ot a student greater aptitude and
wUlingnes. for conformity.
There are 26 diocesan and 8 inter-d1ocesan seminarie., uk' ng
under diocesan admini.tration.

3b seminar1

There are 18 religious seminaries with no

diocesan students and another 18 more where a tew dioce.an .em:1narian. attend.
clus with the religiou., making a total ot 96.
Among the diooe.an .fiIIl.inaries numbering 34, only 12 (3$.3 per cent) have

Govses in soo10100' of the 96 religious sea1naries, $S (S1.3 per Gent) teach
their studenu sociology.

i4arr1age Gounaelling is given in 6 (11.6 per G.nt)

diocesan and 17 (18.1 per cent) religious study hou....

Again, only 6 (11.6

per cent) diocesan seminarie. give courses on psychology of personali t;y ,
lrbile 31 (38.S per cent) religiOUS centers of study otter such a oourse.
A.s far .s aoUvi tie. and sharing of responsibility are concerned, 12 of
the religious seminaries (12.2 per cent) haT. elected presidents of student
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councils as against 8 tor the diocesan Seminaries (2).5 per cent).

Of the

diocesan seminarie. 29 (85.) per cent) hav. some programs for the seminarians
which would involve responsibiU ti.s outside the sendnariesJ tor the religious
seminaries the number is 6) (69.8 per cent).

Daily n81fapapers are allowed 1n

18 (52.9 per cent) tiOGesan and 45 (46.9 per cent)rel1gious seminari.s.
'lhe figures given above indicate that u far as studies are concerned
religious seminaries have a slight edee over the dioceaan ones, in more liberal
trends, whUe in the area of extra-cumcular activiti.s the ratio is inverted.
Coming now to the end of the chapter on the seminaries, it u.y be
opportune to recapitulate the more important re8Ul.ts of the inquiry. A little
over halt the number of seminaries provide regular courses in sociolog)' and
the text books ueed are, for the most part, regular 8ociology

texu.

Only

a very IIDl8ll number of seminaries offer marriage counaelling courses.

Courses

on psycholog of personal1 ty have been reported as being g1ven in a
considerable nwaber ot seminaries, but the text books used indicate that only
a few are really concerned with psychology of personality proper.

A good

percentage of the sem1nar1es give the student. the theory and practice of
panel discussion.

Measuring of leadership qualities is still not a usu.al

practice in the evaluation ot the student t s capacities and when it is don...
generally it is withou t the us. ot any scale ot measurement.

Very few

sem1naries allow the students to elect representatives to head the Student
Council, and the Student Conncll it..l f seems to be rather a rare thing in
the seminaries.

Dally n8Wspapers are far from being generally permitted 1n

the seminaries.

Superiors seem to allow treedOlit for jok.s even at their own

expense and this appears to be the general trend.

F&oi11 ties for registering
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complaints wi thout making one t 8 ident1 ty known are scarce and sometimes
looked upon wi til disapproval.

Contrary to expectation" the minor seminaries

appear to be IIlore liberal than the major seminaries, as tar as sharing ot
responsibilities and use ot dailies are concerned.

Re11gious seminarie. are

fIlore progressive in their etu.d,y progr8ld, but less liberal in the other areas

ot seminaries' utra-curricular ac tiy1 ties.

CHAPM VnI

CONCLUSION
I

'The 8ociological theory on leaderahip in general and on training for
leadership 1n particular is still in its initial and formative staps.

No

standardised means have been evolved as yet for measuring leadership, although
Som8

techniques

are

under study; no generally acoeptable method hu been

developed to test the efficiency of the programs designed for making better
leaders.

Still, even in ita initial stages llooiological inquiries into the

complex of leader8hip have made,; important
contributions to the better W1derr '.
r

standing of the phenomenon.

The present study ... directed mainly at paviDg

the way to extend to the religious field and specifically to the tra1n.1ng

program ot fut.ure prie.tat some of the proven advantaces of deliberately
fostering lead.ership qualities in aspirants for priesthood.

The present .tudy

h•• been, therefore, an exploratory one, more in the form of a pilot sociololical survey to, get a clearer pio1nre ot the si tllatl.on.

'lbe main area studied was the attl tudes of the rector8 of major and
college level minor seminaries regarding some of the important problema
concerning leadership training.

Also the

~our..s,

exercises and activities

in the seminary which had a bearing on leadership were investigated.

The

writer is aware of the tact that there would be some definite lag between the
attitudes of the rectors and the practices in the seminaries, even it the

1$2

1"

rectors ....r. aU cOD.Icious ot the importance of a leadership approach .. 1na8-

much

&II

seminary training is controlled and direc ted by au tbori ties higher

thaD the reotors and many t1mes the tend.ncy of tilee. au thor! ties can be to

favor preeenation of the statue quo.

N8Yerthelees, the attitudes ot rectors

is the point of departure in this investiiation.

'Dle questions .... re designed

to discover the actual oonsciOU,lJIle.e in the minds of the rectors

ot some of

the orucial probl. . whioh leadership trairdng in the seminaries posed and how

effective a program i8 being implemented.
Conscious of the . itua tion in sOiIe of the seJlinaries in India and Europe
a

a result of contacts with many priests while studying in Rome, the writer

waa interested in the sel1linary training in A::leriea.

From.

some oontacts with

Amerioan priests, the writer had recei·/ed a general impression that the
se.m1naries in the iJnited States were more or lG8s patterned after the tradi-

tional. progra followed by the seminaries of Italy and Spain, rather than the
aore Uberal oustOlll.S of Northwest Europe.

To prove or d:iE,:nove this hypothesis

would have entailed a ver'3 elaborate procedure mald.ng a oomparative study of

different oountries.

This

out of the question, i f only beoause of the

ftS

t1Jae limits and eoonomic factor..

Uevcrtheloc., the problem was an intriguing

one, and one of the more teaaible ways to study it fts to get a partial pioture
of it from the American s1d.e.

kind of

&

paradox, as well.

'l'his situation presented at the same time a

On

the one hand .. American secular tradition which

1. part of the gen&ral culture lays great store on indiv1duali8!l1 ancl equality,
and readine•• to change, not leas than any of the countries in Europe that

oould be oonsidered to be in the forefront in t.lJ.i8 regard.

One would

therei"ore expect this to be refiected in t.'"le religious field, too.

There ia

1$4
another factor which induced one to look tor a more liberal attitude _ong
the clergy in the United States. Catholics in the countries in Europe where
Protestants are Itrong are very much aware of Protestant thinking on many
subject. ot common intere8t and are consequently 1ntluencecl by them.

0

'8':"11,

wch situation. have helped broaden the ou tloolc of the Cathollc scholarl in

those countrie8, although it haa not always been an unmixed blessing.

A

sim1lar situation exists also in the United States, and one would have naturall,
expected to find its influence in the att1 tudes of the Catholic clergy in thi.
country as well.

But 8Omehow the impression crea.ted is that the Catholic c1era,J

u a group, is rather conservative. Is this tr\1e to fact? Thi. was the
probles.
'lbe

quest1onnair~

was not conceiTed &8 an effort to 801ve directly the

riddle o£ the seemingly opporing trenda in the cultural and religious tradi-

tion. of the American Catholic Clergy.

Exploring the degree. 01 conservati_

and. liberalism in the attitudes of the rectors ot the seminary on lome crucial

problems regarding leadership should provide .ome valuable inaight.& into the
actual po.i tion at the Anlence clerg;y in the conservative-liberal ecale.
Although there are no concrete proots to substantiate tully any definite
bypoth.sis in this regard, the wrIter halfway through the reHa.rch project
felt that one should not blanket the entire range at attitud.s of a person a.
conservative or liberal.

There oould be are.. in whioh one can be liberal

whU. remaining conservative in the others.

This could be true also ot the

attitudes of the clergy, or ..s in the present instance, of the rectors of the
seminary.

'Dley m.ay be liberal in those areas where the ethos at American

culture baa a definite slant towards llberalia.

Perhaps on the informal

1"
level of social relations .. even within the Cburch discipline .. there might be
the 1nfluence of the secular culture, whUe in the striotl.y formal eccles iutical structure and rela.tiona with others, they are subject to other torces.
rnere are sOUle vague indicationa to corroborate this vi_ even in the data
gathered by the questionnaire.

When the relations are alm08t entirely on the

s001&1 level, or when the questions deal With areas of speoial emphuiIJ by

American culture, the tendeDoy seems to be towards less rigid forma of interpersonal relations and more liberal attitudes.

A typical

e~~le

wouldb. the

anner to the question on jokes, where almost 80 per cent of rectors have
declared tbemaelves in tavor ot allowing even superiors to be the objects of
good-natured jokes.

The present wr1 ter i8 not sure that such a high peroentaae

of rectors would an.er in the affirmative, if the same question weI'. put to a
group of rectors of any Ellrooean country.

Again to Question 24, regarding

depending upon oneself rather than on the eup.eriors, 90 per cent of the rector8
indicated that they were in favor of self-re]J;moe, whioh is .. characteristic
American t.rait.

It is ummel)' doubtful whether sucb a high percentage ot any

other group of rector8 'WOuld have favored thi8 que.tion in the .fona presented.

But when one move. on to specifically religious attitudes, then there 18 much
more emphaeis on status quo.
-

••

14 _ _ _

An example of this is the reply to \he Q.u.stion

whether it would be against the spirit ot Church authorit)' to delegate more

powers to assistant pastors and laymen.

Nearly one-fourth of the rectors

thought that it would be against the spirit ot Church and a tew others were

uncieoided.

Although it i8 a minority opinion" it is 8till very itnportant that

a 8iuble l1l.URber ot rectors have not only practical diffioulties, but eveA
ideologioal objections to • More liberal policy towards delegation of power.

'J

Wben we oonsider the tact,

&8

explained earlier, that

ver~'

likely

~

haTe a

Tery beavy proportion of comparatively liberal-minded people in the s.ples,
and also the tactor that there would be much greater resiatance in praotice,
i t there is opposition wen in the prinoiple it..lt, one would get an U .. ot

the actual trends.
queationnaire.
question.

Thia

1I'U

one of the more crucial. questions in the whole

It would be certainly huardoua to ,enerali.e from one

It _ ..., however, to the present writer that tbe main objection

again.t a more liberal polioy ot decentralisation and. sharing ot reapon.ib1l1ties aeems to be an ideologioal contu.ion coneeming the nature ot Cburob
authority.
Although in Many instances more than halt tbe DUmber ot rectors who bave
replied have tavored liberal attitudes, the general impression received is that
con.enatist tendency is predominant in the' actual training progr&lll8.
of all one has

probably

1I0re

to weight the opinion of the rectors Who have replied,

First

nth

the

conservative tendency of many ot those who have not replied. It

abould alao be noted that the rectora u a whole reporting are a relatively
)'oung group ot priesta, locally tra1necl and product. ot Amerioan oulture, with
a generall)' h1gh .tandard ot eclu.cation, many ot them having secular degrees
.. RU.

In ibi. oontext, the expresseel conSerTatiD would reoei.,.. additional

.ignU'ioanoe.

It ... also con.tantly ••en from the answers of the rector.

tha t there . . cona1derable gap between wba t the)' though t ideal and. nat they

thought .... the generally accepted practioe in the oountry.

Even after kleing

account ot the tact that many reotors have protessed their inability to judge
the general .ituation, the gap i. conspicuous and impressive.

It can very .eU

be that the impression of the rectors regarding 'tile general practice i.

al80

a

1S1
kind of check on their own more liberal attitude. to find realisation.
In

SOIM

areas covered by the questionnaire, it is also evident that

actual practice in the SEminaries does not reach out as the reotors wanted it

to.

For example, about 90 per oent of the rectors are of the opinion that an

understanding of social forces at work in the modem society, as gained
through newspapers and magazinea, is helpful for the training of future pari.h
priests.

Yet only half of the seminaries, and among them the majority are

minor seminaries, allow daily newspapers, even in a restricted fashion.

the

two questions, of courae, were not entirely the aameJ but there seems to be
enough of common ground to make a valid comparison
'1his leads to another conspicuous anomaly in the whole .tructure.

1'n.

tendency for liberaliation that has been noticed. to some extent in the

seminaries, curiously enough, is generally speaking wi thin the group of minor
s8Ddnarie..

For example, more of the minor eeminarle. 'tiftat give daily n.....-

papers to their .eminarians.

And u.t important ot all, it is in the major

.em1naries that le.s responsibility i. .hared with the aeminarians by the
govern1ni body

throup student counoil.

and the like.

This i. quite contrary

to what Pope Pius XII haa prool.a1Jaed in his ott-repeated enoyclioal Menti

No.~""

'lbe Holy Father say., "For this reason, direotors of seminaries _at us.
moderation in the employment of coercive mean., gradually lightening the
sy.tem of rigorous control and re.trictions as the boy. grow older, by helping
the boys themselves to stand on their own feet and to teel r8aponsibili ty for
their own actions. ttl

1

The reason for the anomalous s1 tua tion JU.lI not be

Pius XlI, Menti Noetrae .. f~o.

84.

lS8
difficult to discern.

The minor seminaries are patterned more or l.s. like

aecular collegu as the aubjects taught there are the same as in such secular
inatitutiona and on account of the similarity of studies, there i. a natural
tendency for some similarity in organisation too.
trends are purRed alao in minor ..m1narie..

Thus some of the liberal

Secondly, becauae of the great

percentage o£ attrition from the minor seminaries, they are conSidered, in
practice at leut, as insti. tutions where prospective candidates for priesthood
can have a suitable education, With a large group of others who w1ll .....ntu.all~
leave for other professiona. Although it may not be difficult to point out
the can.e for the anomaloua 8ituation, nonetheless it is true that such a
phenomenon could be very frustrating to the major seminarian8. Acoustoaed to
more liberal tendencies, they are now cloaed up in a dUferent atmosphere and.
treated once again as children.

'lbe result of such treatment could well be

the tendency of the trainees to go to the extreme and conceive all discipline
o unneces8Ary encroachment on their libertiea.

Such an attitude, as it can

be eoUy aeen, will be detrimental to the future miniatry of the prie8t and
also to his ownperaonal Nnct11'ication. He might ...11 be aa a result of this
uperience prone to be au thoritarian in his rela tiona to othera, and lax in
applying reatric tions on himself.
One cannot help feeling that there is something lacking in the oreams.tion of seminary training.

'lbe present study w.. intended only to inquire

into the situation in a general fuhion.

conductecl to unearth specifiC details.

More research programs have to be
It would be a worthwhile project to

study how and to what extent the general American culture h.a had an impact
on the religious attitudes of the clergy and their training.

This might

1$9
provide Tery valuable insights into the situation.

It lJOuld also be very

profitable to stud)' the change in the attitudes of the rector. as a reault
of the direction which the E.eumen1cal Counell ia taking.

The pre.ent study

wu launched when the Councilwa. in the offing and nobod¥ knew which n.y the
wind blew.

Surely with the Council'. declared intention of aggiornamento and

bold lead, many more rectors would be willing to expre.a their opinions
wi thout rea."a tiona.

attempted.

There are many more areaa where research can be

'lbe impact of the ideolog;y regarding the nature of church authorit

on actual practice i . a fruitful field of investigation.

The need for the.e

studies and their utility haTe become evident in the conra. of the present
reMarch.
It i. not easy to put one's finger on the real issue that is at tbe

root of some of the trends, which the rectors themselTes haTe declared. as
undesirable.. Any attempt
only be taken as woh.

1;0 do 80

.,uld only be a reasonable gue.s and .hould

With all the fine qualitie. discernable in the American

clergy, a foreign priest cannot help feeling that they haTe not risen up to
make noteworthy contribution. to the general intellectual terment that i.
becoming noticeable in other countr1".

Are

not some of the inhibitions

d1acernable in the American church leadereh1p attributable to an inteUectual
inferiori ty complex?2

Agains t the historical background of the Church in

America, it ..... perhaps, onl)' a natural deTelopment.
it

1fU

UntU very recent times,

an uphill struggle for American Catholics and the clergy to get

accepted as equals in a predominantly Protestant country..

The1 had. Tery little

temptation, or time and means to ride nth avant garda inteUectual mov_ents
2s.e GustaTe Weigel,

i'~ and U~erstandj,ng ~ ~rica (New York,1962)
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in the Catholic Church.

Besides, American soU was not in recent times the

scene of battle, unlike Europe, where two world wars had lett their impact
and it De the war situation that was responsible for much of the n... thinldng
there.

Amerioan Catholics and their clergy have haci no such a1 tuatioo to taoe

They ore generally satistied with the existing cood! tiona.
ohanging.

'lb. American Catholic

~

But the times are

who hu come to his .tuller stature by

education and wealth hae awakened or is awakening and wants hie due share in

the religioue field.

'!he you.ng:er generation ot cler(QI seems bent on oateh1na

up with the live issues that are agitating the minds ot eccleeiastical thinkers
With this combination, things in general augur well tor the future ot the
Church in the United States.

*****
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APPENDIX I
REV. JONAS '!HALIAm, G.M.I.
2S9 Weat 2Sth. Place

Chicago

16, Illinoia

October 8,1961

I am a priest from India belonging to a pontifical religious congregation,

Carmelites of Mary I:mmaculate by name.

I have been attached. ever since my

ordination in 1946 to the major seminary of our oongregation, and was lately
entrusted w-lth the work of building, equipping and organising our n... central
Itudy house where .... have now 300 student8 on rolls.

June 1960, I was also the Prefect of Studie8.

Till I left India in

I have, be8id.a licentiatea in

philoaophy and theolog.y, a doctor's degree in canon law from the Gregorian
University, Rome.

illy dissertation on "The S7110d of Diamper" 1I'aa published

by the Oriental I:uJt1tute, Rome, in their Anal.ecta.

I am now approaching you regarding a study which ia of common interest

to us.

I 8m intending

to write a tn.si. on LEADERSHIP TRAINING IN mE

SEMINARIES tor a degree in .ociolotO' at Loyola University, which I am pr..ently

attet1ding.

I haYe the encouragement and blea.inc ot the Rectora whom I have

consulted on the project and I am cont'id81lt that I shall have your Taluab1e
cooperat1.on alBo.

I know how busy you will be, but I teel that you will

8omehow find some time to fill up the questionnaire I am sending herewith.
I am sure the findings will be of gNat interest and practioal utility to

all engaged in the training of students for prieertbood and on my part I shall
be only veri glad

to share with you the result8 of my inveatigation, i f you

16S
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ao desire.

You can reat usured that the que.tionna1re will remain

an~oua,

the information turnished will be kept atrictly oonfidential and the data
w1ll be presented only by categories and group., never mentioning any indivi-

dual institution by

nw:1C

or inference.
With sentiments of

estea~

and high regard,

I raaain,

Respectfully yours,
Jonas Thal-iath, C.M.I. /./

Rev. Jonas Thaliath, C.,M.I.

APPENDIX II
QUESTIONNAIRE
(To be Filled by Rector)

CONFIDENTIAL
A.

Ple.... ark an I in the square after the category that applies to you and
write on the dotted lin•• the required information. Ple••• Do Not Write
any1b1ng on the apace re••rved for coding at the right-hand urgin.

1. Age at last
2.

b1r~ ••••.••••••••••••• ye&r8.

-----

Native born

If natiTe born, plea8e state.
~lich

generat10n (2nd,

3r4, 4th, etc.) ••••••••••••

Which ethnic group (lriah, Italian, etc.) •••••••••
Foreign

oorn______

It foreign born, please say whioh

ooun~y •••••••••

3. Seminaries, colleges or univsrsitias attended and degrees of diplomas
acquired •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

4. Diocesan priest_____

or Rellglous_ _ _ __

It Religious, please name the group ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

S. How many years a pri.st? ..••••••.......•....••.••••.•.......•.••••••••
6. How many years a rector? In the present place •••••••• elaewhere •••••••••••
Tot.al. .................-•••••••••••••••

7. For the purpose of this study, a _jor .eminari should have 4. years oJ:
theology; it

m.a~

or may not have a course of phUosophy att.ached t.o it.

A. minor 8elftinal:'y should have at least 2 year. of college level cour...

tot' 8Vldents wo have completed high school.

In terms oi' the above

<lefini tion is the seminary of which you are the Rector

---

Major

No. of

~eers

of stud;,' •••••••••••• 1010. of students •••••••••••

Mlnor_ _ _ _ No. of j'ears of studJr •••••••••••• !~o. of student8 •••••••••••
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8. Is the sel1l1na.ry (a) diocesan (b) inter-d1ooeaan (c) religious -

if'

reUgi0l18. which group? •••••••••••••••• (d) diocesan and. religious m1xed plaa8e name the rellgious group ••••••••••••••• (e) religious groups miXed please name the lroups ••••••••••••• •••••••••••

9. Are the main cours.s ot study condUcted in the seminary iteeU_--or in another teaching institution close by?_ _ _ _ __
10. Is the teaching statt mainly diocesan

or religiou8._ _ __

It religious. lUtich group? •••••••••••••••••• •

11. How many ot the teaohing staff have wOI'ked in parishes for more tban
0-110

:.t ear? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. . • • • . • • • • • • • . . . · · • · .. . •

12. 'What, if a'1Y. is the largest atlmio group (oonsisting of at least one-thin
of tha -total) repr4S6nted a.monij your students? ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••·•

Would ~ou sa,} this gronp represente: (a) le88 than balf of the tot&l___.....
(b) from OfJe-}'I..alf to three-quarters_

Jc) thrM-quarters and

------

above

13.

to lfhat ethnic group, if any, would yO'..1 eq the majority of instructors

b.long? ••••••••••• ·· •• •••••••••••••••••••••

14.

To what ethlu.c group, if any. would you say moet of the members of the
community of priests (diocese, or province in case of religioue) belon"
to which the studE~nts after ordination would join? •••••••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • •

15.

Academic

01'

eeelesiest1ea.l degrees given in your institution, if any

•••••••••••••••• Or academic or ecclesiastical de~rees your students
l1SU~' ttUce frO'11 the teaching institution they attend, if you do not have

courseS of study taught at your aewinary, 1f any ••••.••••••••••• ••••••••••
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B..

In each of the following statemBnte put an X in the square after the
category wtdch you ooneider would. be moat vaJ.1d for the United Statu

16. In adapting itself socially to the lIloclem need. of pariah welfare, the

----

. .rican olergy ie uINall;y. (a) ...ery oonservative

(b) somewhat

coneenative____ (c) somewhat progressive_ _ _ (el) very progressive

---_.
11. A parish priest should become an active participant, in one

way

or another,

in the cOlltnuni t3' welfare progrmr.s of the loee..li t.;.' even wi thou t the speoifi:=

--

direction of the bishop: (a) agree etrongls
(c)

undecided~__.

--

(b) agree

(el) disagree_ _ _ _ (e) disa.gree stongly.._ _ •

18. If l.a;ymen were a.l.lcwed much more participation in decisions concerning
Church

pl~opert;;'

administration.. with iT.e pastor rcta1ni."g the r1.gh t to

malee tho final deeil!ion, ohw'en

propE~rty

would be much more etfioientl)

administered: Ca) agree strongl~

(b) agree
(c) undecided
---------_.
(d) d1sa(:ree_ _ _ (e) disagree strongly_ _ _ _ •

----~

19. A greater delegation ot authority from paator to aasistant than is now
generally the practice 1s necessary to atfact1vely flll!111 the il1te1'lded
role of

t~e ,sr1s~ t

(c) undecided
20.

(a)

a~I'e1! stroJ'l~ly

(d) disagree

( b) agree_ __

----

(e) disagree strongly

•

Giving la.ymen and assistan ~ priests a. greater share than has bean

parish admluistl"atlonvrould not be In keeping \d th the spirit of church
authority! (a)
(d) disagree

------- (e)

21.

------

agree stror~lJ

(b) agree

----- (0)

undeoided

-----~

--------

disagree strongly

Generally the M.erioan clerg:; in their th1."lidnG about ;'llodern soo1al iasu.s
(such as public hOUSing, urban re-development, United £Jations, etc.) 18
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<a> very oon..rrat1ve___ (b) somewhat oonaerYative"___ (0) • ...mat
progre88ive"____ (d) vel') progresslve._____ •

c.

In each of the foUowinS statement. pleaBe put an I in the square after
the category you consider to 'be moat valid and indicate when uked which
ot ~~e.e categorie. retlects ~~e practices generally followed in the
Seminar1e. in the Un! ted States.

22. A special emphasis on leadership training in the seminary which WQuld
consist in intentionally developing the qualities and skills in a student
whioh are particularly adapted to liulke hlm. a better administrator. ia

likely to give a wrong bias

as it makes

~·;em

t\:)

the spiritual fornation of the seminarians

too much coneerned wi til their

to control ot.l-.Iers: <a)

at~r~e

s~lf-1mage

and their abill

strongl;,. ___ (b) agree_ _ _ (c)

_ _ _ _ (d) diaagree____ (e) disagr3d strongl;y_ _ __

2).

Not disou.ssing with t'16 students, except in rare oases, the rsasons for

the COl'MIaMa i1ven to them 1s <a) absolutely

e8s~ntia.l:-.__

(b)

v~ry

help:f'lll;....-__ (0) help,f\11"____ (d) makes no di.ffennce___ (e) harmful
__.____ (f) very harmful___. __.

for t..he training of future p;aish priests.

In your opinion the judgment rfJfieoted in praotices generally followed
in the seminaries in United St~tes would be as in (say a, b, 0, d, e. f)

-----_.
24. Teaching a student to depend upon 111mselt mostly and not his superiors is

-...,- (b) very helpful- - (0) h.elpful----

ea) absolutely essential

(d) makes no d1fterence_ _ _ <f) very harmtul_._ _ _ tor the trainirli
of future parish priests.
In your opinion the judgment refiected 1n prac tic.. generally follond in

the seminaries in United
•••••••••••••••••••

St~t••

would be ••

un

(say a, h,

c.

d, ., t)
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2S. Developing a critical attitude, (i.e., a capacity for making independent
~r80nal

judgments about. persona, events and ideas) even With the risks

involved. ls, Cal absolutely .ssent.ial_ _ _ (b) very helptul_ __
(c) helptul_ _ (d) makes no difference._ _ _ (e) harmi'ul_____

(f) very harmful..___ for the training of future prie.ts.

the judgment.

r~flected

OP1n1(l~

In your

in practices generally f'ol101fed in the seminaries

in the United States would

be

as in (a, b, oJ d, e, £,) ••••••••••••••••••

26 • In tne training of tu ture parish priests the a.c tu&! e.xperienee of seeing
in the seminary

&

centralized pattern of carrying out authority is.

<a> absolutel;¥ essenUal

(b) very helpful.

(d) makes no diffurenoe_ _ _ (e) harmtul._ __

(c) helpf'ul_ __
In your opinion the

jl1dgment reflected in pract1ces generally followed. in the seminaries in

United States would be . . in (s.y a, oJ oJ d, e, f) •••••••••••••••••••••••
21.

An understa.nding of the sooial forces at work in the modern societ,y as

gained through the study of social sciences
ve~ helptul

<b)

(e) harmful

priests.

(0) helpfl1l
(f) veri barm.tul

iSI

(a) absolutely essential
(d) makea no difference

tor the training of future

In your opinion the judgJaent reflected in practices generally

tollond in the seminaries in the United State. would be as in (say a, b,
0,

28.

d, ., f) •••••••••••••••••••••

An understanding of the sooial torees at work in the modern 800iety .s

--

gained through newspapers and magasines is. (a) absolutely essential
(b) very helpful

(e) barmfUl
priests.

(c) helpful
(f') very harmful

.....

----I

(d) makes no difference

for the training of future pariah

In your opinion the judgment refiected in practioes generally

followed in the seminaries in {fnited States would be as in (say a, b, c,

d~
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e, or t) ••..•••...•••.•.•
29.

Actual contact with people outside "tilla seminar)', like teaching oateoh1811,

helping out in the parishes, etc.
(b) very helpful

• (0)

iSI

(a) absolutely easential_ _ __

h.lpful~___

(d) make. no d1fference_ __

(e) bamful .

(f) very harmtul____ for the training of future

pariah prie.t..

In your opinion the judgment reflected in practice.

generally followed in the send.narie. in United States would be as in

(.., a, b, c, d, e, f) •••••••••••••••
)0.

Leader. are born and not made. <a) agree strongly___ (b) agree._._ __
(e) lU'ldec1de4_ _ (d) di.agree,_ _ (_) disagree strongl.y_ _ _ __

31.

Situational fact.ora are more iIIlportant than personal qual1tie. in the
formation of lead.era. <a) agree strongly_ _ _ (b) agr"___ (0) u.nCecided.____

(d) d1aagree_ _ _ (e) elisacres strongly_ _

D.

Pleue mark an X in the square after the oa tegory that applies to your
sWnarl and write on the dotted linea the required informat1on. Pleu.
mention onl)' things referring to students who have alrea~ completed the
h1gn school. If your student. attend another teaching in.titution,
mark only the Cou.rses your students usually attend.

32.

18 ther. a general course in sociology (distinct from social encyclioals,
social philosophy and social ethioa)? le8
. ._~_ No_ __
If ye., whattaxt, i f

~sed?

Author •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tital ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
How many hours of cla•• are devoted to the subject per week ••••••••••••••
I. the cour,. taught by semtt.ter_ __

or quarter_ __

For how many sam.'ters .••••••••••

For how many quarter•••••••••••••

Ia it 'taugh·t; by one witn a .iliaater's degree or above in socioloi)'?

---

1'es

---

No

Which of the following magazines are regularly available in the library

"
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for your student.? The Amerioan Catholic Sociological Revi_ _ _ __
'aerioan Sociological Review
5001010&1_ __

33. 18

The American Journal of

-----

The Social Order

there any spec1f1c couree on IJI&rr1age cOWlsellin& which would have as

1t8 primary purpose the handling of peychologj.oal and social upecta of

marriage rather than tne moral UP8Cts?

1418_ _ _..-_

-----

No

If Y08, ·wha.t text, 1.f' any is used? AuthOI· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Titl••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
How

JIUIll)"

hours of class per week are devoted to the subjects •••••••••••••

Is the course taught by samester____ for how many smaesters •••••••••••

or quarter

34. Is

for how many quarters ••••••••••••

there a course in psychology dealing with tbe experimental, social and

psychoanalytioal approaches on per80nali ty?
If yes, ..hat text if any is used?

Yes

No_ __

Au thor •••••••••••••••••••••••••

Title •.••••••••••••••••••••••••
Ho. many hours of class per week are devoted to the subj.cts? •••••••••••
Is the course taught bl sernester____. ,r'or how
or quarter

Ie it taught b:y one wi th a Master

~j

semesters ••••••••••

For how many quarters •••••••••••

t., degree or above in modern psychology'

----

lee

----

No

35. Are the technique. of panel discussion (forman and 1nformal) explained
to the students?

---No
----

Yea

lio

Does each student get at least two opportunities to lead 8U.ch discus.ion.

Yes

36. Is there

any attempt made to measure from year to year the leadership

qualities of a 8tudent?

----

Yes

----

No

...
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'It yes, is there a definite m.ethod of measuring?

No_ __

Yea

If yes, could you please describe it brieny ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

37. What is the moat responsible office (which involves others) entrusted
seminarian?....... liow 18 he selected to this offioe? (a)

tD a

by straight

appointment_ _._ (b) by appointment after consultation with students

(c) b1 voting of the stu.dent8_____

involved
38.

Are there ~ student officee or duties filled. by voting of the

seminarians?
consider to be

----ttle
important •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Yes

If yes, please name the three you

lJo

most

39 • Have tne sendnarians any responaibili ties regarding persons outside the
seUu.l'larj, like teaching catechisrn, helping out in tne parishes, ete.

---.

-

1':es
40.

No

Ii' yes, please

sp~ci.rii •••••

' •••••••••• ' •• ' ••••• " ' ••• '.

Are the seminarians allowed to read. (a) daily newspapers? Yes__,_ _
If some students are allowed to read dailies, who at'e these

No

----

etadents? •••••••••••••••••••••••••• (0) weeklies.

---

America

u.s.
41.

Time_ _ _ _ New_ek____ Saiiurdq l1vening rost_ __

Nws and World Report_ __

o

_ _ _ _ _ __

---

Life

Are good-natured jokes at the expense

d1scouraged_

Commonweal

or

8upel'ior.u

------

Allowed

Encouraged________

42. II there a complaint box where students can register their complaints
without disclosing their identity?

1e8_ _ __

----

l~o
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